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A. TYPOLOGY OF THE MAHZOR 

THE CODEX KNOWN as the "Worms Mahzor" is one of the 
most impressive liturgical manuscripts to have come 
down to us from the legacy of mediaeval Ashkenazi 

Jewry. Its remarkable scope, the wealth of its contents, its 
imposing artistic format, its texts and vocalizations, as well as the 
customs reflected in it present us with a wealth of information on 
many aspects of the lives of our ancestors, who created it. T he rite 
of the Codex was first described by the late Dr. Daniel Goldschmidt 
in an article published in Kiryat Sefer in 1959.' Since this publica
tion there has been no detailed study of the liturgy of this Mah
zor,2 as, at first glance, nothing in it seemed surprising in this 
regard. T h o u g h it pre-dates most extant liturgical manuscripts 
from Central Europe, its content was described as reflecting the 
more-or-less usual rite of western Ashkenaz. T h e almost final 
arrangement of this rite was thus shown to pre-date our Codex. 
However, this impression, though correct in principle, is not 
totally accurate. True, the Ashkenazi rite, or more precisely the rite 
of the Rhenish communities and of western Germany, was 
formulated before the writing of the Worms Mahzor.* But a 
closer examination of the prayers and the piyyutim included in 
the Mahzor, of how they were copied, and of what was stressed or 
glossed over, reveals several interesting points. T h o u g h not 
necessarily exceptional in the given context, they still serve to 
enrich and to diversify our knowledge of the wording of the 
prayers and, most importantly, of the mode of prayer in the early 
German synagogues. Some of these modes have been described in 
the later Minhagim (^Customs) literature, but they apparently 

1 E.D. Goldschmidt, "The Worms Mahzor" [Heb.], Kiryat Sefer, XXXIV 
(1959), pp. 388-396, 513-522; reprinted in Mehqerei Tefillah u-Piyyut 
(Studies in Prayer and Piyyut), Jerusalem 1979, pp. 9-30. 

2 On this, see E. Roth, "Das Wormser Machsor", Udim, XI-XII 
(1981-1982), pp. 219-223. The article deals at length with the illustra
tions of the Worms Mahzor, but also refers to the regular prayers and the 
piyyutim in the Codex. The Worms Mahzor is composed of two 
volumes. The volume discussed here contains only the liturgical texts for 
the summer season (from Parashat Sheqalim until the Ninth of Av). The 
second volume contains the material for the winter holidays. On the 
relationship between the two volumes, see the article by M. Beit-Arie 
(above, pp. 13 ff.). See also below. 

3 On the rites of Ashkenaz, see, for example, the classic work of L. Zunz, 

have never been documented from early prayer books. An 
examination of the present Codex allows us in many cased to verify 
these prayer rites, to ascertain their antiquity, and to precisely and 
correctly explain them. 
T h e impression that the Worms Mahzor is a rather standard 
Ashkenazi mahzor can be attributed in large measure to its 
internal structure. The extant mediaeval prayer books, early and 
late, belong to several types. There are those which can be called 
siddurim, which present mainly the texts of the regular prayers for 
both community and individual, for weekdays and Sabbath. 
These manuscripts sometimes also contain piyyutim for special 
Sabbaths, halakhot concerning prayer, commentaries on the 
prayers and piyyutim, laws of the Sabbath and various other 
items relating to daily religious life. The mahzorim, which contain 
the holiday prayers constitute a different type. These are designed 
to complement the siddurim, and generally contain only what is 
added to the regular prayers on the holidays, primarily the 
piyyutim.Codices of this type are often divided into two parts: one 
contains the liturgical material for the winter season, including 
the High Holy Days and Sukkot, while the other is for use in the 
summer period, reaching from Parashat Sheqalim until after the 
Nin th of Av. These codices often differ from one another in 
content and scope. Some limit themselves quite strictly to the 
piyyutim, omit t ing entirely the regular prayers, the readings 
from the Torah and Prophets, the megillot read on the different 
holidays, and the piyyutim for special Sabbaths in each season, 
while others are more generous in this respect, in varying 

Die Ritus des synagogalen Gottesdienstes2, Berlin 1919, pp. 66 f. On the 
Worms rite, see references in Zunz' index. For a general discussion of the 
Ashkenazi rites, see the introductions by D. Goldschmidt to his Mahzor 
for the High Holy Days, Jerusalem 1970, and Mahzor for Sukkot, 
Jerusalem 1981, ed. Y. Fraenkel. 
The prayer rites followed in the different Ashkenazi communities were 
not identical, and in the course of time two major branches took shape: 
the western branch, based on the rite observed in the communities of the 
Rhineland, primarily Mainz, Worms and Speyer; and the eastern branch, 
used in the communities east of the Elbe River. The eastern Ashkenazi 
rite was also followed in the countries of East Europe, including the 
Bohemian, Austrian and Polish rites. See also below. 
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degrees.4 The manuscripts also differ as to the scope of the 
instructions provided for the worshipper,5 as well as in whether 
they were intended to serve the individual worshipper or the 
hazzan, or both. They differ as well in their objectives. Some 
simply present the texts as they are, and nothing else, while 
others seek to provide the worshipper with a better understand
ing of the piyyutim and the prayers through commentaries and 
glosses. Even these commentaries, though largely drawn from 
identical or similar sources, differ in scope and in wording.6 

Ancient mahzorim differ also in their treatment of the piyyutim 
for special Sabbaths. In the winter mahzorim, this is reflected in 
the presence or absence of the piyyutim for the Sabbath between 
the New Year and the Day of Atonement (Shabbat Shuvah), and 
the piyyutim for the Sabbaths between the Day of Atonement and 
Sukkot, for Shabbat Bereshit, for the two Sabbaths during 
Hanukkah, and several others.7 In the summer mahzorim, the 
optional material is even more extensive: it includes the two 
intermediate Sabbaths between the four special Sabbaths (the 
piyyutim for Purim appear in almost every instance), the six 
Sabbaths between Passover and Shavu'ot, the Sabbaths between 
Shavu'ot and the Ninth of Av, and the Sabbath (or Sabbaths) 
following the Ninth of Av.8 This material is not only fairly 
abundant, but also quite specific: even after the piyyutim for the 
major holidays (including the four special Sabbaths and Purim) 
were fixed more or less definitively, in most of the Ashkenazi 
communities the piyyutim for these Sabbaths remained fluid, or 
were fixed differently in the various communities. The special 
rite of the mahzorim can be recognized primarily by the choice of 
piyyutim for these Sabbaths.9 

The Worms Mahzor is a summer mahzor of the restricted type. 
Like most of the mahzorim of this type, it too begins with 
Parashat Sheqalim and ends with the Ninth of Av, but it does not 
include the piyyutim for the intermediary Sabbaths before Pas
sover (Shabbetoth Hafsaqah) and for all the Sabbaths between 
Passover and the New Year. Especially surprising is the absence 
of piyyutim for the Sabbaths between Passover and Shavu'ot, 
since prayers on these Sabbaths in the Jewish communities of 

4 An important place is accorded in the mediaeval prayer books to 
piyyutim for Sabbaths celebrating weddings and circumcisions. Sabbath 
prayers in which a newly-wed groom participated were embellished with 
a wide variety of piyyutim. These piyyutim did not have a fixed place in 
the codices, appearing sometimes in siddurim, and sometimes in 
mahzorim. 

5 Most of the Ashkenazi prayer books are sparing in instructions to the 
worshipper, as these books were intended for the use of learned men, who 
knew how to pray. Many manuscripts contain no such instructions at all; 
some contain a few indications which are not always clear. 

6 Ashkenazi Jewry is known to have produced a rich literature of 
commentaries on prayers and piyyutim. For an exhaustive discussion of 
this literature, see E.E. Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, Jerusalem 1963. 

7 In the early Ashkenazi communities, piyyutim were recited also on the 
Shabbaths of parashat Va-Yera, Be-Shallah, and Yitro. The very 
widespread eastern practice in the ninth to eleventh centuries of reciting 
yozerot on every Sabbath was unknown in Central Europe. 

8 The Sabbaths during the summer months, following Shavu'ot, on which 
piyyutim were recited according to the Ashkenazi rite, were: the Sabbath 
after Shavu'ot, the Sabbaths of parashat Naso, Be-Ha'alotkha, Shelah 
Lekha, and Huqqat, Shabbat Hazon (preceding the Ninth of Av), Shab
bat Nahamu (following the Ninth of Av), the Sabbath of parashat 'Ekev, 
and the Sabbath preceding the New Year. Thus, almost all the Sabbaths 
during the summer were considered special Sabbaths. However, the 
piyyutim added to embellish most of these Sabbaths were generally few 
in number. 

9 Ashkenazi mahzorim also differ widely from one another in their 
liturgical programme for Sabbaths following a wedding. The piyyutim 
for these Sabbaths were fixed at a very late date, and for a long time local 
paytanim authored new piyyutim for each such occasion. 

10 On the piyyutim for these Sabbaths (mainly zulatot) see E. Fleischer, The 

and Piyyut 

western Ashkenaz included piyyutim in memory of the victims of 
the Crusades and other massacres of the early Middle Ages.10 

There was certainly no Ashkenazi community in the thirteenth 
century which did not recite piyyutim of this kind on these 
Sabbaths. We must therefore assume that, at the time and place of 
our Mahzor's scribe, these piyyutim were copied in a special 
volume and were therefore not included in this Codex.11 

Even the sections which are included in our Mahzor are repres
ented relatively sparsely. As we will see below, this volume was 
intended explicitly for the hazzan's use,12 and it lacks, as a general 
rule, all those passages not recited in the early Ashkenazi com
munities by the cantor. Thus, absent from the Mahzor are the 
opening passages of the morning prayer,13 the Pesuqei de-Zimra, 
the holiday Torah readings, and the like. There is not even a hint 
to these passages in the manuscript, except by chance. The Codex 
also lacks such common liturgical texts as the Passover Hag-
gadah and Pirqei Avot. 
The Mahzor is also very sparing in its instructions to the wor
shipper: in most cases, such instructions are totally absent, 
clearly indicating that the copyist had in mind a learned hazzan, 
who did not require instruction in prayer. The few instructions 
which do surprisingly appear in the Codex may have fulfilled 
some artistic or calligraphic need, or some momentary caprice of 
the scribe.14 There are similarly no commentaries on the regular 
prayers and the piyyutim in the body of the manuscript. Several 
interpretative remarks, some of them apparently by the scribe 
himself, appear in the margins; but even these are few, and are 
additions to the manuscript, not part of it.15 According to the 
master plan of the copyist, the Mahzor was to include only 
liturgical texts, and nothing more. Also relatively scarce in the 
manuscript, though not markedly so, are informative headings at 
the beginning of the piyyutim. Professional scribes were usually 
familiar with the piyyutim they copied, and often possessed 
reliable traditions regarding the authorship of the piyyutim. 
They used to note this information in the headings. The scribe of 
the present manuscript, Simhah b. Yehudah, was an experienced 
scribe, and the son of a scribe.16 However, his heading-notes 

Yozer, Its Emergence and Development [Heb.], Jerusalem 1984, pp. 661, 
697 (henceforth: Fleischer, The Yozer). 

11 They do in fact appear separately in several later manuscripts originating 
in Worms. The piyyutim were also published in the two printed editions 
of the Worms rite, which will be discussed below. However, they are 
included in the Worms Mahzor copied by Ya'aqov Oppenheim in 1623 
(MS Oxford 1031), regarding which see also below. 

12 On this matter, Roth (n.2 above) has a different view. See Udim, p. 231, n. 
12a. However, as will be shown below, there is no doubt that the Codex 
was intended for the special use of the hazzan. 

13 An attempt was apparently made at a later period to rectify this 
deficiency. A page from the opening of the morning benedictions, dating 
perhaps from the fourteenth century, is still appended to the Codex (fol. 
218). But these texts were not originally included in the master plan of the 
Mahzor. 

14 Detailed instructions do appear in the Mahzor in only three places: once 
on fol. 20b, following the qerovah for Purim; the copyist's note here — 
today almost totally obliterated — gives instructions on the reading of 
the Torah, the reading of the megillah, and the recital of the benediction 
ha-rav et rivenu following this reading. The second instance, in the 
section on the intermediate Sabbath of Passover (fol. 75r), is a list of the 
days on which the full hallel is read. Following the qerovah for the Ninth 
of Av (fol. 159v), we also find a note of some length referring to the 
continuation of the prayers, but it too is quite brief. Aside from these, the 
Mahzor contains only the briefest indications, following the piyyutim, of 
the prayer or prayers to be recited at each point, generally designated by 
their opening words. 

15 On these, see below. 
16 On the scribe and his family, see the article by M. Beit-Arie' (above, pp. 15 

ff.). 
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concerning the piyyutim he transcribed are relatively few and 
rather routine in nature. 
On the other hand, the manuscript is rich — in comparison to 
other mahzorim of its kind —in regular prayers. To be sure, these 
are not complete: only those passages recited by the hazzan in 
accord with the prevailing rite are recorded. But those texts that 
do appear are cited with remarkable completeness,17 and in some 
cases appear in each section of the Mahzor.n Although the scribe 
was not completely consistent in this matter, as we shall see 
below, it is clear that his primary purpose was to allow the hazzan 
to pray from the Mahzor fluently, without having to page from 
one section to another, and without having to refer to memory or 
to another book. In this, the Worms Codex is fairly unique. Most 
of the extant mahzorim, including those much richer in content, 
tend to be much more sparing with regard to the regular prayer, 
sometimes not supplying them at all, or giving them only once.19 

B. THE MASTER PLAN OF THE MAHZOR 

The early Ashkenazi mahzorim are not usually noted for their 
strict and logical internal order. Even the largest and most elabo
rate of them, including those to which tremendous patience, 
love, and artistic talent have obviously been devoted, are often 
arranged with a lamentable lack of order. There are few manus
cripts that can be cited as exceptions to this general rule, and the 
Worms Mahzor is not one of them. In the colophon appended at 
the end of the Codex (fol. 217v), R. Simhah the Scribe does pride 
himself on having arranged in the Mahzor "all prayers as recited 
by the hazzan' from beginning to end. However, an analysis of 
the Mahzor reveals that he did not succeed in imposing a strict 
order on the liturgical material. While the main sections of the 

17 Of all the prayers recited by the hazzan (on which see more below), only 
the shema' is not cited even once in full in the Mahzor. This is 
undoubtedly related to the fact that the shema' was also recited aloud, in 
unison, by the entire congregation. Moreover, all Jews knew the shema' 
by heart, and most of the scribes did not bother to record it. It goes 
without saying that the mode of public prayer in Ashkenaz in the early 
Middle Ages was similar to the Sephardi mode today, namely that the 
sheliah zibbur would recite all the prayers and piyyutim in full, from 
beginning to end, out loud. In most places in our Mahzor, later hands 
noted "hazzan" towards the end of the piyyutim, indicating the part to be 
recited by the sheliah zibbur, according to the later custom. 

18 This phenomenon sometimes reaches amazing dimensions in the Worms 
Mahzor. Several of the regular prayers are repeated, one after the other, 
sometimes in close proximity, more than ten times. On this, see more 
below. 

19 Thus, for example, in the Niirnberg Mahzor (MS Schocken). In this 
mahzor, which is much more complete than the Worms Mahzor, the 
regular prayers all appear only once, at the beginning of the Codex. This 
is the case in other early mahzorim as well, such as MS Oxford 1025, 
which presents a prayer rite very similar to that recorded in our manus
cript. However, in many mahzorim, including the second volume of the 
Worms Mahzor, for example, none or almost none of the regular prayers 
are presented. 

20 These Sabbaths (Sheqalim, Zakhor, Parah, and ha-Hodesh), which are 
known as "the Four Sabbaths (or: Parashot)", regularly open the 
summer mahzorim. They precede the Passover holiday in the Hebrew 
calendar. Shabbat Sheqalim is always the Sabbath which precedes the 
beginning of the month of Adar (or the Sabbath which coincides with the 
New Month of Adar). Shabbat Zakhor is the Sabbath which precedes 
Purim. Shabbat Parah is the Sabbath following Purim. Shabbat ha-
Hodesh is the Sabbath preceding the beginning of the month of Nisan, or 
that which itself falls on the New Month of Nisan. Shabbat ha-Gadol is 
the Sabbath which precedes Passover. 

Mahzor are properly arranged, according to the calendric order of 
the holidays — Shabbat Sheqalim, Shabbat Zahkhor, Purim, 
Shabbat Parah, Shabbat ha-Hodesh,20 Shabbat ha-Gadol, Pas
sover, Shavu'ot, and the Ninth of Av — the internal order within 
each section is not rigorously maintained. Already in the section 
devoted to the four special Sabbaths, at the very beginning of the 
Mahzor, there is no logical order to the material as transcribed. 
Shabbat Sheqalim and Shabbat ha-Hodesh, as we know, often 
coincide with the New Month (Adar and Nisan, respectively), 
and a properly organized mahzor must note this possibility, both 
in the piyyutim and in the regular prayers, as in both cases it 
involves changes: minor changes in the piyyutim, but significant 
changes in the 'amidot of both the morning service and the 
musaf.21 Here, R. Simhah provided only incomplete informa
tion: he totally ignored the possibility that Shabbat Sheqalim 
might coincide with the New Month of Adar.22 In Parashat 
ha-Hodesh, suddenly recalling this possibility, he copied the 
special of an for Sabbath and the New Month D'Hrny TTnuna23 (fol. 
27r) noting on the piyyut "U/Tin tt/K"n mu/1?". Yet in the 'amidah 
for the morning service he failed to mention the insertion of nby 
Ktm. However, in the 'amidah for musaf he included the 
special DDTr̂ N for Sabbath and the New Month, this time with
out any remark.24 In the fourth benediction of the musaf 'amidah 
he had to include the shiv'ata for Parashat ha-Hodesh into two 
alternative texts: one for a regular Sabbath and the other for 
Sabbath and a New Month. Here again he failed. After copying 
the qedushah, he immediately copied the wording of the fourth 
benediction for Sabbath and a New Month ( m y nriK) without 
having written down the piyyut passage meant to embellish the 
third benediction (D^IS^ K3 PIT mn), and without mentioning the 
concluding formula of this (third) benediction (umpn "7Kn). He 
copied K2 nr ran and concluded ump bun after m y nriK,25 and 

21 On Sabbaths which coincide with a New Month a special passage 
(beginning KITH rr^y) is added to the sixth benediction of the 'amidah. In 
the fourth benediction of the musaf 'amidah, the regular [or: nJpn] n33n 
TOW is replaced by a special passage beginning mpn "IH ÎV m y nriK. 

22 The disregard of this possibility is not very surprising. Many ancient 
mahzorim record the piyyutim for these Sabbaths with no hint of the 
possibility that changes could occur should any of them coincide with a 
New Month. However, they are generally consistent about this, dealing 
in the same way with both Sabbaths. 

23 According to the rite of our Mahzor (see below) ofanim were not recited 
on the Four Sabbaths. The "available" space was filled, when these 
Sabbaths coincided with a New Month, by the ofan which was usually 
said on a regular Sabbath which coincides with a New Month. This 
phenomenon is also discussed below. 

24 The DSTî K is a short piyyut which is dovetailed into the qedushah of the 
musaf 'amidah between the verse DrJTl̂ K " ^K and nb^b " ybry. On 
this genre, see E. Fleischer, Hebrew Liturgical Poetry in the Middle Ages 
[Heb.], Jerusalem 1975 [henceforth: Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry], pp. 448 
ff. This genre apparently originated in Italy; the oldest example of it is by 
the ancient Italian (?) paytan Zevadiah. See E. Fleischer, "Aspects of the 
Poetry of Early Italian Paytanim" [Heb.], Hasifrut, XXX-XXXI (April 
1981), pp. 161 ff. Use of these piyyutim became standard only in the 
communities of Ashkenaz. These communities, including the community 
of Worms, recited such piyyutim primarily on Sabbaths which coincided 
with a New Month, Sabbaths following a wedding, and Sabbaths on 
which there was also a circumcision. 

25 Following the benediction (fol. 33r), the scribe noted something in red 
ink, but the inscription is entirely faded. In ultra-violet light it is perhaps 
possible to piece together the following note: nriK "iniK] wnn ttwn rawa 
ri3un umn u/K-aa [my. 
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followed with n3U/ nJ3n! The Mahzor is here in a complete 
disarray. Actually, the scribe himself was aware of that: he noted 
run after the text of the qedushah, while a later hand added in the 
margin the remark: m y nnK 'M1K ")3 "iriKV 
This confusion may have been the result of an inadvertant error. 
More blatant is the disorder in the section of the piyyutim for 
Passover: at the beginning of this section, the scribe copied the 
ma'arivim for all the festival evenings (first, second, seventh, and 
eigth)26 together, instead of bringing each ma'ariv separately, 
together with the piyyutim of the appropriate day. In the section 
for the first day of the holiday, he did not copy the hallel, nor did 
he give any indication that it should be read (fol. 53v). But in the 
section for the second day he surprisingly wrote down the verses 
mu "O "V m n and •» *OK, without mentioning anything. He 
quotes from the hallel in this same strange way in the section of 
the seventh day (fol. 88v), but for the last day of Passover (fol. 
101 r) even these verses are lacking.27 Yet in the section for the 
intermediate Sabbath (fol. 75r) after having copied the yozer, he 
suddenly notes: "The following are the holidays on which the full 
hallel is recited" etc. He then copies the entire hallel, even though 
the hallel is read only in part on the intermediate Sabbath. 
Following the hallel, he copied again the full text of the qedushta 
for musaf(io\. 76r), including"UTHK THK, although this passage is 
not read on this Sabbath. He noted: THK ivm bw iVim 'M1K pK 
nniK 3m3 'OK nKT "7331 ("one does not say 'TiK on the 
intermediate days, I nevertheless write it here"). 
Also the Aramaic piyyutim recorded after the section for the last 
day of Passover are in an almost total confusion: the section 
begins with two Aramaic reshuyot for the targum of the haftarot 
(Kmm KDK [fol. 101v] and p 3 IM^K [fol. 102r]), followed by 
passages from the targum of the festival haftarot for the second 
day of Shav'uot (!), the first day of Shavu'ot, and the last day of 
Passover. Then comes a large heading 1/u/vn mun (fol. 103v), 
followed by a reshut for the Torah reading on the seventh day of 
Passover. Several Aramaic piyyutim for the Song at the Red Sea 
follow, accompanied by the targum of the biblical verses, and 
finally, the piyyut DADE3 r y (fol. 108r), with the heading mun 
3pv t ra in muDn1?. This poem was perhaps meant to introduce 
the haftarah for the seventh day of Passover. The targum of the 
haftarot for the first and second days does not appear. 
In the section on Shavu'ot, the scribe abandoned the system 
adopted for the Passover ma'arivim , and instead of copying the 
piyyutim for both nights together, he brings them along with the 
piyyutim for each day (fols. 109r, 144v). However, the piyyutim 
for the second day precede the Aramaic piyyutim for the reading 
of the Ten Commandments on the first day (fols. 146r-166r). In 
the section for the Ninth of Av the liturgical material appears in a 
more orderly fashion. But even here, the piyyut nn l ^ T l (fol. 
170v), intended to be recited at the end of the qinot, appears in the 
middle.28 

There is no way to explain these perplexing phenomena. R. 

Simhah was an expert scribe, and his remarkable aesthetic sense is 
evident on every page of his manuscript. However, he apparently 
worked very hurriedly,29 and perhaps had no time to ponder how 
to organize his codex. There is no doubt that R. Simhah worked 
from one or several Vorlagen, and it may well be that these models, 
like many early Ashkenazi mahzorim, were confused. Possibly he 
copied them as they were.30 

It should be noted that R. Simhah's haste in preparing the 
Mahzor is apparent not only in the order of the material 
contained in the manuscript, but also in the fact that he fairly 
frequently erred. Some of his errors he himself corrected, either in 
the margins or in some other manner; others were later corrected 
by the vocalizer of the manuscript; still others were corrected only 
in subsequent generations.31 Several of these errors will be 
discussed in detail below. 

C. THE PIYYUTIM OF THE WORMS MAHZOR 

The piyyutim contained in the Worms Mahzor are all known to us 
from the established Ashkenazi mahzorim, and they generally 
accord with the rite later fixed in the communities of the Rhine 
and western Ashkenaz. The material presented does nevertheless 
contain several distinctive elements which deserve special note. 

The Days Preceding Passover 

Shabbat Sheqalim, with which the Mahzor opens, is embellished 
with three sets of piyyutim, as usual. However, of the yozer, we 
find here only the yozer proper Ktfnnn bo. (I. Davidson, Treasury 
of Poetry and Piyyut [Heb.], 3853 .K; fol. lv) and the zulat nriK 
~|»J7 ri3HK (8660 .K; fol. lr; headed: "zulat"). The ofan which 
appears in the established Ashkenazi rites (KtWJTn Dnnri1 TD33; 
75.3) is lacking. The qedushtannvil TKfc TK (2149 .K; headedKnump) 
by R. El'azar b. R. Qilir, usually found in the Ashkenazi 
mahzorim, appears on fol. 3v. The biblical verses included in the 
first three parts of the composition (the magen, the mehayye, and 
the meshallesh), are present as usual in early manuscripts.32 They 
do not appear in the printed editions. The order of the three 
concluding stanzas following the meshallesh" is confused (fol. 
4v): The scribe first transcribed the second ("PS pK3 pVi), and only 
then the first (D'Hynp m v ^3 TK» linn). A later hand noted the 
correct order in the margin, in large letters ('1 ,'K /3). Another 
hand also noted at the end of the meshallesh: "Here say man"; 
and at the end of the paragraph beginningrrnn: "Here say ISTi". 
A note to this effect was also recorded in the margin, but was cut 
off in one of the bindings. The text apparently read: IV [1KB] n n n 
Tom [13 -iruo] ww*n n[nn nv] pK3 [JQTI] 13 -in*o ia^unpn qua]. The 
text of the qedushta is complete, including all the elements 

26 In the heading of the ma'ariv for the eighth night, the scribe wrote (fol. 
46r): rtOS bv •'WVJ b"bb anyn "Ma'ariv for the sixth night of Passover". 
About this heading, see below. 

27 This matter will be discussed below. 
28 On this matter, see below. 
29 We learn this from what he noted in the colophon at the end of the Codex, 

namely, that he finished the writing of the Mahzor "in forty-four weeks". 
We have no way of estimating the rate of the work of early scribes, but we 
can presume that he would not have praised himself for this speed were it 
not a sign of his unusual skill. 

30 We must note that the contents of many of the ancient codices, including 

some which were carefully written and lavishly adorned, are not prop
erly organized. An exception to this rule is the Niirnberg Mahzor, for 
example, which, despite its monumental scope, is organized with abso
lute precision. 

31 Regarding these "layers" of corrections, see the article by M. Beit-Arie, 
on pp. 20 ff. in this volume. 

32 Regarding these chains of biblical verses and their function in the first 
sections of the qedushta'ot, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 144 ff. 

33 About these strophes, which sometimes appear in ancient qedushta'ot of 
the Qilirian type, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, loc. cit. 
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characteristic of the Qilirian qedushta: the verses D71J/7 r i "y\bw 
etc. (Ps. cxlvi:10) and7icittn m^Tin 3ttm wnp nriKi (Ps. xx:4), and 
KJ 7K after the meshallesh (fol. 4v); the formula Dl"i»i icm D^pi Ti 
Wlp} after the fourth piyyut (fol. 5r), and the prayer aVlj/7 to 7K 
ynyn (ibid.) at the end of the fifth.34 The two qadosh-stanzas of 
the sixth piyyut are prominently placed at the beginning of the 
poem, as common in Central European manuscripts.35 Before 
the silluq, we find the usual heading nriK "D nu/np n7i/n "|7l p3l 
JPttnni [7K]-w wn?. All the qedusta'ot appearing in this Mahzor 
are copied in the same way. 
The musaf 'amidah oiParashat Sheqalim is embellished with the 
shiv'ata tt/QJ 73 niKn ,>IPK 713U/K (8069 .K; fol. 7v), also ascribed to 
R. El'azar b. Qilir. This piyyut is headed: Knsnu/ t)0"l»7l. The 
piyyut is dovetailed with the regular wording of the 'amidah, as 
usual in Ashkenazi codices. 
The section for Parashat Zakhor is headed (in red ink): "iyp 
T7p "in T13T nunQ7.36 On the following page (9v), we have the 
yozer nu/y -IUJN riK -H3T (112 .T), with its fixed word (TOT) 
prominently emphasized. This is followed by the zulat K7M nriN 
D"»nm (8821 .K; fol. 10v) —as usual in Ashkenaz. Here, too, there 
is no of an. The Qilirian qedushta WWV12 jnat H7D "P3TK (2249 .K) 
appears on fols. 1 lr ff. (headed Knump). There is no shiv'ata for 
musaf, though in some Ashkenazi communities this 'amidah was 
embellished with a shiv'ata by R. Me'ir ben Yizhaq Sheliah Zib-
bur, the great paytan of Worms (miK nuniK |niK p"n; 205 .1). 
For Purim (fols. 15v ff.) we find, as usual, Qiliri's qerova infOl 
pn nmrp plK (197 .1). The sophisticated structure of the piyyut is 
emphasized with impressive calligraphic skill. The regular text of 
the 'amidah is here again intermixed with the piyyut. In the 
benediction of DHT y>J3n we find the usual poetical insertions: 
pn LO mm (fol. 17r), pK w i s n-'wan (17v), ri7mn imK (18r), 
pin 7K maoK (18v), and -p-n bnx. (19r). 
The section on Parashat Parah has the heading m a nttDQ7 "iyr> 
T7p -ITV7K nn (fol. 20v). The yozer npin "p HVK D1K (1830 .K; fol. 
21r), is followed by the zulafyi -"Din 73 ntPK (8406 .K). There is no 
of an. The qedushta\n-\x. ri7iYK (7256 ,K) by Qiliri (headed Knump) 
appears on fols. 22v ff. As usual in the established Ashkenazi rite 
the composition contains the passage •!? ^b^H. (fol. 24v) from 
Qiliri's second qedushta for Parashat Parah rU07Q TI7KU7 nrw 
mm.37 Here, again, there is no shiv'ata for musaf, although 
several Ashkenazi communities did include here a composition 
by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur (D^n DTl1™ nnK wnbx.; 4661 .N). 
The section for Shabbat ha-Hodesh is identical in structure to the 
section for Shabbat Sheqalim. Here, too, the usual yozer HT mK 
umnn (2051 .K; fol. 26v) is followed only by the zulat nuny 7K 
rnxVaj (3955 .K; fol. 27v). There is no of an in the body of the text. 

34 Regarding all these details, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, loc. cit. The 
phrase KJ ?K, which appears at the end of the meshalleshim, is usually 
copied by our scribe as a single word (mbx), but occasionally he leaves 
some space between the two words. 

35 Regarding the sixth piyyutim of the qedushta'ot and the qadosh-stanzas 
which accompany them (the pizmonim), see Fleischer, ibid., p. 147. 
These stanzas were originally supposed to be incorporated in the 
piyyutim, following their regular strophes rather than placed before 
them. However, in all the Ashkenazi codices the pizmonim were removed 
from the body of the piyyutim and copied before them. That is also the 
arrangement here. 

36 This inscription, which is at the bottom of the page, is now almost entirely 
illegible. See below regarding this ascription. 

37 Regarding this, see Sh. Elizur, "TI71W nriK —A Qedushta for Shabbat 
Parah by R. El'azar b. R. Qilir" [Heb.], Kovez 'al Yad, X(20) (1982), p. 22. 

38 This lovely piyyut, about which we will also speak below, does not appear 
in the printed version of the Ashkenazi siddurim. It was first published by 

However, in the margin of fol. 27r, the scribe recorded, as 
mentioned above, the of an D'Hmy vmi»n by R. Me'ir b. Yizhaq 
(2672 .n) for Sabbath and Rosh Hodesh. The piyyut was intended 
to be read if Shabbat ha-Hodesh fell on Rosh Hodesh Nisan.38 

Beginning on fol. 28r, we have Qiliri's qedushta UTTi nv TWT\K 
(8904 .K; headed Knump). Alongside the biblical verses occuring 
in this qerovah, a later hand noted, in accordance with the later 
custom: K"K (=0"nKnK pK).39 The musaf has the shiv'ata puna 
nnyn^K (236 .n; fol. 32r) generally ascribed to Qiliri. The piyyut is 
copied along with the regular wording of the 'amidah as in the 
shiv'ata for Parashat Sheqalim. The confusion in the order of this 
section has already been discussed. The scribe inserted within the 
text of the qedushah (fol. 32v) a short piyyut of the D3Tr7K type: 
watt; rrnp tDTi1™ (4581 .K; signed ptn rmrp), for Shabbat 
ha-Hodesh and Rosh Hodesh Nisan. 
The piyyutim for Shabbat ha-Gadol are copied thereafter. At 
their head, the paytan wrote in red ink (now completely faded): 
p»">33 nn 7-mn niwV "IYY\ He then copied the yozer ]1337M TIK 
H73 (8891 ,K) by R. Benjamin b. Zerah (fol. 34v). At the beginning 
of the piyyut a later hand noted: K"K (=DnniK ftf). The zulat 
-|7»7 •'tyj/n 'UK mniK (1918 .K), also by R. Benjamin b. Zerah, 
appears on fol. 36r. The qedushta prescribed for shaharit is, as 
usual in the western Ashkenazi mahzorim, DTinm "HUB '•JlK 
(1921 .K) by Yannai.40 The scribe deciphered the acronym "IIJI" in 
the meshallesh (fol. 37v) and noted the letters with dots, however, 
at the beginning of the piyyut he wrote: •"JO1 ' in KflUmp. The 
composition of the qerovah is similar to that found in the western 
Ashkenazi mahzorim. Yet the silluq, which usually opens with 
nb-b T»JQ7 PK 13 (181 .3), here opens with rfrb "1^37 X>K 13 31. 
The musaf for Shabbat ha-Gadol is expanded in the fourth 
benediction (following rPWim nwimb 13T) with the anonymous 
piyyut DTTinn Ti THK (1082 .K; fol. 39v), which deals with the laws 
of Passover. This piyyut generally appears in the Ashkenazi 
mahzorim as an addition to the aforementioned qedushta by 
Yannai, before (or after) the silluq. 

The Piyyutim for Passover 

The section on the Passover piyyutim begins on fol. 41r with a 
heading that has faded with time: "in riDQ bw ]W*n ^V^ 3"ni/n 
"ns^y rP7tt/ -cxn. Within the regular wording of the evening 
prayer, the anonymous ma'ariv n^n 7K imK D'Hintt' bb is 
inserted. This piyyut was (and still is) in use in all the Ashkenazi 
communities (726.7). It also appears in the Italian, Algerian and 
Romaniote mahzorim and is often to be found in genizah 
fragments; it is not by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur, but rather, 

Eliezer Landshuth, 'Amudei ha-'Avoda, New York 19652, p. 166, then 
again by E. Fleischer, "Studies in the Stages of the Rise and Acceptance 
of the Muwassah in Mediaeval Hebrew Poetry" [Heb.], Mil'et, I, Tel-Aviv, 
1983, pp. 194 ff. 

39 It is interesting that no such mention occurs in the Mahzor before, 
although there can be no doubt that in Worms, too, the recital of these 
verses in the qedushta'ot was abandoned relatively early. Apparently 
expert hazzanim had no need of such notes. Similar remarks appear in 
our Mahzor, often sporadically and suddenly. We must guess that they 
were added to the Mahzor occasionally by later hazzanim, while 
preparing themselves from the Mahzor to lead the prayers of one holiday 
or another. They did not bother, of course, to record the same notes in the 
prayers of the other days. See also below, at the end of this paper. 

40 See Piyyute Yannai — Liturgical Poems of Yannai, Collected from 
Geniza-Manuscripts and Other Sources [Heb.], ed. M. Zulay, Berlin 
1938, p. 88. 
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apparently, by an early Eastern pay tan. The erroneous attribution 
to R. Me'ir in the Worms Mahzor is undoubtedly due to the 
bikkur wrfrxsi nm rriDm (2302 .K; fol. 42v) which, in accordance 
with the custom established in Ashkenaz, is appended to the 
ma'ariv and was in fact written by R. Me'ir.41 The bikkur is 
headed bn~w> ynwb n m n i ? W?.42 

Immediately after this ma'ariv, again in full liturgical context, 
appears the ma'ariv for the second night of Passover, beginning 
[>N]"iW TIK nniflK; b'h (724 .b); this ma'ariv is by R. Me'ir bar 
Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur. Here, again, the text is enlarged by a 
bikkur, tpn DV "Y1K, also by R. Me'ir (1958 .N; fol. 44v). Next comes 
the heading ]m "Q -IWVK '"in noa biv wyv Vbb ynvn, followed 
by the piyyut rmbnnb "iy m iwzwb l ix (1973 .K). The regular 
wording of the prayer is omitted. The ma'ariv DTT by ' 'Wl "HIK 
nbxi (2026 .K) by R. Menahem b. Ya'aqov is copied thereafter (fol. 
46r) bearing the surprising heading noa bw WW ^ ^ anyn 
3py "13 nmn mn. 4 3 The piyyut appears again with the full 
wording of the regular prayer. The piyyut is closed by the bikkur 
nK")K K3K Tin (2697 .n; fol. 47v). The order of the ma'ariv 
piyyutim for the last two days of Passover is irregular, and will be 
discussed below in detail. 

The yozerot for Passover begin on fol. 48r. Before the passages 
from the regular prayer which open this section, the scribe wrote 
rmbuj '"in noa bw fitt/JO nvb "lYP. The title is now completely 
faded. He then copied in full the piyyut Dnurwn yu/"1 "I1K by R. 
Shelomoh ha-Bavli (1962 .N), which serves as yozer for the first 
day of Pesah in the great majority of the Ashkenazi communities.44 

The beginning of the silluq rr^K-n n^KY (fol. 50r) and its different 
sections are emphasized by the use of large letters. After the silluq, 
we find, as usual, the ofan TQ DD3 WKl (fol. 51r). The zulat^TlK 
yrnb U/3J (fol. 52r) is immediately followed by the closing stanzas 
••'HU/n n n bv (fol. 53r); both passages are cited before m\V 
UTTDK.45 The great composition by R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli is 
signed alternately with two names: "Shelomoh" and "Morde-
khai".46 Already the silluq has in its first part the acrostic 'OTTO 
vbx3 ]nKi pK n-nnn 47im biv ]vpn, and only after that ]vpn rvnbw 
pm nya nbv ~\vb jn*o ]12K rmri3 bix>. Both signatures are noted by 

41 The fact that the ascription of this ma'ariv to R. Me'ir is mistaken was 
known in Worms in the beginning of the seventeenth century, and it is 
noted in the compilation of the Customs of Worms by R. Liva Kirchheim 
(see below) as follows: "Ma'ariv for the first night of Passover. One 
recites the ma'ariv nyn bx iniK Dmn^u; W> etc., even on the Sabbath. 
This ma'ariv was written by the early Hasidim, the sages of the Mainz 
academy. I found written in old books that wxbw m\D rnatK [i.e. the 
bikkur] was written by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur of Worms bar Yizhaq b"l, 
and he signed the name 'Yizhaq' in honour of his father." Of course the 
ascription to the sages of Mainz is also a mistake, as is R. Liva's assertion 
that the signature of the bikkur is "Yizhaq", for the signature actually 
reads "Me'ir bar Yizhaq". However, the ma'ariv is erroneously ascribed 
to R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur also in the Worms Mahzor written by R. 
Ya'aqov Oppenheim (MS Oxford 1031), perhaps following the ascrip
tion in our Mahzor. Regarding the bikkur which is added to the last 
benediction in the Ashkenazi ma'arivim, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poe
try, pp. 463 ff. Generally the ma'arivim were composed together with 
their bikkur, but in the case of nyn bn lrilK Dmn^u? b'h, R. Me'ir 
completed an ancient piyyut, customarily recited in his place, which was 
written without a bikkur. 

42 The title (fol. 42v) is now faded. bvmm "\)2Wb is the term with which the 
scribe notes the bikkur (see below). However, the phrase m i n i ; ^V is 
not by any means in place here. These words also appear in large letters 
on fol. 41 v, preceding the passage D'Tina i^3K nofl, also inappropriately. 
Apparently R. Simhah mistakenly repeated here the opening words of 
Sections 1,2,4,5, and 6 of the ma'ariv. However, the third sections of the 
ma'arivim (the zulatot), and also the bikkur passages, deviate from the 
symmetry of the ma'arivim and do not repeat the patterns of the other 
sections. See Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, p. 244. 

43 The title is faded in the manuscript. As for its meaning, see below. 
44 This important piyyut was published in a critical edition by E. Fleischer, 

and Piyyut 

the copyist with dots, but without any remark. The zulat too has 
two parts: the first one is signed pirn rmri3 bix> ppn 'OTTO 
rmttoi, while the second, beginning mKn rrnnur has rmrp "OTa rmbw 
•poKi pK m i n i "rxn ynKi pm. Now at the end of the zulat's first 
part (fol. 52v) the scribe noted with red ink: mm p ''3-nn n n c JK3 TV 
rcnbw i n -\v> mK:n rmnwi rmbw.4* At the beginning of n n bv 
WHWy (53r) too, he noticed the acrostic signature as deciphered by 
him: rmrQ bix> ppn 'O-nn. The ge'ulah •>Tn ma follows on fol. 
53v.49 

The musaf of the first day has the famous Qilirian shiv'ata for 
Dew rnT>n win inJTQ (162 .3; fol. 54r). The different compo
nents of the piyyut are followed by groups of biblical verses, as we 
usually find in early manuscripts. Alongside the verses following 
the reshut \wm urnK rranK (fol. 54v), a later hand noted N"K 
(=D''"imK pK). There is no such remark by the other groups of 
verses. Also in the seder foinn DTO Q^K (fol. 57v), the biblical 
verses are transcribed in full; they are omitted, as known, in the 
printed editions. 
The heading which begins the section for the second day (fol. 61 v, 
bottom) notes only: riDQ b\u ">W uvb "lYl1, yet the name of the 
yozer's author, R. Meshullam ben R. Kalonymos, is dotted by the 
scribe in the acrostic of the silluq rtPKTi rtPNY (fol. 63v) and in the zulat 
•'JJT'JS; ->3 "piK (fol. 65r). The yozer D'H-'un pn piax (7129 .K) 
appears on fols. 62r ff., in the full liturgical context as known from 
the common Ashkenazi mahzorim. The 'amidah of the morning 
service is provided with the Qilirian qedushta "IU/133 "WK D'TDK 
nnvuwu/ (6937 .K; fol. 66r). The rahit noa "IQW "hv mn "IU/K TIW, 
which appears in most sources following the fifth part of the 
composition, before nOQ ri3T DmnKl p3l, is lacking here.50 

The piyyutim for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover begin on 
fol. 70v. On the previous page, at the bottom, after having copied 
the regular opening of the prayers, the scribe noted: bw l^in1? "WP 
"mm prim "13 fiynw nn noa lyin. The famous series of piyyutim 
by R. Shim'on, rmunn "|13HK l^ inx (1387 .K), faithfully modelled 
after Shelomoh ha-Bavli's l/un TIN, is brought here in full.51 At the 
beginning of the ofan "7Van 7̂33 wbw •>"m (166 .1; fol. 73r), the 

The Poems of Shelomo ha-Bavli [Heb.], Jerusalem 1973, pp. 190 ff. 
Regarding its structure and sources, see ibid., Introduction, pp. 50 ff.; see 
also Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 650 ff. 

45 Regarding the problem of the liturgical placement of the D^nttO n n by 
passages, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 696 ff. 

46 On this matter see Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, pp. 93 ff. 
47 This is the way the scribe deciphered it. He wrote the letters which form 

the acronym in red ink and also decorated them with dots; in fact, 
though, the signature there is "n^y". See Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, 
p. 205,11. 20-21. 

48 This title also is now illegible. See below regarding the ascription. 
49 Regarding the acronym derived from the passages D'HUO "HPT bv and n"D 

T n , see more below. 
50 The qerovah is defective at this point. Perhaps the passage wn 1U7K TUP is 

out of place, brought here from some other Qilirian qerovah. According 
to the standard structure of Qiliri's qedushta'ot, we would expect here a 
piyyut made up of three-line stanzas accompanied by one or two qadosh-
strophes. The passage TK13 "HPK ~\VD is constructed differently (in four-
line stanzas which end with consecutive biblical verses), but it concludes 
with a gadcwft-strophe hanging in mid-air (yywb /]wn opQ^D /yiTBn •'Kyi1 

vntp /]inb K^l). However, the passage is found in this qedushta in the 
same place also in ancient genizah fragments, such as MSS Oxford 
2714/9 and 2712/28. Perhaps it was omitted from our Mahzor in order to 
make the scope of the qedushta and its structure similar to that of 
Yannai's DTinm nU3 'OIK. The rahit rtOB m i DmnKl 1331 which appears 
in this qerovah (fol. 67v), became part of the Passover Haggadah, 
together with the parallel section of Yannai's piyyut i t ^ n 1vri3 TPI p31. 

51 The composition was published by A.M. Habermann, The Piyyutim of 
R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq [Heb.], Berlin 1938 [henceforth: Habermann, 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq], pp. 27 ff. 
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scribe noted the signature he deciphered from the piyyut: plK] 
]»K -11/ «r6 ran ]vpr\ (nan) KJ"DK pny -a ]ww cnn. 
On fol. 77r, before the liturgical opening of the morning prayer 
for the seventh day of Passover, we find the heading [! ] •" U/ \P DV̂  "lYi1 

b'"m pny "Q pynw nn noa f?lP. A later hand corrected in the 
margin: noa bw ••yaw. There then follow the yozer •'WW yum 
rna (245 .1), and the zulat onna ">K (2628 .K) by R. Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq (fol. 79r).52 The ofan UVJ iyrv (335 .">), which appears here 
in many Ashkenazi mahzorim, is lacking. 
At the beginning of the 'amidah of the morning service the scribe 
noted, as he did on several other occasions, Knump. Below this he 
copied the impressive qerovah for the seventh day of Passover 
"pniKTu nwK (2979 .K) by R. Moshe bar Kalonymos.53 But 
alongside the opening words of the qedushta, he noted in red ink 
(now obliterated): D i n ^ p -Q "7Kiin bw Krimip (fol. 80r). The note 
is surprising, because below, in the piyyut vbm yun ^yin nw (fol. 
82r), he noted with special emphasis the acrostic "OTO n\un 
DiKmVp.54 

The section for the last day of Passover begins on fol. 89r, with the 
heading: pny -a pvnu; u ^ n noa bw pinx DT>y-i3n\ This title is 
followed by the liturgical opening of the prayers for the day. The 
expected yozer begins on the following page with n m x n nriK 
n^Vi wnv (8745 .K). This piyyut, recited on the last day of 
Passover in most Ashkenazi communities, is not signed, and its 
attribution to R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq in our manuscript is 
mistaken. It also appears in the Italian and Romaniote mahzo
rim, but we do not know its author.55 In the margin of fol. 
89r, a later hand recorded the following note: W57 D'HttW "pan 
Kf 'wun noa bw p-in*6 ywn K^nm "yoa1?. However, the words 
noa bw \nnKb have been erased and the word mynwb added 
below the line. Also alongside the opening of the piyyut on fol. 
89v, a later hand wrote: Ktrmn-pia HT •nwiK T̂ K. These notes 
indicate the special practice of Worms to read on the last day of 
Passover the yozer innvK bxw "IIK w m (239.1) by R. Me'ir ben 
Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur. Indeed, the alternative piyyut is trans
cribed on two separate parchment folios now inserted in our 
volume as fols. 219-220.56 At the opening of this yozer, on fol. 
219r, there is a note reading as follows: -imbn pVJin pK ova D1U/2 
-pninK -I»IKI bun ton TK ,nnu/n V-IK1' 57QK •>! / w n nr ]Tnn. In 
Ashkenaz, the yozer of the last day of Passover was replaced with 
the yozer D'nwn "pnnK -pmnK (usually read on the intermediate 
Sabbath) in the years which had no intermediate Sabbath. The 

52 The yozer proper and the zulat appear in Habermann, Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq, pp. 36 ff. 

53 The composition appears in Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, pp. 195 
ff. 

54 R. Moshe bar Kalonymos signed in the fictitious concluding strophes 
following the meshallesh (fol. 81v) the names of his two sons, "Hanan'el" 
and "Kalonymos". The scribe noted these signatures emphatically, with 
red ink and with ornamentation, considering them as the signature of the 
paytan. We cannot know how he explained the signature "Moshe bar 
Kalonymos" in the fifth piyyut. 

55 The mistaken ascription to R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq is undoubtedly 
connected to the fact that the qedushta which follows for this same day, 
m m TK "pmniK, is actually by R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq. The zulat K̂ 
DViriQ, which follows the yozer proper, is also by R. Shim'on, and it is 
signed in the last verse with his name and that of his father. Thus, the 
scribe applied the signature of the paytan which he found in these sections 
to the anonymous yozer proper. 

56 Regarding this addition to our volume, see M. Beit-Arie's introduction, 
on p. 18 above. 

57 I.e: DK K^K; unless. 
58 See Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, p. 38. 
59 Habermann, ibid., pp. 62 ff. 
60 It includes a strongly-worded section denigrating Edom. In all the 

printed mahzorim (except one single edition), the passage is deleted. See I. 
Davidson, Thesaurus of Mediaeval He brew Poetry [Heb.], Newark 1923, 

zulat DVina ''K by R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq is copied again 
afterwards (91v).58 As the qedushta for this day serves the great 
composition by the same paytan l r m TK -pmniK (2075 .K; fol. 
92r; in the common versions we find TK "lĴ K-i "pniniK instead).59 

The qerovah is brought here in full, including a passage from the 
silluq omitted in most of the printed editions for fear of 
censorship.60 Before the beginning of the passage D'WP pnvn "̂"K 
(fol. 94v), the scribe noted in red letters: n tw nuwtnn n imnn 
Iprn uman n^K; he emphasized the letters m^K in the beginning 
of the passage, both by their size and by decorating them with 
dots. The legend alluded to in this note will be discussed in greater 
detail below. 
The next section (fols. 101 v ff.) contains a group of Aramaic texts 
which, in the rite followed in the scribe's community, were added 
to the festival readings in the Torah and Prophets on the seventh 
day of Passover and on Shavu'ot. This custom was widespread, to 
a varying extent, in the communities of Central Europe, and is 
attested in many Italian, French, and Ashkenazi mahzorim. It is 
described in great detail in the printed edition of the Mahzor 
Vitry.61 The practice of translating the readings into Aramaic is, 
of course, a very early one; in the East it was followed in all the 
readings from the Torah and Prophets, even on regular Sabbaths. 
However, in the communities of Central Europe, the custom was 
limited to particularly festive readings. For the Ashkenazi Jews, 
we have no evidence of this practice except for the haftarot for 
Pesah and Shavu'ot, and the Torah readings for the seventh day 
of Pesah (because of the Song at the Red Sea) and the first day of 
Shavu'ot (because of the Ten Commandments).62 

The Aramaic texts included in these sections are composed of 
three levels: one is the targum itself, whether of the Torah reading, 
the haftarah, or both. This targum is known in the sources as the 
"Yerushalmi" and its text is close, but not identical, to that of the 
Palestinian targumim of the Torah and the targum of the 
Prophets attributed to Yonatan ben 'Uzziel. However, in the 
liturgical context, the passages of the targum are not only 
different from what appears in the printed editions of the Bible, 
but also greatly expanded and embellished. A second level is that 
of the poetic additions inserted in the targumim. These are 
genuine poems illustrating some of the readings' most important 
verses. Poems of this genre are to be found only in the Torah 
readings. A third level is that of the opening and the closing 
passages of the targum. Apparently it was customary already at a 

I, p. 97; Davidson published this passage there because of its rarity. It 
appears in Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, p. 93,11.108-112 inclusive. 

61 Ed. S. Horowitz, Berlin 1893 [henceforth: the Mahzor Vitry], pp. 
158-172, 305-309, 325-344, 350-354. Regarding this custom and the 
literature discussing it, see M.H. Schmelzer, Perush Alephbeitin (le-R. 
Binyamin b. Avraham min ha-'Anavim)" [Heb.], Texts and Studies, 
Analecta Judaica (ed. H.Z. Dimitrovski), New York 1977, pp. 169 ff. 

62 That is how it appears in the Mahzor Vitry in the places noted above, 
where the targum of all the haftarot of all the days of Passover and both 
days of Shavu'ot appear. It also appears that way in several ancient 
Ashkenazi mahzorim, both western and eastern. In Italy the custom of 
translating into Aramaic all the haftarot for Passover and those for the 
two days of Shavu'ot, was preserved until recently. Italian codices also 
include the targum of the Torah reading for the first day of Shavu'ot, with 
numerous poetic expansions. Seder Hibbur Berakhot, which is the oldest 
codification of the Italian custom, contains passages of targum for the 
Torah reading of the seventh day of Passover as well (Seder Hibbur 
Berakhot, which is also known as Mahzor Turin, was burnt in the 
beginning of this century, and we have only a partial copy of it made by S. 
Schechter; this copy is now in the library of the Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America in New York). In our Mahzor, this custom is 
represented only partially, as we shall describe below. The custom 
quickly disappeared entirely from the Ashkenazi synagogues, leaving 
behind only a small remnant. 
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very early period for the meturgemanim to open with a short 
prose text. Later, probably still at an early period, these introduc
tions were shaped in poetical forms. This custom was greatly 
developed by subsequent generations of translators. Short clos
ing formulas were also added to the targum of the haftarah, first 
in prose and later in more elaborate poetic language. In the 
printed Mahzor Vitry and other sources, several piyyutim of these 
types are cited, some of them very early and unrhymed, and some 
much later —the work of various Central European paytanim — 
Italian, French, and German. 
The Aramaic reshuyot to the haftarot, as noted, grew out of a 
small, simple text, which was probably recited in many places by 
itself; this text was later placed at the end of the long reshuyot.,63 It 
included an announcement of the beginning of the targum in 
order to distinguish it from the Hebrew text of the haftarah. This 
formula ([xa^n IK KTUJ IK] K ^ I J fJi^Q] •»T> bv n*oaaa -inrpm "vax 
"i»*o urns mn nai ,bnvmj "12 ]r\iv vrn*n Kna)64 is cited in the Mahzor 
Vitry following all the reshuyot (no less than twelve in the printed 
edition!). This modest announcement was expanded by a brief, 
already rhymed, statement of permission-taking: 

pa^ian mun atPK 
pan^yr ]G\ pa^a-ia-i pa 
pan^K mp pinn pana 

yawv "nxi* npna bv pa^n pa-i-m 
panna \abv tpDV pana*n Krtbx. " 

65pal7 ^ m ma pan1 "pa-n pJ»T t\bx 

This formula, with the addendum beginning "inrPJO "PJ3K, 
introduces the section of reshuyot to the haftarot in Mahzor Vitry 
(p. 158). According to the early practice, the translator would 
begin speaking only after the first three verses of the haftarah had 
been read in the original Hebrew. At this point, the translator 
would recite the reshut, going on to give the translation of the 
three verses already read. The remaining verses of the haftarah 
would then be read with their translation alternately, verse by 
verse. 
In the Worms Mahzor, the Aramaic section begins with two 
introductory piyyutim,66 both rhymed and late, and both known 
to us from the Mahzor Vitry. The first is KHJlll KnK (8619 .K; fol. 

63 This is a well-known phenomenon in paytanic poetry. Long and 
elaborated introductory poems do not succeed in displacing the short, 
archaic introductory passages, even though they were written to do so. 
Instead, they eventually are added to the ancient passages as an 
introduction or supplement to them. 

64 ="The words which were said as a prophecy by X [the Prophet, the Judge, 
or the King], as Yonathan ben 'Uzziel explained. Thus he explained, 
saying". In the Italian custom, similar language ('Jl^B T bv "inrVKT "mx 
rW3J) is used as a fixed introduction to the targum of the haftarot for 
Passover (including the intermediate Sabbath) and Shavu'ot. 

65 "I ask permission of all of you / From the great and from the small of 
you, / Blessed may you be before your Lord, / And may you trample 
underfoot the necks of your enemies, / May the Lord God of your 
forefathers increase you / A thousandfold and bless you as He has spoken 
to you" [Deut. i:ll]. 

66 The custom of concluding the targum of the haftarah with a piyyut is not 
represented in our Mahzor at all. This is not at all surprising, since the 
targum is reproduced only for the opening verses of the haftarot. See 
below in the text. 

67 We can surmise that the two piyyutim were intended for the two days of 
the festival, but there is no note in the Mahzor indicating that. 

68 Hab. iii: 1 -2 . In some of the Ashkenazi communities, the haftarah for the 
second day of Shavu'ot was begun from Hab. ii:20: on Ittnp bym "l 
p x n bl VJBn, but this was not the custom in most of the large 
communities in the Rhineland. In Worms too, the haftarah was begun 
from Hab. iii: 1, as mentioned by R. Liva Kirchheim and R. Yuspa 
Shammash in their books of the Worms customs (about which see 
below). 

Piyyut 

lOlv; Mahzor Vitry, p. 159); it is signed pm bxmVJ and was 
written by the French paytan R. Shemu'el b. Avraham of 
Chartres. At its conclusion (fol. 102v), the scribe noted in red ink 
KDW1 aCK, which is the opening phrase of the short reshut cited 
above. He then transcribed the text of nnKiaja "inn1!*! TDK in 
full, then noting: aiu QV "lmKtt muann ^nmi . Immediately 
afterwards, he transcribed the text of Kmun aCK, previously 
indicated only by its opening words, this time in full, adding at the 
end: "))3Kn''*0 TMK. 

The scribe then went on to cite another reshut,67 p/a m^K (5130 .K; 
fol. 102r; Mahzor Vitry, p. 164); this reshut was also written by 
a French paytan, R. Yizhaq bar Shemu'el, nephew of Rabbenu 
Ya'aqov Tarn. This piyyut, too, is followed by the texts of aCK 
Kniun and-inKnno "P>3K in full. Then follows the notation muan 
niviau/ bw ">w Dr1? accompanied by the liturgical targum of only 
the first two verses of the haftarah.6% The scribe then noted the 
beginning of the third verse in Hebrew: imnw m^K. He added the 
heading mjnaur bw puwi nv1? moan and copied the liturgical 
targum of the first three verses of the haftarah, beginning with 
Ezekiel i: 1,69 Then follows the heading: "Haftarah for the last day 
of Passover", and then — the targum of the first three verses of the 
haftarah, from II Samuel xx:l; however, the targum of the third 
verse is interrupted in the middle.70 

We then find the Aramaic addenda for the reading of the Torah 
on the seventh day of Passover. In the community of R. Simhah, the 
targum was greatly expanded, whole piyyutim being added 
to several verses. These are preceded by the Aramaic reshut l^K 
iwi ''ma71 (4866 .N), which is a replica written by R. Me'ir bar 
Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur, imitating an early poem of the same 
genre.72 This piyyut is followed (fol. 103v) by a greatly expanded 
liturgical version of the targum to Exodus xiii: 17, the first verse of 
the Torah reading for that day.73 We then find three piyyutim on 
the first verse of the Song at the Red Sea, (Ex. xiv: 30), viz. Kmrn n̂ K 
KBJlTi (3195 .K; fol. 104r) by R. Me'ir b. R. El'azar, called Lom
bard,74 pnai K^nu/an piaK (139 .K), by R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah 
Zibbur, and the early piyyut Kn1 bv Dpi nw» "7TK (2306 .K; fol. 
104v);75 this is followed by the lemma yttrpl, and the full Aramaic 
translation of this verse. An allusion to the next verse, K"P1, is then 
followed by the piyyut pmpVn D^y KnVx (4321 .x; fol. 105r), also 

69 The fact that the targum of the haftarot does not appear in its entirety 
testifies to the decline of the custom even in this early period. However, it 
is possible that only the beginnings of the haftarot were recited by the 
leader of the prayers (together with the reshuyot which preceded them), 
following which another reader continued them; see below about this. 
The wording of the targum is very close to that which appears in the 
Mahzor Vitry, pp. 169 ff. 

70 Her>; too the wording is very similar to that found in the printed Mahzor 
Vitry, p. 168, except that there the haftarah opens with II Sam. xxi:20 
(run nnn^n Tiy vim). 

71 Regarding this piyyut, see L. Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen 
Poesie, Berlin 1865, p. 150 [henceforth: Zunz, Literaturgeschichte]. 

72 This also begins with iKPJ b^\ 'ma I^K, and it appears in the Mahzor 
Vitry, p. 100. 

73 Also here the wording is nearly identical with that which appears in the 
similar context in the Mahzor Vitry, p. 305, but there the targum 
continues throughout the entire Torah reading, until the Song at the Red 
Sea, whereas in our Mahzor, as we have said, the targum of only the first 
verse appears. 

74 Regarding him, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 469. According to 
Zunz, he was active at the start of the thirteenth century, between 
1200-1220. This passage also appears in Goldschmidt, Studies in Prayer 
andPiyyut[Heb.], p. 13. The passages K^nun |3"DK andn^V K!"6N, which 
are mentioned below, were also published there. 

75 Regarding this piyyut, one of the earliest and most beautiful of the 
surviving Aramaic piyyutim, see Y. Yahalom, "orPSQD. nwn ^TK", 
Tarbiz, XLVII (1978), pp. 173 ff. 



Ezra Fleischer 

by R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur. Then comes the lemma 
TWn "VW TK (Ex. xv:l), and the full targum of the verse, followed 
by an allusion to the verse m mntl ny (Ex. xv:2). This last verse is 
then translated with a large, non-paytanic addition.76 There 
follows immediatly an allusion to the verse rrnnbti w>K 'n (Ex. 
xv:3), with a very extended translation, once again in prose.77 We 
then find the passage bt<nw> •'JD -rayrPK piro y3"iK (fol. 106v), 
known from the Mahzor Vitry (p. 307), as well as from the printed 
edition of the Targum Yerushalmi.78 Subsequently the verses of 
the Song at the Red Sea are cited, one by one, by their opening 
words, until nyi nViy^ ybw •» (Ex. xv:18), with the parallel 
liturgical translations cited in full. Then comes the passage 
I/DTD plI7''t7 J7X1N, which is also to be found in the printed version 
of the Mahzor Vitry (p. 308). At the end of this section, the scribe 
hinted at the concluding verses of the reading, noting ny .DID JO ''a 
~|KQ"i,,,> "UK 'O, but the targum of these verses is omitted.79 

Immediately afterwards, the scribe wrote: "UPTin muQn1? mun 
3.py, and transcribed the well-known reshut mriQ 1">2P (3527 .">; fol. 
108r). In the later Ashkenazi mahzorim this reshut is recited 
before the haftarah on the second day of Shavu'ot (which is no 
longer translated into Aramaic!). The piyyut is signed 'I 'D 3py 
"VK», and is apparently by R. Ya'aqov Tarn. The signature is 
marked in our manuscript in full.80 At the conclusion of the piyyut, 
the scribe again recorded, in full, the two texts Kmun ID^K and 
"inKJT'Kn T'KJK, but in reverse order. The reshut mnQ r ry was 
apparently meant to introduce the haftarah for the seventh or last 
day of Passover, but this fact is nowhere mentioned. After 
completing the text (fol. 108v), the scribe recorded a short 
colophon: ftbwb KVI uvn nb ,prp K"7 nnnw laion ,pTnrm prn 
D^lDi man nbww iy as a sign of having completed this section of 
the Mahzor. 

Shavu'ot 

The section containing the prayers for Shavu'ot opens without 
any title, with the regular wording of the evening prayer. The 
ma'ariv which appears here, r\b"bv KTU 3py TDK TTH (257 .1; fol. 
109a), is by the early French pay tan R. Yosef Bonfils (Tov 'Elem). 
This piyyut is recited in all the Ashkenazi communities, and it also 
appears in the Romaniote Mahzor (for the second day of the 
festival). After noting the last benediction and hinting at the 
recital of the concluding qaddish of the evening service by the 
words unprm Vrnj-p, the scribe wrote: minnu; bw ptt/io uvb (fol. 
HOr), continuing: i^mtt p^Ki 'om una prn mn "uy ^yn. 
Afterwards, he copied the piyyut mm TTK •>» (1983 .a) which was 
customarily recited here in Worms on the first day of Shavu'ot 
and on Shabbat Bereshit. Alongside the piyyut a later hand noted: 

76 This expansion (frKhttP i n iT3.j;nttr<K 131) also appears in Goldschmidt, 
Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 15. 

77 See Goldschmidt, ibid., p. 16. 
78 This passage also appears in the Targum Yerushalmi, MS Neofiti 1, 

published by A. Diez-Macho, Neophytil, II, Madrid-Barcelona 1970, p. 
91. 

79 This is the opposite of the situation in the printed Mahzor Vitry, p. 309, 
where the Aramaic translation of all these verses appears. 

80 Regarding the ascription of this piyyut to Rabbenu Tarn, see the next 
section below. 

81 Because of the infrequent occurrence of the full wording of the piyyut, it 
was published by Goldschmidt, Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 17. 

82 The piyyut was copied in this abridged version in the Worms Mahzor of 
R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim, and thus it was published in both of the 
editions of the Worms rite which are discussed below. However, use of 
this piyyut was quite widespread in the Ashkenazi communities. It was 
recited also as a piyyut for the Sabbath following a wedding, and it 
appears in many both early and late manuscripts, such as MSS Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America 4069; Oxford 1099; British Museum 
658, 674, and 676; Cambridge Add. 1176; Paris 644, 645, 646, and 647. 

n a m myiniy bw \wm uvi. The piyyut is one of the well-known 
features of the Worms custom. It appears here in its entirety;81 in 
the later rite of Worms several of the middle stanzas were 
omitted.82 After this piyyut the scribe copied passages from the 
continuation of Tl "73 nau/J, as he usually does throughout the 
Mahzor. The yozer for the first day of Shavu'ot is, as in almost all 
the Ashkenazi customs, the impressive composition of R. 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq, "UJaK piK (484 .K; fol. lllr).83 The piyyut 
appears in its entirety. The 'amidah (fol. 113v) is headed: Kiwnp. 
The qerovah itself, nmin "iDia D"n miK (2010 .K), which begins 
on fol. 114r, was written by R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq.84 In the long 
seder of the qedushta, maK ttwia nv nv yiu/yu; (fols. 116v ff), the 
poet describes, according to an ancient Qilirian custom, God 
offering the Torah a matrimonial "match" with the forefathers of 
Israel, and the Torah refusing these offers one by one, until she 
finally agrees to be given to Moses. The later communities 
omitted the passages of the poem in which the Torah lists the 
deficiences of the suggested suitors. The text in our Mahzor is of 
course complete, but a later hand noted in the margin alongside the 
aforementioned sections T'p3 K"K [=tn mpn nnaiK VK]. An even 
later hand noted simply K"K [=nnmK pK] (fols. 117r ff.). The 
series of dibberin, D'imS''K m m "7210)3 til̂ K (fol. 119r; it is entitled 
seder, intending seder dibberin)*5 is also brought here in its 
entirety, with appropriate emphasis of its complicated structure. 
At the beginning of the silluq yaunm rucon riK UW1 Dyn "731 (fol. 
122r) the pay tan left out the heading which generally appears at 
the beginning of the silluqim (nwnp n^yn y7i p2i etc.); a later 
hand filled in the missing title.86 The 'amidah of musaf is adorned, 
as usual, with the ancient azharot, "yiih rmn nn^mn nriK (8788 .K; 
fol. 125r), which lists the 613 commandments of the Torah. 
The heading Azharot comes at the bottom of the previous page 
(fol. 124v). The scribe emphasized the alphabetical acrostics of 
this unrhymed composition and left spaces after each group of 
two lines. Similarly, he was careful to begin the alternating 
alphabets of the poem in large letters. He wrote the ends of the 
alphabets in red ink. This piyyut ends on fol. 129r. On the 
following page the scribe copied out in large letters the passage TK 
xma rvwv wbvn niKa vw which normally ends the recital of the 
azharot, and completed the regular text of the 'amidah to its end. 
Here, after the note U/lpJT'l h in 1 , he wrote in red ink (which can 
no longer be read): pJU/] uvb. Then he copied out (fol. 130v) the 
yozer TO rurin D^nK n^K (2960 .K), which is ascribed to 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq, followed by the anonymous ofan mmiK 
D^KIK (2017 .K; fol. 13 lr). These two piyyutim were subsequently 
replaced in Worms by the yozer of R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah 
Zibbur, HKJ1 THK (1092 .K), and the ofan niK VTI33 (66 .3);87 a later 

83 See Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, pp. 72 ff. 
84 Ibid., pp. 85 ff. 
85 Regarding the structure of the qedushta'ot for Shavu'ot, see E. Fleischer, 

"On the Antiquity of the Qedushta" [Heb.], Hasifrut, II (1971), pp. 390 ff. 
Regarding sidrei dibberin, see idem, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 179 ff. 

86 Actually, the paytan misled the scribe here. The sidrei dibberin 
traditionally include a piyyut for the verse mVipn riK Dijcn nyn "731 as 
well, with the silluq and its heading nttmp nbvn "ty pa l appearing only 
after its conclusion. R. Shim'on did not compose a piyyut for this verse in 
his dibberin, and he began the silluq with QiKin mm Vai. The scribe 
mistook this for a component of the seder dibberin and headed the 
passage niJO") m/n ^Dl. However, this is really the silluq of the qedushta, 
as the later correction in the margin accurately notes. 

87 These two piyyutim are recited according to the Ashkenazi rites on the 
Sabbath following Shavu'ot. That is the way it appears in the Niirnberg 
Mahzor as well as in the book of customs of R. Isaac of Tyrnau, ed. S.Y. 
Spitzer, Jerusalem 1979, p. 73. 
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hand noted this fact just before the start of D n̂nK n^>K: [plK 
pan ID Tinvb -pan niK ITQD piK m ruoi THK DnniKi rn Danni]K 
itJOi THK KYnn. In our volume, the parchment folios indicated in 
this note are bound at the end of the Mahzor (fols. 221r-224r). 
There the piyyutim are copied out in a later hand, apparently 
from the fifteenth century. Next to D^VJOK mnTiK also there is a 
note in small letters: [D"Hni]K [plK. By the way, most sources 
present this ofan in a fragmentary fashion (omitting the lines 
from kaf to zade), but here it appears in full. On fol. 131v, the 
anonymous zulat DHjrun bm 'OJK (6805 .K) appears. This piyyut 
too was later omitted in Worms, as indicated by a late hand in the 
margin: [ffimiK [p]K. In Worms, no zulat was recited on the 
second day of Shavu'ot. 
The qedushta which embellishes the 'amidah of the morning 
service is nu/im nun p K by R. El'azar b. R. Qilir (7694 .K; fol. 
132v). In the seder "TipnnJ n w D ^ K (133v), alongside the 
passages describing the faults of the forefathers a late hand noted 
(starting from fol. 135v):[Q,'-im]K [plK. After completing this 
monumental qerovah, on fol. 141v, the scribe again copied out the 
regular text of the 'amidah, this time only until the end of the 
fourth benediction. In the 'amidah of musaf, the regular text of 
which is also copied in its entirety, the scribe included the piyyut 
rPtPKI m n m (2186 .K), which is said here according to all the 
Ashkenazi customs. This very old passage may have served as an 
introduction to some ancient azharot, but in all the rites it is 
recited by itself. Scholars believe that the name of this genre of 
piyyut {azharot) is taken from the beginning of this poem. The 
passage niKM VXD TK, already copied earlier (fol. 129v), at the end 
of nnVmn nriK, is also brought here. Only after the completion of 
the regular text of the musaf 'amidah for the second day do we 
find the title: niimu; bw ̂ m b+?b a n r a . This ma'ariv begins D T 6 K 

DHTP :ptt/in mro (4686 .K; fol. 144v) and was composed by R. 
Avraham b. Yehudah ha-Kohen, a paytan apparently from 
Mainz who was active in the second half of the eleventh century. 
In most Ashkenazi communities a different piyyut was said on 
this occasion.88 The regular text of the evening prayer is not 
copied out here, with the exception of the liturgical stop points 
(i.e. the benedictions and the biblical verses), and the words of 
transition to them; these, too, are only alluded to. At the end of the 
ma'ariv (fol. 145v) comes the heading miTOUJ bw r i m i , which 
refers to the section of Aramaic piyyutim beginning on the 
following page. 

The custom of reading the Ten Commandments on the first day of 
Shavu'ot together with their targum, or preceding the targum 
with a reshut and adding for each commandment (or at least for 
some of them) an Aramaic piyyut, parallels the custom which we 
already saw above in the Torah reading for the seventh day of 
Passover. Here, the section opens with the famous piyyut by R. 
Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur, p ^ n nimpK (7314 .K), which is 
a reshut for the targum of the festival pericope. This piyyut (fol. 
147v) is followed by the targum of the Torah portion for the day, 
from Exodus xix: 1 to xix: 11 inclusive. The wording of the targum 
is identical with that brought in the same context in Mahzor Vitry 
(p. 335), except that there the targum continues until verse 25. 
This verse is brought also in our Mahzor, but the targum of the 
intervening verses is lacking. After the heading nyn btf. nvn i m 

88 The usual ma'ariv in western Germany is nan " D T 6 K bK (3423 .K) by R. 
Eliezer bar Nathan (the Ra'AVan). In eastern Germany, the piyyut " m 
"•I'D i n by wnbn (203 .1), by R. Yizhaq b. Moshe, was recited. This 
ma'ariv appears in the Niirnberg Mahzor for the first night of the holiday, 
while Yosef Bonfils' 3py TON TP1 appears there for the second night. 

89 In the Mahzor Vitry (pp. 336 ff.) the expansions appear before the 
targum of the Commandments, as introductions to them. 

Piyyut 

n7V>bn TflKn, which is the beginning of this verse in Hebrew, the 
ancient Aramaic piyyut T D V IOMU; •>"« fOlK (7648 .K) follows. This 
piyyut, which is still said in Western Ashkenazi communities, is 
unrhymed, and it is one of the oldest works of its sort. It 
apparently is intended to serve here as an expanded targum of the 
verse which is cited in its title. The piyyut n m toaw KTpi KJTIK 

(148v) added to the following verse (Ex.xx:l) is also among the 
oldest samples of this kind; it appears in the printed Mahzor Vitry 
in a similar role (p. 336). Following this (fol. 149r) is the liturgical 
targum of the First Commandment, in the version which appears 
in the Mahzor Vitry (p. 637), which is the version of the Targum 
Yerushalmi. The targum of the Commandments is formulated 
here with great rhetorical force: before each Commandment 
comes a fixed opening, which reads in English translation as 
follows: 

The first [or, the second, the third, etc.] Commandment, 
when it went forth from the mouth of the Holy One Blessed 
be He, may His Name be blessed forever, was like lightning 
and thunder and flames of fire. A flame of fire [stood] at its 
right side and a flame of fire at its left; it flew and soared in 
the air of the heavenly firmament, circled the tents of Israel, 
returned and was engraved upon the two tablets of stone. 
And thus [the Commandment] called out: My people, my 
people, the House of Israel, etc. 

The targum of the Commandment itself, sometimes expanded 
and explicated, followed immediately. In the rite of our Mahzor, 
too, the pericope was meant to be read in this way, with Aramaic 
piyyutim following upon the Commandment, explaining or 
illustrating it.89 The expansion brought in our manuscript for the 
First Commandment, rmnra Knby JiTpriK KJK (6237 .K; fol. 149r), 
is not found in Mahzor Vitry, but it is quite common in other 
manuscripts.90 The passage is unrhymed, has no clear-cut meter, 
and seems to be very ancient; it serves to deepen and complete the 
meaning of the first word of the Ten Commandments, "OJK. In the 
Bible God presents Himself as the Redeemer of His people from 
their Egyptian bondage; in the piyyut God recounts His deeds 
from the creation until the redemption from Egypt. Every line in 
the poem opens with the word KJK. With the completion of this 
passage (fol. 149v), a title (now entirely faded) announces the 
reading of the Hebrew original of the Second Commandment, Kb 
"|V i"prP. This is followed by the targum of the Commandment, 
made up of two sections, as described above. As an illustration of 
this Commandment, the passage rrnnn VKWW rrmn (421 .n), also 
printed in the Mahzor Vitry (p. 337), is adduced. This piyyut has 
two parts; the first, which runs until the letter lamed of the 
acrostic, is unrhymed and apparently very ancient; the second, 
which was lost perhaps in early times, was completed by R. Me'ir 
bar Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur (his composition begins from "jiyn 
1JG TUSH "|TW, fol. 150v) in a form similar to the first part, but with 
rhymes. The piyyut presents in bold and very sophisticated 
dramatic form an argument between Nebuchadnezzar and the 
three youths, identifying the dramatis personae in turn, at the end 
of their speeches: "said Hannaniah", "said Misha'el", "said 
'Azariah" —as opposed to "said the dwarf". The "dwarf" is King 
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylonia, according to the Aggadah.91 His 

90 It was published by P. de Haas, Ungedruckte Stiicke aus den Breslauer 
deutschen Machzor-Handschriften, Berlin 1906, p. 17; and by M. 
Ginsburger, Revue des etudes juives, LXXIII (1921), p. 17. 

91 Compare Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana, 13, ed. Buber, p. 112a; and Pesiqta 
Rabbati, 31, ed. M. Friedmann, p. 144a, and in the notes there. 
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name is mentioned in the middle of his speech, after the first of 
two sentences he pronounces. Two one-line refrains appear 
intermittently with the three-line stanzas of the piyyut, both 
reporting the words of the three righteous youths: "We have a 
patron, 'He who does not slumber' is His Name, cried out the 
three of them", and "We shall not (heretically) deny 'You shall 
have no [other gods before you]', cried out the three of them". 
Following the note KÛ n K.b and the tar gum of the Commandment 
in the form described above,92 comes the poem K^ "'lain p»K 
ynnwn (5566 .K; fol. 151 v). This passage, which discusses the 
punishments awaiting a person who swears falsely and lists the 
biblical personages who were punished for this transgression, is a 
rhymed acrostic. It is not found in the Mahzor Vitry, but it was 
known in the Ashkenazi communities; it was annotated by R. 
Benjamin min-ha-'Anavim.93 After the headingmu/n UV riK "T13T and 
the expanded targum of the Commandment as described above, 
the piyyut •»»,»3ttn pn3Ti Kypn KiDN (not recorded in Davidson's 
Thesaurus) follows (fol. 152v). The poem, which speaks of the 
praises of the Sabbath and mentions, among other things, the 
well-known tale of Yosef Moqir Shabbat, is rhymed and has four-
line stanzas. It has no acronym, and differs from the parallel 
piyyut in the Mahzor Vitry.94 The Fifth Commandment riK 133 
"p3K is completed by the ancient passage TTQK Dni3KV pny m x 
(5812 .K; fol. 153r), which presents with dramatic force Isaac's 
words to his father as they travel on the way to the Binding of 
Isaac. This passage, which also appears in the Mahzor Vitry 
(p. 341), is among the most beautiful of the extant Aramaic 
piyyutim, and it is undoubtedly also among the oldest of them. 
Similar to it in age and in poetic strength is the passage which 
illustrates the Sixth Commandment: rPin 13 rPJUK rP^TQ 13JrPK 
(3197 .N; fol. 153v), which describes the murder of Yoav ben 
Zeruyah at the hand of Benayah ben Yehoyada by order of King 
Solomon (I Kings ii:28 ff.). The targum of the Seventh Com
mandment, t|KJn Kb, is also brought in its entirety; it is completed 
by the ancient piyyut m m a mnsnn 13 r m y tppn t\ov (2161 .x; fol. 
154r), which describes the complaints of Potiphar's wife to her 
friends about Joseph's intransigent rejection of her advances. 
The last three Commandments are represented only by their 
targum, following the titles which note the Hebrew of the origi
nal verses; they are not accompanied by Aramaic piyyutim. Sim
ilarly, the framework of the piyyutim in the Mahzor Vitry is 

92 The introductory part of the Commandments is abridged in the 
manuscript. 

93 See Schmelzer, op. cit. (above, n. 61), pp. 217 ff. 
94 However, it appears in the Niirnberg Mahzor, and is commented on by 

R. Benjamin min ha-'Anavim; Schmelzer, ibid., pp. 225 ff. 
95 See Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 78. In the commentary on the Aramaic 

Commandments in the Mahzor Vitry, p. 334, it in fact appears as an 
illustration of the Seventh Commandment (You shall not commit 
adultery). We cannot know why the section of Aramaic piyyutim was 
shortened at its end; maybe in order to reduce its exceeding length. In the 
Niirnberg Mahzor as well, poetic expansions appear only for the first 
seven Commandments. R. Benjamin min ha-'Anavim had before him 
expansions for all of the Ten Commandments except the last one. In the 
Seder Hibbur Berakhot (Schechter's copy, pp. 225 ff.) the targum of the 
Commandments is like that in our Mahzor, but there are only two poetic 
expansions, TrDK nrmN^ prty "1>3K and rP^TU IXiriK. 

96 The attribution is apparently based on some Ashkenazi manuscript 
sources. It is attributed to Qiliri even in H. Brody and M. Wieners's 
Anthologia Hebraica [Heb.], Leipzig 19222, pp. 42 ff. 

97 The structure of the piyyut is classically Spanish: it begins with a 
monorhymed opening stanza, followed by strophes which end with a 
fixed rhyme. It is also metered according to the Spanish syllabic system 
(eight syllables in each line). R. Simhah marked the caesura of each verse 
with short lines, a sign that he was aware of the metre. Since the piyyut is 
quite ancient, it is problematical to presume it was written under Spanish 
influence in Germany. 

truncated towards the end: no piyyutim appear there for the 
Eighth and the Ninth Commandments, but the Tenth Com
mandment there is accompanied by a rhymed supplement 
(NnrPKi ]K)2 ''IK; Mahzor Vitry, p. 343). This piyyut, which dis
parages women, was obviously intended to accompany the Sev
enth Commandment.95 The verses of the Torah-reading are 
translated in our Mahzor until the end of the reading, in wording 
similar to that in the printed Mahzor Vitry. At this point the 
section dealing with the prayers for Shavu'ot ends with a small 
colophon by the scribe (fol. 155r). 

The Ninth of Av 

The section for the Ninth of Av opens with the title 3K3 nj/wn brhb 
(fol. 155v); there is not even a hint that Lamentations is read. The 
section then continues with the heading rP3"n ''JK rbK by nVx bv 
D ^ r m i ' TV TJ/ (modelled after Lamentations i: 16), followed by 
the strophe r\w "733 TiQDK / u/mn i3i onn 3̂ unpnn rp3 p u n bv 
uripm by\ uripn bv i win IQDM mun, which in the Ashkenazi 
customs introduces the elegy pin D'Wttnn vbxb "inon (410 .n; 
fol. 155v), ascribed to R. El'azar b. R. Qilir. The complete text of 
the elegy follows immediately. Appearing after this is the well-
known elegy "ID - i ^ i ]Vtt m ^6n (721.3; fol. 156r). This poem 
too is attributed to the Qiliri96 but was actually composed by a 
much later pay tan of the Spanish school.97 A later hand noted by 
the start of this elegy: [nnjmK pK. In the upper margin of fol. 
156v, in later calligraphy, the strophe TFU ID ilT b"bl was added. 
This short text was intended to serve as an addition to nt b 1 ^ 
\V2T in the event that the Ninth of Av falls on the night following 
the Sabbath.98 A note to this effect was added at the end of m b-hl 
"\V2i\ TUJ "ID m b*bi nmK nzv •'Kyms 3K3 'U Vnuo. This is 
followed by the ancient elegy vnpn 3in iJPKUra TK (2104 .K; fol. 
156v),99 headed by the refrain / D^unTO iQDm p iy3 rP33 nJK IV 
ubvrrc main rmm ]vx nrnn. At the end of the elegy the strophe 
mnK 1U/K3 ]VX nrnn appears, accompanied by the biblical verses 
of consolation, Zech. i: 16, 17 and Isa. li:50, as usual also in the 
later Ashkenazi customs.100 At the end of this passage comes the 
instruction to read the prayer bK nT Kipi btnun mVrm 2WV unip rmKi 
-|»Ki nt. 

The section containing the elegies for the day of the Ninth of Av 
opens with a modest title, which is now partly undecipherable: 

98 The passage ~io nr b^bl is not a separate piyyut, but rather a stanza which 
was modelled on the strophes of ]TO:r PIT W73, in order to be added onto it. 
This is the reason the pay tan began the passage with the phrase ni b">b^ 
and ended it with the fixed rhyme ">>, like all the strophes of p'03'' nt ^ 3 . 
However, he expanded this passage more than the regular stanzas of the 
poem, and added an internal rhyme •>n- in each line, alongside the 
caesura. He apparently also was careful to replicate the metre of the 
poem. This passage mentions the early Ashkenazi custom to omit TPl 
QSro (Ps. xc:17-xci:16) when the Ninth of Av falls on the night following 
the Sabbath. The custom of saying -ID nr ^ n as an addition to nt b'bl 
p a a 1 on those occasions is mentioned in the Customs of R. Avraham 
Klausner, ed. Y. Dissen, Jerusalem 1978, para. 135, p. 127. The passage 
••nil "ID ni W a (726.3) is attributed to R. El'azar of Worms, the author of 
the Rokeah, in MS Oxford 1025 (ppn nTin,> in ITV^K '31 m n bv). See 
also Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 319. 

99 This elegy appears in the anthology of Brody and Wiener, op. cit. (above 
n. 96), p. 17. It is an excellent example of the unrhymed, pre-classical 
piyyut. 

100 See D. Goldschmidt, The Qinot for the Ninth of Av [Heb.; henceforth: 
Goldschmidt, Qinot], Jerusalem 1968, p. 31. From the structure of the 
text it appears that it originally constituted the conclusion of an 
unrhymed pre-classical piyyut. The passage is made up of two lines of 
four parts each, both of them beginning with the letter tav. 
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•nniK [...] "innV map (fol. 157r). Immediately following the title is 
the complete text of Qiliri's qerovah for the Ninth of Av "p3KK 
"pn DTO (3 .K).101 The regular text of the 'amidah is copied in 
smaller letters in the right-hand margin of the page, alongside 
the piyyut. On fol. 157v the text of the qedusha appears in this 
margin. At the top of fol.l58v the benediction for fast days, "iray, 
is copied in its entirety. The qerovah *p» DY>3 "P3KK is a "fourteen 
qerovah", i.e. a composition envisaging only fourteen out of the 
eighteen benedictions of the 'amidah}02 However, the scribe 
copied out the regular text of the 'amidah to the end of the 
'avodah benediction, noting the continuation of the prayer thus: 
traK -]-IK bx\ urnpi n i ^ i -w mv JIK ynnn iv n^>ann 7̂3 n^on 
^[t^SK "pK bK D'iniK pK a later hand added between the lines] 

i-pn-pn p-puani [Deut. iv:25 ff.] a m -p^in -o pnrucn rnina p i p i 
104nump -no -1)310 KVI ,nU7Ki [Jer. viii: 13-23; ix:l-23] na">DK tiOK 
n3tt/"7 lr^m rpn-m 3T>K 1-1)3̂  p -irtKi mj^pn "73 •"ow TV. 

The section containing the qinot commences on fol. 160r. It 
begins with fifteen Qilirian elegies in the following order: TilD rau; 
•un (337 M; fol. 160r), which actually is the concluding section of 
the Qilirian qerovah rpnau; UK na^K "113T (108 .T), included in the 
Italian and Romaniote rites;105 "pKl nriYK na^K (2875 .K; fol. 
160v); wnw Jin TV m x x (5 .K; fol. 161r); THKari na^K (2923 .K; fol. 
161 v); yrwn n^yin naw ns'w (2904 .K; fol. 162v); mna inau/K nâ K 
(2881 .K; fol. 163v); Dna n^u/j n^aKn DK (5503 .K; fol. 165v); ns^K 
V^KM imp "6K (2871 .K; fol. 166r — the title in^u/N'' bv "\7vrrv \y\y-\ 
was added by a later hand in the margin); rPttttCQ vb TV niKn "MK ̂ HK 
(1432 .K; fol. 166v); imwv -Q3 "itf/K nK n3̂ K (2882 .K; fol. 167r), with 
the opening stanza nam na)3 mpl Tinx (2444 .K; fol. 166v), as a 
title; nyaa I K ^ rrro nam n3 -"K (2624 .K; fol. 168r); -IU/K HK TOT 
arpaa -iy nw v (111 .T; fol. 168v); yiv a'urK a^un m n x nriK (8700 .K; 
fol. 169r); mmKa npnvn " " p (765 .•?; fol. 169v); and-pm Tibn nun 
(312 .n; fol. 170r). All of these elegies are known from the Ashke-
nazi qinot, though they are generally not recited in this order.106 

The transitional strophes which were appended to the ends of the 
qinot in order to tie the poems to each other107 still appear in our 
manuscript in some instances, although most of them have been 

101 The qerovah is printed and commented on in Goldschmidt, Qinot, pp. 
124 ff.; it was recited on the Ninth of Av in the Ashkenazi communities, 
especially in the West. 

102 Regarding this type of qerovah, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 
75-76. In ancient Ere? Israel it was customary to say the elegies in the 
fourteenth benediction of the 'amidah (the benediction nJOl "PIT Tt^K 
D^urr1). When this body of additional piyyutim grew exceedingly large, 
the communities, and eventually the pay tanim as well, ceased to continue 
the poetical embellishment of the remaining benedictions of the 'amidah. 
We know of five qerovot for the Ninth of Av by the Qiliri; four of them 
are qerovot of fourteen passages only. 

103 See below. 
104 In other words, the qedushah de-sidra, i.e. the passage bK\i ]vxb 101. 
105 The Qiliri in his compositions for the Ninth of Av used to complete the 

alphabets of the acrostics and the consideration of the subjects dealt with 
in his "abridged" iourteen-qerovot in a qinah modelled after the qerovah 
it was intended to supplement. Regarding this usage, see E. Fleischer, 
"On the Priestly Orders in Piyyut" [Heb.], Sinai, LXII (1968), pp. 13 ff. 
However, the elegy which completed the qerovah "p» DTO TOKK has 
been lost. The qerovah UK na'K TDT, also one of Qiliri's most 
sophisticated creations, is printed in Goldschmidt, Qinot, pp. 147 ff. 

106 See Goldschmidt, Qinot: m o row (No. 7); nvx n^K (No. 8); IV niKK 
sin (No. 9); Titian PDIK (NO. 10); n^vsn naw ro^x (No. 11); nyv. 
inBWK (No. 16); rû 3Kn DK (NO. 18); -bv. râ K (No. 12); mKn -IWK ^nx 
(No. 13);-mwnKm''N(No. 15);-inKn3,|K(No. 14);nwnz/NnKTDT(No. 
17); m a x nriK (No. 19); npTYn " y ? (No. 20); and-pm TTVK nun (No. 21). 

107 Regarding this, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, p. 204. 
108 The "tunes" ("niggunim") are noted by R. Yuspa Shammash in the short 

version of his Worms Customs (which is discussed below), p. 36. They are 
consistent with the notations in the margin of our Mahzor. 

omitted. A later hand noted alongside the elegies the model-
poems according to the tunes of which the piyyutim were cus
tomarily sung in Worms.108 

At the end of the fifteenth elegy ("pm ">rfox nun), on fol. 170v, a 
later hand noted: \\T\T\ "imK l,Ka IV; then follows the elegy iV^n 
uvb nn (532 .n). We will comment on this piyyut, apparently by 
Yannai, below.109 At this point there is a note reading: ">3VXTi "inK 'BIN. 
At the end of nn 1 W">n comes the note: '13 tPKuna TK '13 "oa [! ] KJK IV. 
This note complements the one which appears in the margin at 
the beginning of the piyyut; nn lV^n was intended to be recited 
at the end of the qinot, following the ziyyonim110 and preceding 
the elegy TKUna TK,111 which was meant to complete the order, as 
on the night of the Ninth of Av. 
A series of qinot by various authors is brought afterwards in the 
following order: Van mnmn "pK (2860 .K; fol. 171r),112 ascribed to 
to R. El'azar b. R. Qilir; TUK [m^lK K"3] DTp "mj/K "72K (288 .K; 
fol. 171v), by R. Menahem bar Makhir, about the martyrs of the 
First Crusade in 1096;113~n)3K,'Jmyu;,'n-i)3K (5971 .K;fol. 172r), by 
R. Kalonymos bar Yehudah, also about the First Crusade;114 

in^-p "p^nn TK (2098 .K; fol. 173r), by the Qiliri (headed nu/VK n» 
"ja^n K n̂ n"T>n / ""J! nib, which is one of the two refrains of the 
elegy in the common versions; the other refrain, T13V D1K3 DK 
nnn •'mis ni3T n̂ K / rp-Q, is not found here at all);115 pao mKV)33 TK 
(2108 .K; fol. 173v), also by Qiliri, (beginning t ra nTTP TV TV, a 
heading not found in the usual variants of the poem);116 "Hi nKl 
n^awn ''HKUn (78 .1; fol. 174r), a qinah which tells the famous 
talmudic story of the son and daughter of R. Ishma'el the High 
Priest, who were taken captive at the time of the Destruction and 
were matched by their masters for mating purposes (TB Gittin 
58a);117 Ti^n nnui n^ra nnw bv ->b •'IK (1744 .K; fol. 174v), by R. 
Ya'aqov b. R. Yizhaq ha-Levi, which describes the destruction of 
Worms during the First Crusade;118 T n̂ Kb mi3\y (1158 .u/; fol. 
175v), an elegy of the Spanish type, attributed to R. Shelomoh bar 
Yizhaq of Gerona, a disciple of Nahmanides;119 ,>3~ip3 ipin \UK 
(7736 .K; fol. 176r), an anonymous piyyut;120 muv TO nnun na^K 
(2900 .K; fol. 176v), by R. Ephraim of Bonn, also recalling the 

109 This piyyut appears also in Goldschmidt, Qinot, p. 146, but it is 
mistakenly attributed to the Qiliri. Regarding the qerovah which this 
elegy completes, see E. Fleischer, "The Piyyut of Yannai Hazzan on the 
Priestly Orders" [Heb.], Sinai, LXIV (1969), pp. 176 ff.; idem, "News on 
the Subject of the Priestly Orders in Piyyutim" [Heb.], Sefer Dov Sedan, 
Jerusalem 1977, pp. 279 ff. 

110 The ziyyonim are elegies for the Ninth of Av which are modelled after the 
famous poem ^KUm K^n ]VX of R. Yehudah ha-Levi. In the later 
Ashkenazi order of elegies many such piyyutim were included; see 
Goldschmidt, Qinot, pp. 13 ff. and 124 ff. In our Mahzor there are no 
ziyyonim other than ^KU/n nbn JfY itself (see below also); thus, this note 
relates to a different, later scope of the order of elegies in Worms. 

111 n'oa n3K IV is, as we mentioned, the opening strophe of the elegy TK 
"l^NUm, which appears in its entirety in the order for the night of the 
Ninth of Av, fol. 156v. 

112 Goldschmidt, Qinot, No. 29, p. 102. 
113 Goldschmidt, ibid., No. 34, p. 118; A.M. Habermann, The Gezerot of 

Germany and France [Heb.], Jerusalem 19712, p. 63. 
114 Goldschmidt, Qinot, No. 30, p. 106. 
115 Goldschmidt, ibid., No. 27, p. 98. 
116 Ibid., No. 28, p. 101. 
117 Ibid., No. 24, p. 88. Goldschmidt, following a manuscript, attributes the 

piyyut to a paytan named Yehiel. 
118 Published by P. de Haas, op. cit. (above, n. 90), p. 32. Three stanzas are 

missing from this piyyut in our Mahzor (fol. 175r); as a result the 
paytan's signature is also defective. The scribe sensed this omission and 
apologized in a marginal note: "bv p^nvna •'nxYn KVI m m n a "von 1K33. 
About this see also the article by M. Beit-Arie above, p. 22. 

119 Goldschmidt, Qinot, No. 36, p. 122. 
120 Ibid., No. 32, p. 112. 
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persecutions of 1096;121 p n *7ip ynnw (686 .\u; fol. 177v), the 
well-known piyyut attributed to R. Shelomoh Ibn Gabirol;122 "in 
D n̂ Wid in1 (1122 .»; fol. 178r) by R. Kalonymos bar Yehudah,123 

describing the events of 1096, explicitly recalling the martyrs of 
Speyer and Mainz (this qinah is completed in many codices with 
a passage telling of the martyrs of Worms, but it does not appear 
in our Codex);124 Tnron ^2K UV (1605 .">; fol. 179r), the famous 
elegy of R. Yehudah ha-Levi about the murder of the prophet 
Zehariah. The bottom half of this folio was removed.125 On the 
last part of this page the scribe copied out the beginning of R. 
Yehudah ha-Levi's elegy "p-PDK mb]pb ^Kwn xbn |VY;126 but only 
a fragment of this poem is still extant on fol. 179v. The end of the 
poem appears on fol. 180r. After it come the elegies l^aw '"ms/DYK 
(7244 .K) by R. Barukh of Mainz;127 [pipKl=] ppriKl pwruci (79.1; 
fol. 181r), on the slaughter of "more than one hundred and 
seventy three souls" in Frankfort in 1241; wnm 'niK •'M î -nx ^rzb 
(1086 .b; fol. 182r), the moving elegy by R. Ephraim of Bonn 
about the martyrs of Blois in 1171;128 and brow ])nbK nn 1JO ̂ a "bbn. 
(5154 .K; fol. 183r), the only elegy in our Mahzor explicitly attrib
uted to a particular author in its title: apy '"Q bmn yarns my 
b"m Kttnmno. The elegy speaks of the martyrs of Blois in 1171 and 
of Boppard in 1179. At the end of the piyyut, on fol. 184r, we have 
the strophe p'y Dmn etc., which introduces the verses of consola
tion, as at the end of the order for the night of the Ninth of Av (on 
fol. 157r). The last line of the stanza reads here: wbvrrvb aittfrn 
D'nrn D "> a ~i 2 . The verses themselves are not brought. 

The Biblical Texts 

At the end of the Mahzor, the volume as bound now contains a 
series of biblical texts. The original placement of these pages and 
their original scope are unclear.129 The extant pages include 
Ecclesiastes, from verse i:10 until the end of the megillah (fols. 
185r-189r), all of Job (fols. 189v-203r), Jeremiah from the 
beginning until verse xxiii:6 (fols. 204r-217r), and two chapters 
(xxxiv-xxxv) of Isaiah (fol. 217r-v). Following this section is the 
long colophon of the scribe Simhah b. Yehudah, including the 
note of the date of the copying of the Mahzor. The content of this 
section is rather astonishing: on the one hand, Ecclesiastes, which 
appears here, relates to Sukkot, which is not dealt with at all in 
this Codex; on the other hand, the megillot Esther, Song of Songs, 
and Ruth, read on the holidays whose piyyutim are brought in 

121 Published by A.M. Habermann, "The Piyyutim of Rabbi Ephraim b. R. 
Ya'aqov of Bonn" [Heb.], Studies of the Research Institute for Hebrew 
Poetry [henceforth: Studies ], VII, Jerusalem 1958, pp. 237 ff. 

122 Goldschmidt, Qinot, No. 5, p. 28. 
123 Ibid., No. 26, p. 93; Habermann, op. cit. (above, n. 113), p. 66. 
124 Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 319, mentions the fact that the supplement 

is ascribed in a Parma MS to R. El'azar of Worms, the author of Sefer 
Rokeah; see also Goldschmidt, Qinot, p. 13. Goldschmidt finds it hard to 
believe that R. El'azar added such a small number of lines to the work of 
another paytan. However, we have already seen that R. El'azar did just 
that also in the supplement VUJ 10 rrt b~bl which he added to m b^2 
Ivan"'. The fact that the passage on Worms was not included in the 
Mahzor which in any event was used in Worms for hundreds of years 
does not demonstrate much at all, for the early communities insisted on 
preserving the original wording of the piyyutim they recited, no nr b'b'z 
">rm also was not included in the body of the Mahzor, but was only added 
in the margin. 

125 Goldschmidt, Qinot, No. 35, p. 120. Judging from the size of the missing 
part of the page, it would seem that the elegy was copied without its final 
strophe (TJKUn y?; Goldschmidt, ibid., p. 124). This strophe is missing in 
most of the Ashkenazi manuscripts. The piyyut was published by I. 
Schirmann, Hebrew Poetry in Spain and Provence[Heb.], Jerusalem-Tel 
Aviv 19612, p. 462. 

this manuscript, are omitted. The passages from Job and 
Jeremiah, as well as the section copied from Isaiah, were 
intended to be recited on the Ninth of Av, so their presence here is 
natural. Undoubtedly, this section is no longer before us in its 
original form. 
The biblical selections appear in their right order and in their 
entirety (except for a few omissions which were corrected in the 
margin). In the section bringing Jeremiah, the scribe noted in the 
margin with the word haftarah the beginning of three haftarot: at 
Jer. vii:21 (13D DaTnViy) the haftarah for the pericope lav (fol. 
208r), at Jer. viii:13 (tWDK t]0K) the haftarah for the Ninth of Av 
(fol. 209r), and at Jer. xvi:19 (nvm ny «) the haftarah for the 
pericope Behuqotai (fol. 213v). The fact that the haftarot for 
Shabbat Divrei and Shabbat Shim'u (the first two Sabbaths of the 
period between the seventeenth of Tammuz and the Ninth of Av) 
at Jer. i:l and ii.l are not noted, is surprising.130 

Alongside the biblical text at Jer. ix:24 (fol. 209v), the point at which 
the haftarah for the Ninth of Av ends, a late hand drew two hands 
with their fingers pointing and noted in the margin: p^rtnn )JO 
[Jer. xxiii:6] i:ppny 'n iv nnniKi mrpn •nnK a*o nyuma Kunmra 
-iriK ainaw [Isa. xxxiv:l] D,»,u imp Dnrnx a"ruo pioa pa^na pica 
-rrp |Tm ^rrpr^readrp -iriK). This custom will be discussed 
below. 
The Mahzor, as it is bound now, ends with several pages 
containing piyyutim meant to replace, according to the Worms 
rite, several of the piyyutim brought in the body of the Mahzor 
according to some other rite. On fol. 219v is the piyyut "YiK 1WP1 
innT'K bxrw>, by R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur (239 .1), 
which is intended to replace, on the last day of Passover, the 
piyyut rbib*\ unv nrnNn nriK (fol. 89v). The long piyyut rnoi THK, 
also by R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq, starts on fol. 221r; it had to replace, 
on the second day of Shavu'ot, the poem TD runn D'onK n^K, 
copied in the main part of the Mahzor on fol. 130v. Alongside the 
beginning of the piyyut nwi THK a later hand wrote: i}\u uvb "larv 
niK maa pi^rr "nniK m mi/iaw bw. This of an is then copied out 
(fols. 223v ff.). It replaces the of an D ^ K I K nimiK, which appears 
in the Mahzor on fol. 131r. nix maa (66 .3) is a piyyut of the 
Spanish type, exhibiting quantitative meter (with a few devia
tions) and a sophisticated rhyming pattern. It does not contain its 
author's signature,131 but an ancient Ashkenazi tradition attrib
utes it to R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur.132 

126 Goldschmidt, ibid., No. 37, p. 124; Schirmann, ibid., p. 485. 
127 Goldschmidt, ibid., No. 33, p. 114; A.M. Habermann, "The Piyyutim of 

Rabbenu Barukh bar Shemu'el of Mainz" [Heb.], Studies, VI, Jerusalem 
1946, p. 86. 

128 Habermann, op. cit. (above n. 113), p. 137; idem, op. cit. (above, n. 121), 
p. 270. 

129 See discussion of this issue in the introduction by M. Beit-Arie, p. 17 
above. 

130 We have to assume that the scribe forgot to note these haftarot. It is 
impossible that in his time and place they were not part of the rite. Both 
are attested in the compilations of R. Liva Kirchheim and R. Yuspa 
Shammash in the seventeenth century. 

131 Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 90, derived from the beginning of the piyyut 
the signature "D"nK" and attributed the piyyut to a paytan of that name. 
However, this combination of letters is certainly happenstance. 

132 See also below. The attribution is based on its mention by the Rokeah in 
two of his books (Sefer Hokhmat ha-Nefesh, 33a; Sodei Razayah, 15), as 
E.E. Urbach noted in 'Arugat ha-Bosem, I, Jerusalem 1939, p. 197, n. 18. 
R. Avraham b. R. 'Azriel, the author of 'Arugat ha-Bosem (written about 
1234), also begins his commentary of the piyyut (ed. Urbach, ibid.) with 
an explicit attribution: "Ofan by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur, one of the 
Mourners of Zion. Even though it is not signed, there is a tradition that he 
wrote it." 
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D. THE PAYTANIM OF THE WORMS MAHZOR 

Ashkenazi mahzorim, including the Worms Mahzor, contain 
several layers of poetic material. The study of their contents can 
teach us valuable lessons in the history of the development of the 
Ashkenazi prayer rite. The piyyutim of our Mahzor are gathered 
from all the corners of the paytanic world, with virtually every 
period and centre and school of poetic creation represented. The 
Mahzor is also rather comprehensive from the chronological 
point of view: the oldest sections found in it were composed in the 
prehistory of paytanic poetry, while the latest date from only 
decades before the Mahzor was copied. However, the editors of 
the Mahzor did not intend to create a representative historical 
anthology oi piyyut. There is no way to understand the criteria of 
selection which dictated the content of the Ashkenazi mahzorim 
without considering the history of Central European Jewry and 
its relationship with its Eastern, especially Palestinian, sources of 
influence. 
The central core of the Central European mahzor apparently took 
shape in Italy some time at the end of the eighth or the beginning 
of the ninth century. It contained primarily works of the greatest 
of the ancient paytanim, R. El'azar b. R. Qilir. R. El'azar b. R. 
Qilir, a pay tan from Ere? Israel who lived in the beginning of the 
seventh century,133 is also the central figure of our Mahzor. No 
other paytan, early or late, is represented here more than he, 
neither in terms of absolute quantity nor, more essentially, in 
terms of the "area" occupied by his piyyutim. In our Mahzor, as 
in all Ashkenazi mahzorim, the Qiliri reigns with overwhelming 
priority in the realm of the qerovot: his four qedushta'ot stand at 
the centre of the piyyut programme for the four special Sabbaths 
preceding Passover, while others of his qedushta'ot adorn the 
prayers for the second day of Passover134 and the second day of 
Shavu'ot. Two of his shiv'atot are included in the musaf services 
of Shabbat Sheqalim and Shabbat ha-Hodesh, while his impres
sive shiv'ata for Dew embellishes the musaf of the first day of 
Passover. His qerovah for Purim, expanded by several piyyutim, 
adorns the prayers of this day, while another of his qerovot 
embellishes the 'amidah for the day of the Ninth of Av. The 
remainder of the paytanic programme for the Ninth of Av is also 
built around elegies by the Qiliri. These elegies were originally 
parts of the qerovot which the paytan composed for the Ninth of 
Av, like the poems added to his qerovah for Purim; their appear
ance in our context, divorced from the original compositions, is 
the result of a late development.135 The centrality of the Qiliri in 
our Mahzor becomes even more obvious when we also consider 
the scope and high standard of his piyyutim. Still, it might be 
necessary to add to this list of compositions, which can be 
ascribed to the Qiliri with certainty, the yozerot and the zulatot 
for the four special Sabbaths, as two of them, those for Shabbat 
Zakhor and for Shabbat Parah, are explicitly attributed to him in 
our Mahzor (fols. 9r and 20v).136 If this ascription is correct, then 
the entire liturgical programme of the four special Sabbaths is 
made up exclusively of Qiliri's compositions. 

133 Regarding thhpaytan, see I. Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottesdienst in seiner 
geschichtlichen Entwicklung, Frankfort o/M. 19313, p. 311; E. Fleischer, 
"Qiliri Matters" [Heb.], Tarbiz, L (1981), pp. 282 ff.; idem, The Yozer, pp. 
29 ff., 91 ff. 

134 In most Ashkenazi communities, no qedushta was said in the morning 
service of the first day of Passover, because of the long shiv'ata for dew 
which was to be recited in musaf. Only in Mainz — according to early 
sources — was it customary to recite a qedushta on the first day of the 
holiday. See more about this matter below. 

135 Regarding this matter, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 204 ff.; idem, 

Piyyut 

The dominance of Qiliri's piyyutim in the Ashkenazi mahzorim 
parallels their weight in the ancient Italian mahzor, and there 
can be no doubt that these poems came to Germany from Italy. 
Thus, they represent the first stage in the development of the 
Central European mahzor. One could say that in terms of liturgi
cal poetry, Central European Jewry at the dawn of its history was 
almost totally under the influence of the Qiliri. 
R. El'azar b. R. Qilir was the greatest representative of the classi
cal period of Hebrew liturgical poetry. This period, which had its 
inception around the sixth century and continued until the end 
of the eighth century, saw a tremendous flowering of paytanic 
creativity.137 However, of everything created during that period 
in Erez Israel, nothing at all made its way into the Ashkenazi 
mahzor save one qedushta of Yannai, namely the qedushta 
DTinrn "HUB "UIN, which in our Mahzor embellishes the 'amidah 
for the morning prayers on Shabbat ha-Gadol. Yannai was the 
first poet of the classical period and, according to most scholars, 
the first to consciously and regularly use rhyme. Fragments of 
hundreds of his works were discovered in the genizah, remnants 
of an entire order of more than 150 qedushta'ot based on the 
weekly sedarim (i.e. Torah-portions) read on Sabbaths in his 
place and time according to the triennial cycle which was cus
tomary in Erez Israel.138 The qedushta in our Mahzor also was 
originally part of this great cycle of piyyutim, and it was intended 
not for the Sabbath before Passover, but rather for the Sabbath 
Tib^n •'Ym Tfl (Ex. xii:29). The qedushta arrived in Central 
Europe by way of Italy, but it later was omitted from the Italian 
mahzor itself together with the rest of the qedushta'ot which had 
been included in it, with the exception of the qedushta for the 
Day of Atonement. Also in the Ashkenazi communities fate was 
not kind to this composition: in the eastern Ashkenazi communi
ties it was replaced by the qedushta "plWl DTî K by R. Yosef 
Bonfils. On the other hand, a section of this qedushta, the rahit 
nb">bi riK^Dn troj an TK, was included in the Passover Haggadah, 
thereby achieving tremendous currency. This currency was 
nevertheless insufficient to maintain in the consciousness of later 
generations the name of the author, and modern scholars worked 
hard to identify him.139 

It would seem that Yannai is represented "incognito" in an 
additional poem included in our Mahzor: namely, the qinah 
DvV nn "6''l7''n (fol. 170v). The form in which this elegy appears in 
all the sources is exceedingly strange: its alphabetic acrostic 
begins only from the letter samekh, implying that it is only a 
fragment of a piyyut whose beginning was cut off. In the section 
which remains the piyyut lists the priestly orders who served in 
ancient times in the Temple, but these also are mentioned only 
from the fifteenth order. As research has demonstrated, this sec
tion was originally intended as a completion for the acrostic and 
the content of a "{ourteen-qerovah" for the Ninth of Av. This 
qerovah was discovered in the genizah; the signature in its last 
sections reads: "Yannai Hazzan." There can be no doubt that the 

"Qilirian Compositions for the Ninth of Av", Hebrew Union College 
Annual, XLIV (1974), Hebrew section, pp. 1 ff. 

136 See more on this matter in the following section of this introduction. 
137 Regarding the periodization of the history of the piyyut, see Fleischer, 

Liturgical Poetry, pp. 10 ff. See pp. 117 ff. there about classical piyyut. 
138 The piyyutim of Yannai were collected from the genizah by Zulay, op. cit. 

(above, n. 40). See also Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 28 ff. 
139 Regarding the development of the research dealing with the piyyutim of 

Yannai, see M. Zulay, "Yannai Studies" [Heb.], Studies, II, Berlin 1936, 
pp. 116 ff. 
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reference is to the ancient Yannai; the character and rhythm of 
our poem also testify that it is the work of the ancient paytan.140 

Even though most of the Central European mahzor is covered by 
classical, Qilirian piyyutim, it nevertheless does contain piyyutim 
from the pre-classical period, in which rhyme was still not used. 
The names of the paytanim of this period have not been 
preserved. The amount of ancient material preserved in our 
Mahzor is not large, and it is liturgically marginal. First and 
foremost we must note here the ancient azharot min nVran nriK 
ywb and rPWKi mrrTK, which appear in the musaf 'amidah of the 
two days of Shavu'ot, as well as their concluding passage, WW TK 
miz/V wbw niKM.141 These two long piyyutim are typical of their 
period: the lines are long, unrhymed, and divided into four short 
lines, each containing approximately two heavily stressed words.142 

Both are very old, and it seems reasonable to assume that both 
originated in Ere? Israel. The piyyut n^mn nriK, which tallies in 
disconcertingly disorganized fashion the 613 commandments 
which according to tradition are found in the Torah, is one of the 
most widely disseminated compositions in the realm of Jewish 
prayer. Later works which were much more perfect, precise, and 
pretty, failed to displace it. In ancient manuscripts it is labelled 
prrn nnrtTK, KmTim p a n n n n w and other names of esteem. 
Though it is ascribed in different manuscripts to various authors, 
its true author remains unknown.143 The passage niKB ]p\u TK 
mwy W^Wl, written in a grand style, may be older still. It does not 
exhibit the prosody which characterizes the pre-classical period 
of the piyyut, and it is regularly added to all the azharot, even to 
ones much later than n^run nriK. 

The famous elegy Wipn mri "i^Kum TK, another of the most 
widespread paytanic compositions, also dates from the pre-
classical period. This is a characteristic pre-classical composition 
in terms of both its form and its thematic pattern. It describes the 
destruction of the Temple as some sort of cosmic catastrophe: all 
the powers of nature participate in Israel's mourning and 
eulogize Jerusalem. The refrain which recurs throughout the 
poem, n^wrro iBDm T,T>ya man HJK TV, is replaced with another at 
the end of the poem in order to enable the piyyut to end with a 
prayer for a better future. In the liturgical practice of the Central 
European communities this elegy was placed, due to its beauty, at 
the end of the qinot, both in the evening and in the morning. 
Another group of extremely ancient passages, perhaps predating 
piyyut, appears in our Mahzor in the Aramaic section embellish
ing the readings from the Torah and the Prophets on the days of 

140 See my two articles cited in note 109 above. There can be no doubt about 
the meaning of the signature "Yannai Hazzan", which appears in the last 
passages of the qerovah four times in succession. A.M. Habermann's 
doubts about the identity of the paytan, expressed in The History of 
Piyyut and Poetry [Heb.], I, Ramat-Gan 1970, p. 40, are superfluous. 

141 There still is no critical edition of any of these texts. Regarding 
azharot in general, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, p. 73 and the places 
listed in the index there. See also E. Fleischer, "Azharot by R. Binyamin 
(barShemu'e\)Paytan"[Heb.lKovez'alYad, 11 (21), Jerusalem 1985(in 
press). The three piyyutim which appear in our Mahzor are undoubtedly 
the most ancient examples of the genre. 

142 Regarding the metrical system of ancient, unrhymed piyyut, see E. 
Fleischer, "Remarks Concerning the Metric System of Ancient Hebrew 
Liturgical Poetry", Hasifrut, 24 (January 1977), pp. 70 ff. See also 
Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 82 ff. 

143 It is, inter alia, attributed by a rather puzzling Ashkenazi tradition to R. 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq of Mainz or his grandfather R. Abun. See A. 
Grossman, The Early Sages of Ashkenaz [Heb.], Jerusalem 1981 
[henceforth: Grossman, Sages], pp. 87 ff. Of course, this attribution is 
mistaken. The piyyut was written hundreds of years before the time of 
R. Shim'on. 

144 The language of these piyyutim was examined by A. Tal in his work,' 'The 
Aramaic Piyyutim for Shavu'ot — An Analysis of Their Dialect and 
Their Contribution to the Aramaic Dictionary" [Heb.], Jerusalem 1966. 

Passover and Shavu'ot. The ancient Aramaic works included in 
our Mahzor are among the most beautiful of their type. They are 
written in magnificent, authentic Palestinian Aramaic.144 The 
literary character of these passages has not yet been adequately 
defined by scholars: although their metrical system is similar to 
that found in pre-classical piyyutim, their poetics differ from 
those of ancient paytanic poetry. Maybe they are remnants of 
some folkish poetry, preserving a characteristic spontaneous 
vivacity which is found only rarely in the regular types of 
piyyut.145 

A later layer of piyyut represented prominently in our Mahzor is 
that of the early Italian paytanim. Pre-eminent among them is 
R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli, who lived in the middle of the tenth 
century, apparently in northern Italy. His great yozer yw TiK 
D"nwiK)3 adorns in our Mahzor the morning prayer of the first 
day of Passover.146 This piyyut is among the most widespread of 
the piyyutim in the mahzorim of Central Europe, and it is one of 
the most important works of the Italian school of piyyut. A new 
form for the yozer was fixed in its image in Central Europe; scores 
of paytanim imitated it. A careful imitation of it is the piyyut p̂ QK 
D,n,'Wl p i by R. Meshullam bar Kalonymos, which our Mahzor 
brings for the second day of Passover. An ancient Ashkenazi 
custom claims that this yozer was composed with virtuosity in a 
single day, modelled after VW "UK.147 According to this tradition 
R. Meshullam bar Kalonymos was the disciple of R. Shelomoh 
ha-Bavli, a claim which is both chronologically and geographi
cally feasible. Meshullam bar Kalonymos was of Italian extrac
tion, but he spent many years in Germany. He is among those 
"responsible" for transferring the Italian piyyut tradition to the 
Rhineland.148 p i ĵ DK is a work impressive for its loftiness, 
which, even though it is constructed after the model of Shelomoh 
ha-Bavli, nevertheless does not lack original details of content 
and form. Following the example of these two piyyutim, R. 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq composed the yozer DnWE "pariK "pmnK, for 
the intermediate Sabbath of Passover. 

The third Italian paytan represented in our Mahzor is R. Moshe 
b. R. Kalonymos,149 who apparently also flourished during the 
end of the tenth century and at the beginning of the eleventh. His 
great qedushta "pniKTu nn^K embellishes in our Mahzor the 
'amidah for the morning of the seventh day of Passover. This 
composition, highly praised by Zunz,150 is almost the only one of 
the works of this important poet which has survived. Besides it, 
we possess only a zulat of his, also for the seventh day of Passover, 

145 Regarding this matter, see Y. Heinemann, "Remnants of Ancient 
Piyyutim in the Palestinian Targum Tradition" [Heb.], Hasifrut, IV 
(1973), pp. 362 ff. (=Studies in Jewish Liturgy [Heb.], Jerusalem 1981, pp. 
148 ff.). Most of the piyyutim considered have a high literary standard, 
rarely equalled in regular paytanic poetry. 

146 To be sure, Shelomoh ha-Bavli is not the first Italian paytan; several 
generations of paytanim were active in the South, in Puglia, before his 
time. However, these paytanim are not represented in our Mahzor. 
Regarding Shelomoh ha-Bavli and his work, see Fleischer, Shelomo ha-
Bavli, Introduction. See also Fleischer, The Yozer, the places cited in the 
index. 

147 See E.E. Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 60. The tradition is reported 
in the name of R. Barukh, the father of R. Me'ir of Rothenburg, See also 
Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, pp. 28 ff. 

148 Regarding R. Meshullam bar Kalonymos and his activities in Italy and 
Germany, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 49 ff. Regarding ]j~i pUK, see 
Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, pp. 56 ff. 

149 Regarding him, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 41 ff. Grossman carefully 
considers the complicated chronological problems involved in attempt
ing to fix the time of the paytan's activity and that of his family in 
Germany. 

150 See Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 107. 
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in which he hints at the date of its composition.151 The qedushta, 
in which the paytan also mentions the names of his two sons, 
Kalonymos and Hanan'el, has Qilirian patterns; it almost equals 
the great achievements of the ancient paytan in terms of its 
beauty. 
Later poets from southern Europe are not represented in the 
Worms Mahzor. The only one of them who appears here is R. 
Benjamin bar Zerah; two of his works, the yozer pJnVn TlK 
n^a, and the zulat^bnb i\uvn ^K mmn, are inserted in the prayers 
for Shabbat ha-Gadol. Benjamin bar Zerah was active in Italy or 
Byzantium, apparently in the middle of the eleventh century.152 

The works of this poet penetrated deeply into the Central Euro
pean prayer books, especially among the selihot. 
R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq of Mainz, the first of the "genuine" 
German paytanim, and perhaps also the greatest of them,153 

occupies an honourable place in our Mahzor, as, of course, in 
Ashkenazi mahzorim in general. R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq was a 
younger contemporary of R. Meshullam bar Kalonymos, and it 
seems that he learned the poetic discipline from him. His family 
came from Le Mans in France, but his works speak in the name of 
the Italian piyyut tradition par excellence, from which we can 
learn that in his time there was no other piyyut tradition in 
Central Europe. R. Shim'on was a great and prolific poet, and 
many of his works have survived. The centrality of his works in 
the Ashkenazi mahzorim is a logical result of both their antiquity 
and their high poetic quality. From the legacy of R. Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq two great qedushta'ot are brought in our Mahzor, one of 
them, WKITK -pmmK, for the last day of Passover, and the other, 
nroin loin D^n n-fiK, for the first day of Shavu'ot. These two 
compositions are most comprehensive, both of them following 
Qilirian examples. In addition to another qedushta, for the New 
Year, these are the major works of R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq. 
However, R. Shim'on is also well represented in our Mahzor 
among the yozerot: his works of this genre occupy the appropriate 
sections in the prayers of the intermediate Sabbath of Passover, 
the seventh day of Passover and the first day of Shavu'ot. The 
yozerot of R. Shim'on brought here are of different types. "pairtK 
D'nwn "ynriK (for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover) and piK 
•'UMK (for the first day of Shavu'ot) are modelled after l/UP TIK 
tmunKM by R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli. The first contains almost all 
the components of the classical yozer (the yozer proper, silluq, 
of an, zulat, and ge'ulah),154 while the second contains the three 
major parts (the yozer proper with the silluq, the ofan, and the 
zulat). ma ""Jttnu? iftirv\ (for the seventh day of Passover) is a 
classical yozer of the Eastern type, as is the zulat DnriQ 1N which 
accompanies it. In our Mahzor the yozer nb^ unv nniKn rmK 

151 "More than nine hundred'' years after the destruction of the Temple, i.e. 
approximately the year 980. See Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, p. 
193. 

152 Regarding him, seeZunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 120 ff., 239 ff., 615. See 
also Fleischer, The Yozer, the references noted in the index. 

153 Regarding this man and his work, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 86 ff. 
154 This composition originally included both a me'orah and an ahavah, but 

those sections dropped out because the early Ashkenazi communities did 
not customarily recite these two types of poems. R. Ephraim of Bonn 
quotes these passages in his piyyut commentary. On this subject, see 
Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 674 ff. 

155 In the place where our Mahzor was in use, this piyyut ceased to be recited 
shortly after the time it was written. It was replaced by the piyyut y\uv\ 
innT'K bmvr TIK, which was appended, copied on separate sheets, to our 
Mahzor (fols. 219 ff.). Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 69, numbers this 
piyyut among the anonymous yozerot. S.D. Luzatto already erred 
regarding the authorship of this piyyut in his introduction to Mahzor 
BeneiRoma[=TheRome Mahzor], ed. D. Goldschmidt, Jerusalem 1966, 
p. 50. 

d Piyyut 

(for the last day of Passover)155 is also ascribed to R. Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq, but this ascription is apparently mistaken. Scholars also 
ascribe the yozer TO runn D'OnK nV̂ K (in our Mahzor, for the 
second day of Shavu'ot) to R. Shim'on, but this too is apparently 
a misascription; already Zunz rejected it.156 The piyyut was 
erroneously included in the critical edition of the paytan's 
poems.157 This piyyut also appears in the Italian and Byzantine 
mahzorim, and it is found in different contexts in the genizah.i5* 
Presumably it was composed, perhaps as a part of a qerovah for 
Shavu'ot, before the time of R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq 
Quantitatively, the piyyutim of R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq Sheliah 
Zibbur, the great poet of Worms, occupy a place of prominence in 
our Mahzor. R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq, who is also known as R. 
Nehorai, and also as pmn "n^y mbv ("the worthy sheliah 
zibbur"),159 flourished during the second half of the eleventh 
century, but he had already passed away by the time of the First 
Crusade and its atrocities, in which his son and daughter-in-law 
were murdered.160 He was considered a prominent authority in 
matters of prayer and was a great and prolific poet. His work, 
which is important both literarily and historically, has not yet 
been gathered in a scholarly edition. Many of his piyyutim are 
included in our Mahzor, but they do not fill a central role in it. R. 
Me'ir bar Yizhaq can already be counted among the "later" 
Ashkenazi paytanim, who flourished after the primary consoli
dation of the rite. No room remained for the piyyutim of these 
later poets except in the liturgical programmes of the special Sab
baths and the evening prayers, and in the collections of selihot 
and qinot. Thus, even though R. Me'ir was an important poet 
and a revered decisor, not even one yozer he wrote is included in 
the main part of our Mahzor. Only in the supplements to the 
Mahzor was his yozer for Passover, biC[]U^b TIK yum, copied out 
to replace the anonymous n ^ l DOT nmxn rmK. R. Me'ir bar 
Yizhaq's yozer for the second day of Shavu'ot, ntoi THK, entered 
the Mahzor in a similar fashion. These two yozerot, written in 
later hands, appear on folios which are now appended to the end 
of the Mahzor. According to early and dependable authorities, R. 
Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur also authored the ofan for Shavu'ot TT123 
mx, which appears in the appended folios. This ofan is a very 
important piece for piyyut scholarship, and only by chance was it 
omitted from consideration in the discussion of the development 
of Ashkenazi piyyut. This quantitatively metered piyyut follows 
the structure of the famous ofan of R. Shelomoh Ibn Gabirol for 
the Day of Atonement, D'UJKW tPJJOW.161 Thus, it testifies to the 
strong Spanish influence on the work of R. Me'ir. It is true that 
scholars have already noted the impact of Spanish prosody on R. 
Me'ir's poetry,162 but this impact is not found in any of his 

156 This piyyut is also listed by Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 69, among the 
anonymous works. He believed the passage was written in about the 
tenth century, which is reasonable. The ascription of the piyyut to 
Shim'on bar Yizhaq apparently results from the chance combination of 
the letters "SHiM'ON" in the qadosh-stama which appears after the first 
and last strophes of the piyyut. 

157 Habermann, Shim'on bar Yizhaq, p. 46. 
158 Thus, for example, in MS Oxford 2799/2 it appears as part of a qedushta 

for Shavu'ot, while in MS T-S UCL N.S. 242.19 it appears as a yozer for 
Shavu'ot. 

159 SeeZunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 610. 
160 Regarding R. Me'ir and his work, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 292 ff. His 

numerous piyyutim are recorded by Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 145 
ff., 248 ff. See also Fleischer, The Yozer, the references cited in the index. 

161 Ed. D. Yarden, Jerusalem 1971, p. 89. Regarding this ofan and its 
influence on Ashkenazi piyyut, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 519, 670. 

162 See A.M. Habermann, The History of Piyyut and Poetry [Heb.], II, 
Ramat-Gan 1972, p. 184; see also Fleischer, op. cit. (above, n. 38), pp. 192 
ff. 
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compositions as explicitly as in filK 1TDD. It is interesting that R. 
Me'ir, even though he composed this passage following a Span
ish pattern, did not completely imitate the strophic feature of his 
model: he eliminated its fixed muwassah-\ike rhyme.163 The fact 
that this feature is omitted in a piyyut provided with a refrain 
shows just how strange this strophic pattern seemed to an Ashke-
nazi paytan.16* 
Another poem of R. Me'ir, which is also significant in this 
context, namely the ofan D'Haiy vmuna for Sabbath and Rosh 
Hodesh, is copied by the scribe in the margin of fol. 27r. This poem 
is perhaps the first sign of the acceptance of the Spanish-Hebrew 
muwassah-lorm in Ashkenazi liturgical poetry.165 

Piyyutim of R. Me'ir also embellish the evening prayers of several 
of the holidays. His bikkur DTO^IJ; r\W r rom is integrated with 
the ancient anonymous ma'ariv for the first night of Passover, b~b 
nyn "7K ITTIK DmH1^. A ma'ariv of his, bn-w ~IIK Dmn^u/ b*b, 
embellishes also the evening prayer of the second day of Passover. 
R. Me'ir is also represented in our Mahzor by several poems in the 
section of Aramaic poems for the Torah reading for the seventh 
day of Passover and the first day of Shavu'ot. R. Me'ir bar Yiz-
haq's Aramaic poems gained wide currency in the Ashkenazi 
communities, exciting and impressing many generations of wor
shippers. Among these, or primarily among them, is the most 
well-known of his poems, pV n̂ mmpK, an introduction to the 
targum of the Torah reading on the first day of Shavu'ot. This 
passage, which is recited in our day even in synagogues which do 
not recite any other piyyutim, became one of the distinguishing 
marks of the Shavu'ot holiday. Its magnificence and linguistic 
power, its perfected form and moving content, certainly justify its 
popularity. 

The section of Aramaic piyyutim also contains several passages 
by French authors; the custom of translating the holiday readings 
to Aramaic was common and well-developed in the communities 
of France, as we can see from the printed Mahzor Vitry. Among 
those represented in this section are R. Shemu'el b. Re'uven of 
Chartres166 (by the piyyut KD1TH KJ1K), R. Yizhaq bar Shemu'el, 
the nephew of Rabbenu Ya'aqov Tarn167 (by the piyyut ]V3 Itt^K), 
and R. Me'ir b. Eli'ezer ha-Darshan168 (by the passage Krmn JVK 
KMlTi). It is worthy of note in this context that the famous reshut 
mna a">2f\ which somehow remained part of the later Ashkenazi 
rites as well, already was recited in the time of our Mahzor. This 
piyyut is signed -PKM ^13 3j?JP, and Zunz ascribed it to Rabbenu 
Tarn.169 Later scholars have doubted the accuracy of this 
ascription, since in some of the manuscript variants an addition to 
the signature is discernible: "ha-Levi", whereas R. Ya'aqov Tarn 
was not a Levi. 17° Ernst Roth has already noted that in the version 
which appears in our Mahzor the letters which spell out "ha-Levi" 

163 In Ibn Gabirol's D ĴNtt? D^NJU/ each strophe ends in the rhyme JTIK-, 
which is intended to introduce the refrain: •« u/np vmp tfmj7 : DnniK 
rvwaY.This system of rhyming was extremely popular in Spain, and 
spread from there to all the centres of paytanic activity. 

164 Regarding the difficulties experienced by the Ashkenazi paytanim in 
accepting the aforementioned rhyming pattern, see also Fleischer, The 
Yozer, pp. 681 ff., 704 ff. 

165 See Fleischer, op. cit. (above, n. 38), pp. 193 ff. 
166 Regarding this pay tan, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 464 ff. 
167 See regarding him Zunz, ibid., p. 283. 
168 See Zunz, ibid., p. 469. 
169 Ibid. p. 266. 
170 See the note on this matter in S.H. Kook's Collected Works, Studies and 

Researches [Heb.], II, Jerusalem 1963, pp. 203 ff. 
171 See Roth, op. cit. (above, n. 2) p. 225. 
172 Authors whose names are mentioned in our Mahzor appear with only the 

title "R." ("By R. X."). "Rabbenu" appears, in addition to the cases cited, 
on fol. 52v (referring to R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli), on fol. 89r (reference to 

are not part of the acrostic and that the scribe ascribed the passage 
in his title only to "Rabbenu Ya'aqov".171 There can be no doubt 
that Zunz is correct and that the piyyut is actually the work of R. 
Ya'aqov Tarn. The fact that the scribe noted the name of the 
author of the piyyut with the title "Rabbenu" (=Our Teacher), 
unlike his practice in the identification of most of the paytanim,112 

also indicates that he intended a specific "Ya'aqov". 
French piyyut is also represented in our Mahzor by a poem of R. 
Yosef Bonfils, the greatest of the early French paytanim}1* R. 
Yosef Bonfils was active in the region of Anjou, mostly in 
Limoges, around the year 1050, and he was a prolific pay tan. 
Many passages from his poems were accepted into the French 
mahzorim, and from there they spread throughout the communi
ties of Germany and Byzantium. In our Mahzor he is only repres
ented by the ma'ariv nbbv KTU ypv TDK TPi for the first day of 
Shavu'ot. 
The rest of the poetic material included in our Mahzor is shared 
by several early Ashkenazi paytanim. These poets are represented 
mostly in the section of the qinot. Still, some of them also sign 
piyyutim for the holidays, namely R. Avraham bar Yehudah ha-
Kohen, the author of the ma'ariv n n r p ywn nn , l wnba for the 
second night of Shavu'ot, R. Eliezer bar Nathan (the Ra'avan), 
the author of the ma'ariv nnn^nV "i¥ UO ,>y2tf6 "IIK for the seventh 
day of Passover, and Menahem bar Ya'aqov (b. Shelomoh b. 
Menahem) of Worms, who wrote the ma'ariv DTl by "'Vtyi "HlK 
nViJ, which appears here for the "sixth" night of Passover. R. 
Avraham was the son of R. Yehudah ha-Kohen of Mainz, who 
was a disciple of Rabbenu Gershom Me'or ha-Golah and wrote 
the Sefer ha-Dinim. R. Avraham was active in Mainz, around 
1060, and of all his piyyutim only the aforementioned ma'ariv is 
extant.174 Ra'avan and R. Menahem bar Ya'aqov are among the 
most important of the later Ashkenazi paytanim. Ra'avan in his 
youth witnessed the calamities of the First Crusade in 1096, but he 
lived into the second half of the twelfth century.175 R. Menahem b. 
Ya'aqov died in Worms in 1203.176 His poetry is represented in 
our Mahzor by a second work, the elegy JIEVK m 1K2 ">D ->bbi<. 
"̂Dttn, which tells of the slaughters in Blois and Boppard in the 

years 1171 and 1179. In the title which heads this elegy the poet's 
name is recorded in its entirety: "Menahem bar Ya'aqov of 
Worms". 

The section containing the elegies includes the works of several 
important Ashkenazi paytanim. R. Menahem b. Makhir, the 
grandson of the brother of Rabbenu Gershom Me'or ha-Golah, an 
important and prolific paytan who worked in Regensburg, is 
represented by a single elegy (TYU/K "7DK),177 as is R. Ya'aqov, the 
son of R. Yizhaq ha-Levi, Rashi's teacher, who was active in 
Speyer; his elegy •>"nu; by ~>b '"IK perpetuates the memory of the 

R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq), on fol. 176v (referring to R. Ephraim of Bonn) 
and on fol. 183r (a reference to R. Menahem b. R. Ya'aqov of Worms). 

173 Regarding the poetry of R. Yosef Bonfils and his time and place, see 
Fleischer, "Azharot by R. Binyamin", op. cit. (above, n. 141); idem, The 
Yozer, the references cited in the index. 

174 Regarding him, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 152, 611 ff.; Gross
man, Sages, pp. 178 ff. 

175 Regarding the Ra'avan, who was also active in commenting on prayers 
and piyyutim, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 258 ff.; Habermann, 
op. cit. (above, n. 162), pp. 185 ff.; Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, pp. 24 
ff.; idem, The Tosaphists [Heb.], I, Jerusalem 19802, pp. 173 ff. The 
piyyutim of the Ra'avan have not yet been collected. 

176 Regarding him, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 294. There has not yet 
been a critical edition of the piyyutim of R. Menahem either. 

177 Regarding R. Menahem b. Makhir, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 361 ff. R. 
Menahem was active in the Rhineland, and he eventually settled in 
Regensburg. Regarding his piyyutim, which have not yet been collected, 
see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 150, 250. 
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martyrs of the First Crusade.178 The massacres of 1096 are also 
recalled in the two elegies of R. Kalonymos bar Yehudah of 
Mainz,179 "un ij/w Tn»K and W>n Win |rp ">». Of all the works of the 
twelfth-century Ashkenazi paytanim, in our Mahzor there appear 
only rmjy m nnU7-> ro^K and •'•QK ">nb "HK •>»'?, by R. Ephraim of 
Bonn, one of the greatest of the Ashkenazi paytanim of all time 
(born 1133; died 1196),180 and <ib*W VIWWK, by R. Barukh of 
Mainz (died 1221).181 The last Ashkenazi paytanim represented in 
the Mahzor are R. El'azar of Worms, the author of the Rokeah, 
who is represented only by the short addition to the anonymous 
elegy \V2'y nt b~hi, to be recited when the night of the Ninth of Av 
falls immediately following the Sabbath (ID Tft b"bl),xn and R. 
Yehudah ha-Kohen bar Moshe, who dedicated his elegy piKnKl 
ppriKi to the memory of the martyrs of Frankfort in 1241.183 

Spanish piyyut as well is represented sparsely in our Mahzor, 
also, of course, in the section of qinot. There we have, first of all, 
the popular piyyut )nn hyp fnnitt/ ascribed to R. Shelomoh Ibn 
Gabirol, who lived in Saragossa in the first half of the eleventh 
century. R. Yehudah ha-Levi (approximately 1075-1141) is 
represented by his two impressive elegies, Titian ''aaK DT> and ]VX 
•̂ KWn K^n, both of which became part of the Ashkenazi order of 
qinot at a very early date. Another elegy of the Spanish type which 
appears in our Mahzor is p a Kb rmaw, generally ascribed to 
Shelomoh b. Yizhaq of Gerona, a disciple of Nahmanides who 
was active from 1250-1270. The appearance of this elegy in our 
Mahzor would seem to call that ascription into question; the 
piyyut is only signed "Shelomoh", so perhaps it should be 
ascribed to an earlier paytan.m 

A comprehensive survey of the paytanim of the Worms Mahzor 
supports the general view of scholarship about the way in which 
the Ashkenazi mahzor developed. Without a doubt the Ashkenazi 
communities from the start saw the piyyutim as a fixed element 
of their prayers. They never included piyyutim in their mahzo-
rim with the intention to possibly replace them by others more 
prestigious or more suited to local taste. This attitude towards 
liturgical poetry was, by the way, exactly the opposite of the 
conception of all the other centres of mediaeval Jewry about this 
matter.185 Accordingly, all the ancient piyyutim which came to 
Ashkenaz via Italy from Ere? Israel at the inception of Jewish 
communal settlement in Central Europe remained a completely 
fixed element of the Ashkenazi mahzor. The local paytanim were 
only expected to write piyyutim in order to embellish the prayers 
of those holidays and special Sabbaths for which no piyyutim 

178 Regarding R. Ya'aqov bar Yizhaq ha-Levi, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 272 
ff., 357. Zunz omitted this paytan from his Literaturgeschichte, 
apparently accidentally, but mentioned him in his Die gottesdienstliche 
Vortrage, Berlin 1832, p. 392, note d (Hebrew edition: H. Albeck, 
Jerusalem 1954, p. 498, n. 171). In the Hebrew version the name was also 
omitted from the index! 

179 Regarding this paytan, see Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 164. 
180 R. Ephraim of Bonn, besides being an important paytan, was also very 

active in the field of piyyut commentary, so that many ancient and 
important traditions regarding early piyyut were preserved by him. His 
extant piyyutim were published by Habermann, op. cit. (above, n. 121), 
pp. 217 ff. Regarding R. Ephraim's work in piyyut commentary, see 
Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, pp. 39 ff. 

181 For the collected piyyutim of R. Barukh of Mainz see Habermann, op. 
cit. (above, n. 127), pp. 49 ff. Regarding the paytan see also there in the 
introduction. 

182 The piyyutim of R. El'azar of Worms have not yet been published. They 
are listed by Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, pp. 317 ff. R. El'azar was among 
the founders of the movement of the early Hasidim of Ashkenaz, and he 
also dealt with the wording of the prayers and piyyut commentary. 
Regarding him, see Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, pp. 73 ff. 

and Piyyut 

from the classical East were available. These requirements were 
also soon fulfilled: later paytanim, including gifted poets, simply 
had no site in the prayers left open to them. In our Mahzor, as in 
all the Ashkenazi mahzorim, the major sites are indeed "occu
pied" by early paytanim. All the later poets are forced to the 
sidelines. 
It is true that the impression given by the Worms Mahzor is 
incomplete, since it encompasses only the main holidays. Later 
paytanim, whose works already could not find a place in the 
programme of the prayers for the major holidays, could still 
compose piyyutim for the special Sabbaths, for wedding Sab
baths and selihot for the fast days and Days of Penitence. All this 
material is omitted from our Mahzor, so that the division of the 
piyyut material in it between the central and the peripheral is 
especially obvious. However, in principle, the general picture is 
little different from what we see on a smaller scale in our Mahzor. 
These facts, of course, heavily influenced the character and his
tory of Ashkenazi and Central European piyyut, but that is the 
subject for another discussion.186 

E. R. SIMHAH THE SCRIBE AND THE POETIC TRADITIONS 

R. Simhah the scribe who copied the Worms Mahzor, was a 
master calligrapher, and most certainly a professional scribe. 
There can be no doubt that he understood the material he was 
copying, so that even if he had before him other manuscript 
mahzorim from which he copied, his copying was not automatic. 
Some of the marginal notes which he appended to the text of the 
piyyutim attest to this fact, for it is unreasonable to suppose that 
all of these were copied from the sources lying before him.187 

These notes frequently relate to the text of the piyyutim, adducing 
textual variants. In several of them, R. Simhah declares one or 
another of the variants to be preferable, while attempting to 
explain the variants and judge their merits. 
R. Simhah possessed some traditions touching upon the charac
ter and essence of paytanic poetry, and since we are considering 
an early codex, a summary of his knowledge in this field is not 
insignificant. R. Simhah knew the accepted names for most of 
the types of piyyut which he included in the Mahzor, though he 
did not always trouble himself to note all of them consistently by 

183 See Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 478. 
184 The ascription is by Zunz, ibid., pp. 482-483. It is likely that he based 

himself on some manuscript in which the piyyut was attributed to this 
paytan. R. Shelomoh died apparently around 1270 (Zunz, ibid.), in other 
words, just two years before the Mahzor was completed. It is difficult to 
believe that a piyyut written in Catalonia could have been included so fast 
into an Ashkenazi mahzor, but it is possible. 

185 According to the classical view of the function of piyyut in the prayers, 
the piyyutim should have been replaced by others on each liturgical 
occasion, or in any event —since this ideal could not be easily attained — 
as frequently as possible. 

186 For a summary on this subject, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 607 ff. 
187 Regarding the glosses which appear in the Mahzor, see Beit-Arie' (p. 25 

above). It is not always possible to ascertain who wrote what in the 
margins of the pages of the Mahzor; there can be no doubt that many late 
hands used the book and added various notes into it. However, it seems 
reasonable to assume, for example, that a note which indicates the 
variant readings of "other books" without deciding which version is right 
did not originate from a hazzan, but rather from the scribe himself. The 
same is true of most of the other notes which are discussed below. 
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name.188 The titles with which he sometimes headed piyyutim or 
groups of piyyutim demonstrates his good grasp of these matters. 
He very frequently labels the qedushta'ot Knump. Titles of this 
sort appear regularly before the qerovot for the four special 
Sabbaths and Shabbat ha-Gadol (fols. 3r, 1 lr, 22v, 28r, 37r), and 
twice more in the rest of the Mahzor.m The strange term Kfiirtp 
appears in our Mahzor at the start of the qedushta "prnKTu n^K 
(for the seventh day of Passover); it serves as an Aramaic equival
ent of the ancient term qerovah which R. Simhah never uses in 
this Codex. The term has not yet been mentioned in scholar
ship.190 The two weekday qerovot in the Mahzor, ]mK nruoi for 
Purim and "Jin UV2 ""pliKK for the Ninth of Av, are not entitled.191 

In this context it is interesting to note the heading of the regular 
musaf 'amidah for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover (fol. 
76r), which is also in Aramaic: tpm bw KnumpT KniVi. There is 
no way to know why R. Simhah added this heading here, nor 
why he wrote it in Aramaic (mixed with Hebrew). 
R. Simhah also knew the term shiv'ata, and he used it to entitle 
Qiliri's qerovah for Parashat Sheqalim, ^VH. bnatPK: rjDinVl 
KXlJnu/ (fol. 27r). At the head of the shiv'ata for Parashat ha-
Hodesh and that for the Prayer for Dew no such title appears, 
with only the note tioin1? occurring in its place (fols. 32r and 53v). 
More frequently R. Simhah noted the yozerot by name. However, 
it seems that he intended the term to apply to all the components 
of the yozer. the term "ofan" occurs only twice in the Mahzor 
(fols. 73r and 131r); likewise the term "zulat" (fols. 3r and 131v). 
Similar to the term "yozer" in its prevalence is the term "ma'ariv". 
Every one of the ma'arivim in the Mahzor carries that title. 
As mentioned above, most of the ma'arivim in our Mahzor are 
lengthened in their last section, which embellishes the blessing 
U\bw I131D tmQ. This fact, which is typical to Ashkenazi piyyut, is 
a result of the great popularity of the ma'ariv in the Ashkenazi 
communities. In none of the other paytanic centres in the Middle 
Ages did poets expend so much creative energy on this type of 
piyyut as in Ashkenaz.192 In Spain the ma'ariv was rather 
unknown, and Italian paytanim also ignored it entirely. The 
Ashkenazim called the section which they integrated into the end 
of the ma'ariv the bikkur, as we have noted above.193 This term 
does not appear in our Mahzor, instead, preceding the bikkur 
which is inserted in the ma'ariv nvn VK imK Dma1^ b"b for the 
first night of Passover, the scribe noted: bKW>~\rywb }9* There can 

188 The lack of consistency of the copyists, both early and late, in this matter 
is well known. R. Simhah is by no means alone in this. 

189 On fol. 92r, preceding i r j a TK "pnimK, and on fol. 113v, preceding miK 
nroin ivm D^n. 

190 In ancient sources the word always appears in its Hebrew form: 
"qerovah". All the terms for the types of piyyut appear in the ancient 
sources of the genizah in Hebrew. The term "qedushta" is rare in the 
ancient genizah manuscripts, with the term "qedusha" appearing 
regularly instead. The term "shiv'ata", which will be discussed below, also 
appears in the genizah always in the form "shiv'ah". We do not know 
when and why the Aramaic forms appeared on the scene. In any event, 
they .are an absolutely fixed feature of the Ashkenazi manuscripts; 
however, the form "qerovtah" has not yet been documented. 

191 In the ancient genizah sources, qerovot of this sort are called simply "r\'">" 
or "rrwv nimvi". 

192 The ma'arivim remained a changing element in German rites until quite 
late, and the communities differed on this point very much from each 
other. See more on this below, at the end of this introduction. In some 
places in France and Germany, special reshuyot were recited before the 
ma'arivim (actually, before 1312 which preceded the ma'ariv). Examples 
of this type can be seen in the Quntress ha-Piyyutim at the end of the 
printed Mahzor Vitry, pp. 1 ff., and there in the body of the Mahzor, pp. 
565 ff. This phenomenon, which also testifies to the great popularity of 
this genre in northern Central Europe, is unknown in other places and 
periods. 

be no doubt that this note is intended to designate the bikkur, 
though by a different name. This name apparently was taken 
from the wording of the blessing which the piyyut adorns; its 
wording (on weekdays!) is [~wb] bmw1 [lny] "imu/. The term is 
quite strange,195 but its emergence is understandable: in Ashke
nazi communities piyyutim were frequently referred to not by 
their traditional names, but rather by the location at which they 
were inserted into the prayers. Thus, for example, the me'orot 
were called unn iM<b, the ahavot were called btnur> mva imnn"? , 
the mi khamokha piyyutim were called nunn riTO^, and the 
ge'ulot were called ^mur bH.ib.196 The term binW1 "\nwb has not 
yet been noted in the scholarly literature. 
Two more terms which designate subsections of larger composi
tions appear in our Mahzor. One is common: "azharot", which 
designates the piyyut nnbmn nriK (fol. 124v) in the musaf of the 
first day of Shavu'ot. The other, however, is rare in European 
mahzorim, namely the term "seder", which appears here at the 
head of the dibberin of the qedushta nroin "iDin D^n rmx (fol. 
119r). This term is an abbreviation for the compound term "seder 
dibberin",197 which names, especially in genizah manuscripts, 
piyyutim explaining the Ten Commandments in the qedush
ta'ot of Shavu'ot. Before the dibberin of the qedushta for the 
second day of Shavu'ot (fol. 137r) there is no heading. Also 
especially noteworthy is the title mvi3U? bw n r m , which appears 
on fol. 145r before the piyyut ybm mmpK of R. Me'ir Sheliah 
Zibbur, designating the order of the Aramaic piyyutim expand
ing upon the Ten Commandments. The term also appears in this 
context in the printed Mahzor Vitry.19* In this same section the 
term "reshut" also appears once (for the haftarah; fol. 108r). In 
the section containing the piyyutim for the Ninth of Av, the 
common term "qinah" also appears twice, at random, before two 
piyyutim (fols. 176v and 183r). 

R. Simhah was quite familiar with the structure of the great 
qedushta'ot, and he copied them and organized their components 
with skill and understanding, although he never designated any of 
them by a particular name. The terms which very commonly 
appear in manuscripts to designate the major elements of the 
qedushta — magen, mehayye, meshallesh, rahit, and most 
common of all, silluq199 —are not found in our Mahzor. Instead R. 
Simhah consistently preceded every qedushta in the Mahzor with 

193 Regarding the bikkur, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, p. 463. The 
passage is also sometimes called TD'O riDDin ("the bikkur supplement") 
or simply nBDin ("supplement"). We cannot determine the origin of the 
term "bikkur". Perhaps it derives from an ancient bikkur for Shavu'ot 
which described the ceremony of bringing the first fruits (=bikkurim). 
The content of the bikkur is frequently halakhic. 

194 Thus also in the Worms Mahzor which R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim copied 
for communal use, p. 54a, perhaps following our Mahzor. But the term 
appears also in MS Hamburg 152, fol. 44v, in the commentary to the 
piyyut D'nViy JTuUJ mam, as well as in some other ancient mahzor 
manuscripts. 

195 The final form of the phrase was possibly influenced by the prayer which 
follows tahanun, bn.~)Ur> n^KW iinw ^Jaw "VOW, which is based on the 
verse Ps. cxxi:4. 

196 See Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 681, 703. 
197 See Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 180 ff. Piyyut manuscripts 

(including those from the genizah) frequently refer to long poems 
included in qerovot by the general term "seder", which always is an 
abbreviation of a longer term, such as "seder 'avodah" or "seder beriyot 
'olam" or "seder dibberin" or "seder pesukin". Regarding these terms, see 
Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, the references cited in the index. 

198 See the Mahzor Vitry, p. 310: n r m bv ttrrva. 
199 Regarding these terms, see Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, the references 

listed in the index. 
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the ancient reshut D ĴinJl D^nan Tion,200 and he exhibited his 
awareness of the construction of the first sections of the 
qedushta'ot by organizing the main parts of the sections, the 
chains of biblical verses and the concluding strophes separately. 
At the end of the meshalleshim he consistently inserted, as we 
have noted above, the verses vbwb •>"» yhw etc. and ump rmKi 
2\DV etc., adding after them the phrase KJ VK.201 The formula Tl 
umpl n n m KTU D^pl is never missing from the end of the fourth 
piyyutim of the qedushta'ot, and the fifth piyyutim are always 
followed, as they ought to be, by the passage p i y n ub^b *o ?̂K.202 

The traditional opening nvrwp r6im "ĵ i pai etc. also appears 
consistently before the silluqim, sometimes in an abbreviated 
form.203 

R. Simhah's awareness of the construction of the piyyutim is also 
clear from the way he managed to emphasize their structure. 
Frequently he copied the fixed words separately and with big 
letters, noted the acrostics of the piyyutim using various artistic 
forms, emphasized the ends of their stanzas in various ways, 
explicitly distinguished sections from one another, and under
scored their sometimes hidden or inconspicuous structural orna
ments by varying the size of the letters or the colour of the ink. In 
the silluqim, which have no fixed strophic patterns, but which 
frequently do contain homiletical sections in which specific 
words recur, R. Simhah succeeded in emphasizing the things 
which required emphasis to a sometimes amazing extent. In 
places where the constraints on his calligraphy required him to 
ignore the structure of the piyyutim (such as in the supplemental 
piyyutim added to the qerovah for Purim; fols. 17r ff.), R. Simhah 
marked the ends of the stanzas with small flowers. His successful 
arrangement of the extremely complicated patterns of Qiliri's 
qerovah for Purim (fols. 15 ff.) is impressive. Complicated arran
gements of this sort, which testify to R. Simhah's active attention 
to the structure of the piyyutim and his fine artistic sense, pervade 
every page of our Mahzor. 

R. Simhah also had interesting information about the authorship 
of the piyyutim. Just as with the acrostics, he emphasized through 
graphic devices the signatures of the paytanim which he found 
embedded in their piyyutim, including hidden signatures which 
an unpracticed eye would not normally notice while reading. 
Often he noted the name of the author at the beginning of a series 
of piyyutim.204 Both the content of these ascriptions and what is 
omitted from them require study. We must note with great 
emphasis the ascription of the yozerot for Shabbat Zakhor and 
Shabbat Parah to R. El'azar b. R. Qilir. Qiliri's authorship of 
these unsigned yozerot is noted in our Mahzor in two different 
ways: -p^p "i» at the start of the yozer for Shabbat Zakhor (fol. 
9r), and "i"6p "ITV^K "in preceding that for Shabbat Parah (fol. 
20v). The authorship of these yozerot as well as of the two others 
for Shabbat Sheqalim and Shabbat ha-Hodesh, has been dis
cussed extensivey in the scholarly literature, and is still uncer-

200 This is a short poetic passage whose concluding section varies according 
to the holidays (Sabbaths and the three festivals on the one hand, New 
Year on the other, and the Day of Atonement also separately). It appears 
always at the start of the Ashkenazi qedushta'ot, including those which 
are preceded by long, authentic reshuyot. The passage, although rhymed, 
is apparently very ancient. It is very rare in the genizah (T-S H 5/199; 
Oxford 2741/1). It is not impossible that it first became customary in 
Babylonia. 

201 Regarding these details of structure and those mentioned below, see 
Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 138 ff. 

202 The passage generally appears in its entirety. Only once, in the qedushta 
for the first day of Shavu'ot, is the prayer noted only by its opening 
words. It does not appear at all in the qedushta'ot for the last two days of 
Passover, in keeping with the early Ashkenazi custom which will be 
discussed below. 

and Piyyut 

tain.205 There can be no doubt that the four yozerot, which are 
virtually identical, were composed by a single author. S.D. Luz-
zatto already suggested the Qiliri's authorship of them, based on 
their connection with the qedushta'ot which follow them, all of 
which are, as we have mentioned, by Qiliri. Did R. Simhah 
possess an explicit tradition that these yozerot were by Qiliri, or 
did he also ascribe them to the author of the qedushta'ot which 
follow them? It is difficult to answer this question. It is also 
difficult to understand why R. Simhah failed likewise to note the 
authorship of the yozerot for Shabbat Sheqalim and Shabbat 
ha-Hodesh. However, since the ascription to Qiliri is found in 
other Ashkenazi manuscripts as well, it would seem that there is 
some basis for it. 
We have already noted above that the yozer proper and the zulat 
for Shabbat ha-Gadol in our Mahzor are compositions of R. 
Benjamin bar Zerah. Preceding the yozer (fol. 34r)206 the scribe 
noted pn^n '"in Vmn muz1? "in"'. Likewise, in both piyyutim he 
marked only the letters of the signature "BiNYaMiN"; he failed 
to note the continuation of the signature, "BaR ZeRaH". This 
fact shows to what extent R. Simhah was dependent on his sources 
for such information. Apparently R. Benjamin bar Zerah was 
unknown in R. Simhah's place, a fact which seems to support 
Zunz's suggestion that this paytan, despite the fact that many of 
his piyyutim appear in the mahzorim of Northern Europe, was 
active in the South, in Italy or Byzantium. 
It is somewhat surprising to see the name "Yannai" mentioned 
at the start of the qerovah DTinm 'nuQ ''JIN for Shabbat ha-Gadol 
(•>'>KJ> "TO xnump). Yannai's name was totally forgotten by the 
later generations of Central European Jews, so that its mention 
in historical sources caused a great deal of astonishment in the 
first period of modern Jewish research.207 The orthography of the 
name "Nr at the beginning of the piyyut is a strange combination 
of the two ways in which the name was written, the original form 
from Erez Israel, ^y (used by the poet himself), and the more 
common Babylonian 1Kr>. R. Simhah also knew the paytan's 
name from the signature of his meshallesh; he wrote the acronym 
letters "J1 in red ink and also emphasized them with ornamented 
dots. 

The way in which R. Simhah noted the authorship of the great 
yozer of R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli, onttruoa l/un TIN (for the first day 
of Passover), is also interesting. The title (now almost entirely 
faded) reads only: rvabw "TO noa by \Wt<r\ nvb -iyr», from which 
we can conclude that the scribe did not know the paytan's epithet 
"ha-Bavli". This composition contains, as we noted above, two 
signatures, "Shelomoh" and "Mordekhai".208 The question of the 
relationship between the two names is an old scholarly problem; it 
relates not only to the question of the identity of "Mordekhai", 
but also to whether the work itself was written by two paytanim 
(R. Shelomoh and R. Mordekhai) or only by one (R. Shelomoh), 

203 Only once (preceding the silluq of n"n miK, fol. 142r) did the scribe omit 
the title, because he mistook the beginning of the silluq for the 
continuation of the dibberin, as we noted above. A later hand corrected 
the mistake. 

204 It is interesting that he frequently noted the names of the authors, rather 
than at the start of the piyyutim themselves, at the beginning of the 
wording of the regular prayer preceding them. This practice is rare in 
mahzorim, and it may owe its use here to calligraphic considerations. The 
matter requires further study. 

205 Regarding this, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 92 ff. 
206 This writing is almost entirely faded now, but it can be read from the 

original in ultraviolet light. 
207 See Zulay, op. cit. (above, n. 139), p. 116. 
208 See, regarding this, Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, p. 94. 
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Ezra Fleischer 

who for some reason signed an additional name in his piyyut, as 
did many paytanim before and after him.209 According to the 
opinion recorded by R. Ephraim of Bonn, R. Mordekhai was R. 
Shelomoh's brother, and R. Shelomoh included his name in his 
composition due to his great affection for him.210 Modern 
scholars have also assumed that R. Mordekhai was the brother of 
R. Shelomoh and that his name was mentioned in the piyyut by 
his brother.211 The testimony of our Mahzor, recorded by the 
scribe at the point in the zulat WQJ "yoriK where the acrostic 
"Mordekhai" changes over (fol. 52v) to "Shelomoh" is surprising. 
His remark there is worded thus: "Until here, composed by R. 
Mordekhai b. Rabbenu Shelomoh, while R. Shelomoh composed 
mKli rmntt?."212 Thus, according to R. Simhah's information (in 
the second half of the thirteenth century) R. Mordekhai was not 
the brother, but rather the son of R. Shelomoh,213 and the actual 
author of the piyyut, together with his father. Of course, we still 
cannot know whether the scribe received a tradition to this effect 
or just explained the facts in a way which seemed to him 
reasonable.214 It should be noted that R. Simhah noted the 
complicated signatures of this piyyut with great precision. Also in 
the concluding passages of the composition c n u o n n bv (fol. 
53r) and r r n nm (53v), whose signatures are intermixed and 
confounding, the scribe emphasized with total confidence two 
signature-formulas which modern scholarship failed to extract 
from the accepted versions: pm r m r a bix> ]Vpn 'OTin (R. Simhah 
also noted this wording at the beginning of the piyyut),215 and 
pm mini btv pm mm |upn nn^u/.216 Alongside -HYI ma 
R. Simhah even commented in the margin (fol. 53v) about the 
wording of the poem in relation to its acronym: DTttna 3VD 
in wynnu; rnavinn -osa Vru mvt? nr 'nmn yp ma^ ny iKynn. 
Indeed, m^\p IV is the version of most of the sources, yet 
R. Simhah's variant, ninn yp ma"1 "1J7, which is required for the 
signature, is known from other sources too.217 It is interesting to 
note that R. Simhah did not ascribe p~i p̂ QK to R. Meshullam bar 
Kalonymos even though he emphasized the letters signing his 
name on fol. 63v. 

The name of R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq, the distinguished Ashkenazi 
pay tan, is noted three times in our Mahzor in three different ways. 
Preceding-yariK "pmnK (fol. 70r), R. Simhah wrote bw i^in1? -iyr» 
^ n a n pnar "12 pynu; nn noQ -rm»;218 preceding rna lypw IWPI 

(fol. 77r) he wrote: bnxi pny -Q pynw nn noa bv [W>wv DV^ nam; 
and before nb^ unv nmxn nriN (fol. 89r) — bw rnnN uvb "iam 
pnap -Q pvnu; n a m noa. The ascription of this last yozer is 

209 Regarding the custom of early paytanim to sign other people's names into 
their piyyutim, to honour them or for other reasons, see Fleischer, "Qiliri 
Matters" (above, n. 133), pp. 289 ff.; idem, "Studies on the Poetry of R. 
Hai Gaon" [Heb.], Shai le-Heiman (A.M. Habermann Jubilee Volume), 
Jerusalem 1977, pp. 246 ff. The usage was common among thepaytanim 
of Central Europe from the time of R. Amitai (the end of the ninth 
century), who signed in several of his piyyutim the name of his son, 
'Avad'el. Above we mentioned R. Moshe bar Kalonymos, who signed in 
his qedushta for the seventh day of Passover the names of his two sons, 
Hanan'el and Kalonymos. 

210 Cited by Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 45, from MS Parma 665, p. 
77c: ,'3-n?31 •> n K UW nx DUD |JO -ryi mmna nrun ^nan im "|^KI ]JO». 
This is the way R. Ephraim of Bonn explained several additional 
signatures which he found in piyyutim. 

211 This was the opinion of L. Zunz, Die synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters, 
Berlin 1855, p. 109; Elbogen, op. cit. (above, n. 133), p. 244; also H. 
Vogelstein and P. Rieger, Geschichte der Juden in Rom, Berlin 1896, p. 
182. 

212 Actually the signature "Mordekhai" already appears beforehand, in the 
first part of the silluq which follows the yozer proper, but the scribe did 
not comment on it there. 

213 That was also my guess in my edition of the piyyutim of R. Shelomoh ha-
Bavli, p. 94, without knowledge of the note in our Mahzor. 

mistaken, as we noted above. At the beginning of the qedushta 
lâ JO TN "pmniK, which is copied afterwards (fol. 92r), the scribe 
wrote only KJWnp, and we once more are left asking whether we 
should understand the (mistaken) title at the beginning of the 
yozer as a valid testimony (if an imprecise one), or whether it is 
only an expansion of R. Shim'on's authorship of the qedushta 
(which is certainly his) to the preceding unsigned yozer. 
R. Simhah strangely erred, as we noted above, regarding the 
authorship of the qedushtafriKTU nn^K by R. Moshe bar Kalo
nymos. At the start of the 'amidah which is embellished by this 
composition, R. Simhah wrote only KJiwnp (fol. 80r), but along
side the opening of the composition he noted in red ink (perhaps 
after completing the Mahzor): tnam^p "D ^KJan n b\p Kmanp. 
This title certainly is not based on any tradition, being only a 
(mistaken) deciphering of the signature in the ficticious conclud
ing stanzas following the meshallesh, in which R. Moshe signed 
the names of his two sons, "Hanan'el" and "Kalonymos". R. 
Simhah produced the word "BaR" by taking these two letters 
from the word " Devorah" which ends the first concluding 
strophe (fol. 81v). The paytan's actual signature, "Oia nvm 
DWJTlVp (each letter twice), occurs, as usual, in the fifth piyyut of 
the qedushta, and is duly noted by the scribe (fol. 82r). From the 
unusual way in which R. Simhah noted the ascription preceding 
the qedushta, it would seem that he was confused by the plethora 
of signatures which appeared before him in the piyyut, and, 
possessing no dependable tradition about the authorship, he 
chose the name that seemed most reasonable to him. 
Another such strange title appears in the qedushta TK "pmniK 
•ti">JO by R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq at the beginning of the passage 
D^vn1 pnam ib^x (fol. 94v). Here R. Simhah wrote, again alongside 
the beginning of the piyyut, in red ink (which faded in time): 
Ipm wnan m̂ K n nc mjwmn mrnnn. He also wrote the first 
word of the piyyut, ^ H , and the letter he of the word piim in large 
letters and decorated them with special ornamentation in order to 
emphasize the signature, "[pm umaa m^K "l undoubtedly refers to 
the paytan R. Eliyahu ha-Zaqen (bar Menahem) of Le Mans, the 
author of the azharot ">3n nam n»K,219 who was active in France 
around the middle of the eleventh century, a contemporary and 
perhaps even a friend of R. Yosef Bonfils, the great French 
paytan. This ascription was not made up by R. Simhah: E. Roth 
has already noted220 that this information appears in R. Liva 
Kirchheim's compilation on the customs of Worms, and it is also 
mentioned in MS Hamburg 152 (fol. 39v) in the name of R. 

214 The tradition which identifies the "Mordekhai" signed in j/ttP "Y1K 
DnunKH with the son of R. Shelomoh ha-Bavli was also known in Worms 
at the beginning of the seventeenth century, and it is mentioned by R. 
Liva Kirchheim in his compilation on the customs of Worms, p. 132b (see 
more about this source below), as follows: "The zulat WQi "p3nK until 
3iun r»3 "pm was composed by R. Mordekhai b. Rabbenu Shelomoh. 
And m*01 rmrw was composed by R. Shelomoh." These identifications 
are probably based on our Mahzor, as attested by the location of the 
remark and by its wording. 

215 He acted this way on fol. 73r as well, noting at the start of the ofan "nn 
•71730 ^33. wbw what he was able to decipher of the signature. This 
practice is unusual for titles of ascription. 

216 Regarding the complicated problems connected with the acrostics in 
these two passages, see Fleischer, Shelomo ha-Bavli, p. 190. 

217 See Fleischer, ibid., p. 223. 
218 Regarding paytanim dubbed ^rnin in ancient sources, see Zunz, 

Literaturgeschichte, pp. 600-601. 
219 This piyyut was published with a comprehensive commentary by R. 

Mordekhai Slutzki, Warsaw 1900. See regarding it, Fleischer, op. cit. 
(above, n. 141). 

220 See Roth, op. cit. (above, n. 2), p. 224. 
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Prayer 

Ephraim of Bonn.221 R. Ephraim notes in his commentary to this 
piyyut: 222nDT>n nynw "w mpna io n^n ,-rnK an ,rr6K '-UP [DniniK 
"n^K" nn "pnyn"n 'm "^••K" nnw njiwio nmn Kin nci m TTO. 
This tradition, which is apparently more reliable than the one in 
our Mahzor,223 mentions just R. Eliyah, and also explains the 
emergence of the tale: the beginning of the piyyut seemed to be 
signed "Eliyah", though the other parts of the qerovah are signed 
with a different name. In any event, the fact that this story 
developed in the direction indicated by our Mahzor, i.e. that "one 
R. Eliyah" came to be identified with "Eliyah the Elder of Paris", 
is not without significance: it proves that R. Eliyahu the Elder 
was known in Germany at that time, and that people considered 
it reasonable that he had visited Mainz and seen R. Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq. The fact that R. Eliyah is called here "of Paris" is also 
important. Perhaps it is based on some knowledge about R. 
Eliyah's having been active in that city, something we know of 
from no other source.224 

Quite frequently R. Simhah notes the names of authors at the begin
ning of ma'arivim. Thus, before nyn ^KWIK DTM'tP W? (fol. 41r) he 
notes: "iin-'y wbv; -PKM nn noa bw "[wto V>^ anvn; before TIK 
un wiwb: iru na -inn1?* '"in noa bw ̂ ynu; b"bb anyn (fol. 45v); 
before n1?^ DTI bv -wn mK (fol. 46r): noa bw [!] •'UPW b"bb anyn 
apy "12 omn '"in. As we mentioned above, the first of these 
ascriptions is mistaken. It is amazing that there is not title of 
ascription before the ma'ariv bxrw* "UK D m o ^ b-h for the second 
night of Passover, which is really by R. Me'ir bar Yizhaq. Since 
the two ma'arivim follow one after the other in this Codex, 
perhaps R. Simhah intended the title with which he (mistakenly) 
labelled the first ma'ariv to also apply to the second. Also at the 
beginning of vb'bv KTu apy TON TPl (fol. 109r) for the first night 
of Shavu'ot, by R. Yosef Bonfils, there is no title of ascription, 
even though R. Simhah noted as usual the acronym by which the 
pay tan is explicitly identified by name, VK»3U/ 12 ppn t\OV, at the 
end of the piyyut. Also at the beginning of the ma'ariv nrpa QTl̂ K 
(fol. 144v), by R. Avraham b. Yehudah ha-Kohen, note of the 
name of the author is omitted. As we have said, R. Simhah did not 
consistently record titles of ascription, so that many large 
compositions whose authorship was well-known to him were left 
untitled. 

R. Simhah consistently omitted titles of ascription from the 
section of Aramaic piyyutim for the seventh day of Passover and 
the first day of Shavu'ot, as well as from the section containing the 
elegies. The overwhelming majority of them were left without 
note of their authorship. We have no way of explaining why he 
excepted from this rule the passage Dana 2T>, which he entitled: 
"reshut for the haftarah by Rabbenu Ya'aqov" (fol. 108r), without 
mentioning the rest of the acronym ("bar Me'ir"), and the two 
elegies naiay Tia naw na^K, which he headed (in a title which can 
no longer be deciphered) with the name of its author R. Ephraim 
[of Bonn], and ^lattn \mbK an lJO ">a ̂ K (fol. 183r), which he 
headed: bnm xmrnnn apy na omn wain nyp. R. Menahem bar 
Ya'aqov's name was also mentioned, as we have noted, at the 
beginning of his ma'ariv for the sixth [!] night of Passover (fol. 
46r), but his city was not mentioned there. 
R. Simhah the Scribe was an explicitly self-esteeming craftsman 

221 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 41. See also Grossman, Sages, p. 94. 
222 Read: lo^n, i.e. the author of. 
223 The information given in our Mahzor is chronologically impossible. R. 

Eliyah flourished about a generation and a half after R. Shim'on bar 
Yizhaq. 

224 The identification "R. Eliyah, a certain Rabbi" ="R. Eliyah the Elder of 
Paris" may be the source of the early claim that R. Shim'on bar Yizhaq 
was "lm^ilD "Q of Rabbenu Eliyahu the Elder who composed the azharot 
•on [!]JOrp TYI2K". This claim is found in the Responsa of Maharshal, 29. 

and Piyyut 

whose expert professional knowledge was not confined to the 
calligraphic arts. His broad knowledge of the rules of the piyyut is 
indirectly but clearly evident from the manner in which he dealt 
with the material he copied. Quite often, though, he notes 
alongside the texts short remarks which indicate that his 
knowledge was significantly greater than he could demonstrate in 
the body of the Mahzor. True, we cannot assert assuredly that all 
of these are the work of R. Simhah. They are few in number and 
noticeably concentrated at the start of the Codex.225 Most of those 
which are apparently his, are notes of variant readings in the 
piyyutim, but sometimes they also contain interesting com
mentaries. For example, on fol. 12r, in the mehayye of Qiliri's 
qedushta for Shabbat Zakhor, alongside the line [p^nv] "ray ptaa 
D^WJ TIDE he wrote: bb\i; ma bw K"0. Immediately afterwards is 
an explanation of the version which appears in the Mahzor: 
nnionm prwn ina "'Q "-non". Afterwards comes a hint of another 
version which is not otherwise noted at all: Turn xb 11 D» "?2K 
•van-pa. 
On the very same page, alongside the concluding strophe of the 
mehayye, whose wording in the text is "Hi? niUV "|muj/a 
nunaVn, the scribe noted in a comment which was mutilated in 
binding: n-iuwa -|V» ,n"apn bw D^ia^ rvwv ma .rcwv K"D 
D">ttnâ . The sentence D ûna1? mutt/a "]bi2 is a quotation from 
Qiliri's yozer nmaa iim T^tt for the New Year.226 Alongside 
the first line of the note someone noted: np^y nr. In our printed 
versions we have muj/, but the version T\~WV and its explanation 
are also well represented in the commentaries of piyyut through
out the generations.227 Similarly, in the silluq of the qedushta for 
Parashat Zakhor (fol. 14r), alongside the line which reads "ip^m 
nua "'Jaa nanK , the scribe noted: ymn "'a niaa K"D. This version 
hints at the famous Aggada which appears in the Pesiqta de-Rav 
Kahana for Parashat Zakhor (p. 27a in Buber's edition), compar
ing Israel at the time of the Exodus to a boiling-hot bath until 
'Amaleq came and cooled them off in the view of the nations. The 
variant niaa appears and is commented on in MS Hamburg 152, 
fol. 20v. Another note comments on Qiliri's qedushta for Shabbat 
Par ah (fol. 23r), where the piyyut reads innV awmi n ^ K a ipo; the 
note reads: -16 ina nr mb K"D. 

R. Simhah added a long explanatory note in the margin of a 
passage from the yozer onunxn 1W> T1K by Shelomoh ha-Bavli 
(fol. 53v), alongside the lines: IDJ wn / nmn yp ma^ ly mn ma 
nra W>bbnT[. The beginning of the note, which deals with the 
acronym derived from these lines, was already mentioned above. 
Following that, the scribe explains the wording of the lines thus: 
yp ma-n iw [Hab. ii:3] ara^ x.b ypb na^i [a^man, awr — "ma1" un 
nv^an "î ua1' — "nm D ^ y n ion" .inn — "wn" .nKOjn. The note 
is found almost verbatim in the piyyut commentary of MS 
Hamburg 152 (fol. 55r). 
There is one example of a note, apparently written by R. Simhah 
himself, which suggests a different version than that which 
appears in the text, without the support of "other books". In the 
introductory section of the long Qiliri silluq for Parashat 
Sheqalim (n~i3D1 n ^ l TK; fol. 5v), where the variant of the codex is 
nma^i n m n K1 nnVpun, the copyist notes in the margin: \?]b 
unanV u^an "|-n \>K -o ,nr bv mar nmnn cnDi ."mnw :[n*oj) 

See Grossman, Sages, p. 87. The meaning of the phrase "imVuo 11 is not 
clear. 

225 This phenomenon is hard to explain. Perhaps R. Simhah originally 
planned to make notes throughout the Mahzor, but then had to rush to 
deliver the codex to his patron (as he was rushed in writing it), and no 
longer could execute all that he had in mind. 

226 See D. Goldschmidt, Mahzor for the High Holy Days, I, Jerusalem 1970, 
p. 44: trumpa -irxnn / numb m»M -]£n. 

227 See Siddur 'Avodat Yisrael, ed. Z. Baer, p. 665, in the explanatory notes. 
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[D^nya '3 nnx nmna nnx HITI. The word nrnnxi in fact recurs at 
the end of the passage. T h e scribe's confidence in his assertion 
that the pay tan would not use the same word twice as a rhyming-
word in the same stanza demonstrates his expert knowledge of 
this subject. Indeed, the printed editions and most of the accurate 
manuscripts have the wording m»Kl here.228 As we mentioned, 
there is not a great deal of material here: the margins of the 
Worms Mahzor are quite empty as compared to those of other 
ancient manuscripts of this sort.229 

There are only two somewhat longer notes by the scribe, exhibit
ing some "theoretical" boldness. Both appear at the beginning of 
the Mahzor, one in the margin of fol. 3r and the other in the 
margin of fol. 5r. On fol. 3r, alongside the first appearance of the 
abbreviated wording of the passage r v m DMK which replaced the 
regular version of this prayer in Ashkenazi communities on days 
on which a zulat was recited,230 the scribe wrote a relatively long 
explanatory note, part of which was cut in binding, but which 
can still be reconstructed precisely. It reads thus: 

[i]y3uu/ munn [-www o>a <b>v <t]>x 3^1 [n»K]3 n y p rrnb 
nnw ,[rifm ova -\mb fna] p wy T Q ^ [rniiu vjan ?ir»3n 
231.[p]M nianaa m^Pp pi ^la^y [rrnu b]y wn [n-nan n»33 
inupni ["]nb]v my DTIVK [fix bun nniKu; [D]U/ bv nVir K-ipJi 
xinu; nnyn njoy [Torin^i sniKnn rfpyn DJ V3 by [n3]w in11? 

.[rD-i]3.n pyn 

This note is an almost verbatim quotation from Ephraim of Bonn 
as recorded in MS Hamburg 152, fol. 44v: 

nan /D
,'M3n 1J73UU7 V3u»)3 lruw 3"yK s^yi nnio nypw n» 

wn Dnm n»33 •nnw ,n^ir uva ["i]m^ ww ,p wv -m^n miu 
n"7iT "ipji .u;-iQJu; ins pn D3133 n y p pi ,113^ miu ^y '•'nsn 
bv raw in1"1? lrrupTii ."|nVir my ••'n1™ pK "?yK [innKU/ aw ^y 

232.n3-an pyn Kinu; nny» nicy^ mam^i ,jmK»n pyn DJ "73 

Thus , there is no great originality here; indeed, it is difficult to 
imagine a scribe, even one as expert as R. Simhah, who would 
himself make up explanations like this one. Nevertheless, this 
passage certainly demonstrates the scribe's extensive knowledge 
of "the professional literature" of this period. 
The second lengthy note (fol. 5r) provides similar evidence. It is 
recorded alongside the first occurrance of the passage Dmy1? KJ bv, 
ymyn in the Qiliri qedushta for Shabbat Sheqalim. The passage 
vb'wb jo ^K accompanies, as is well-known, the fifth part of the 

228 Thus, m>3JO, also appears in the early commentary to this silluq which 
was published by E.E. Urbach, Sefer Schirmann [Heb.], Jerusalem 1970, 
p. 3, who noted there what our Mahzor says. Similar notes appear also on 
fol. 6v: Kp-IK [nK]-i3 ~>b (in place of miK in the body of the text); and on 
fol. 1 lv, where the body of the text reads "DNn n^yuri Dttn, with the note 
in the margin: apT :[nK]~U ''b. In this instance the note corrects a 
misquotation of Prov. x:7 according to its correct wording! There is an 
interesting note on fol. 40v, in the piyyut DTiinn "H "PIK for the musaf 
service on Shabbat ha-Gadol. The piyyut considers the laws of the baking 
of mazzot, noting which kind of water is fit for this purpose. The wording 
in the text is: n*7 I»J D^aru D'nai / n^ioa nan 'nn fnm, based on TB 
Pesahim 42a: p yamn n^m KVI ,n»n •••am K^I ,nnnn vnbn nb mux 
"vVinn. The meaning of the text is quite clear: the Sages said to her (to the 
woman) that the water warmed by the sun, and also water warmed in 
water heated by the sun, and also water warmed from a warmed kettle is 
unfit for use. In the margin the following note appears: urrpa ,nb [nJOli p]^ 
D^anm D^m ywb yKltf. The note is signed ]ivw. Apparently the note 
should be ascribed to the person identified by the signature, but not 
necessarily: maybe the scribe copied the note here as he found it before 
him (including the words [nKl]J nb "It seems to me", which in that case 
refers to the author of the note). We have no way of identifying the ]\irw 
to whom the note is ascribed. However, a sage named R. Shemaiah 
•Wifn, "who composed commentaries of the mahzor", is mentioned 
among the first Ashkenazi piyyut commentators. According to Urbach 
('Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 11), he may be R. Shemaiah, Rashi's disciple 

classical qedushta'ot, and its presence in this context is one of the 
unsolved riddles of this paytanic genre. This passage is clearly 
made up of two unrelated sections. One of them contains some 
general phrases of praise of God and it includes a hint to the 
qedusha, while the other is an alphabetical acrostic (from mem to 
the end of the alphabet), including, after introductory praises, 
sort of an invitation to the congregation to participate in the 
recital of the piyyutim. The wording of this passage in our 
Mahzor is as follows: 

mVnn trn^iy vnbw^ unpin n^iym 233y-nyn n^iy^ JO bv 
umpi KTU DI-I» ^bn bun .wwnni 

nao irmp vniK-iU nyj inia^n ••o'jnn -oVa -^n Kin nnx "a 
m^nn qpm n3w muz rn ininnn iniunp .vxsy innxa my 

.iniKan 

R. Simhah added in the margin a note dealing with several 
matters, some concerning the orthography of the word ymyn and 
some considering the content of the passage and its function. 
Unfortunately, the ends of the lines were cut off in the course of 
the b inding of the Mahzor, so that some of the words can only be 
reconstructed by conjecture. T h e note reads as follows (the words 
in square brackets are suggestions for completing the lines; the 
vocalization is in the original): 

Dma] nnn omax n 
nini^ urw i-naoi 
[K̂ ri] yriyn nViyV 

234[...]"7iy bw p y i n 
[pyin M33 a^nin^ 5 
rait |]3i 7nyi ins 
[pi] D-im t r n 1 ? ^ 

n33i?33 nnyn 
[n]r T«n .iKruo 
[...]i nump in w 10 

[ni'TD Kn̂ n KB^KI 

[D]» p KVK upTi 
[ny]i inia1?^ I ^ K I 

[-Wy miu •'aan 
[n3i3]3 IIMIKV unai 15 

[mvw '•jan wtn 
*on n^K^n 

and scribe. It is not impossible that this note is brought in his name. See 
also E. Roth, in his Introduction to the facsimile edition of MS Hamburg 
152, Jerusalem 1970, p. 17. 

229 The second volume of the Worms Mahzor is also much richer in 
explanatory notes, both in the margins and also between the lines. 

230 See immediately below regarding this. 
231 Before the word pn the scribe wrote another time pm, then wiped it out 

with a penstroke. ]in n3-Q3i n y p w n?3 refers to the replacement of the 
regular wording of the beginning of the 'amidah when a qedushta is to be 
recited, by the shorter Palestinian wording. Regarding this custom, see 
below. 

232 Cited by Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 41. At the beginning of the 
passage there, there is a typographical error: instead of 13 ^ K W 'a bv t]K 
trnan lyauw snunn, read irwu;. 

233 The scribe consistently wrote the word thus: ynyn. However, on fols. 
24r and 30r: yiyn. On fol. 116r: yii7in. Here the passage is only noted by 
its beginning. 

234 I cannot work out in any way these two words, [„.]ViV bw. The letter shin 
of the wordVltf may have been erased in the manuscript. Following [...]̂ 1V 
one can make out the remains of a letter at some distance from those 
which preceded it. It may be a final mem, which would then join with the 
preceding letters to form the word [DlViV, but in the context this word 
does not make sense, Maybe it ought to be read something like wfrwbw 
[pyin ijaa a'mnV \vn. 
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In the first part of the note the copyist is justifying the 
orthography of the word ynyn as it appears in the text. The verb 
appears here in the hoph'al conjugation, and ought to be 
vocalized yri^ri (=in#n) according to the books of "R. Avraham 
ha-Hoze". It seems that R. Avraham ha-Hoze means R. Abraham 
Ibn Ezra, for he is sometimes indeed labelled with this epithet in 
the writings of the early Ashkenazi Hasidim.235 Although we 
know of nowhere in the books of R. Abraham Ibn Ezra where he 
explicitly discusses the vocalization of this word, we do find him 
dealing several times with the conjugation of J7"Q verbs in 
hoph'al. Such passages appear in his Sefer Zahut2ie and his Sefer 
Moznayim,217 as well as in his commentary to Lev. xvi:10. How
ever, the source closest in its phraseology to the wording of R. 
Simhah appears in Sefer Safah Berurah, as follows:238 

nwn "TP DK Wan pnp-rn "73 ^nan lrruapu/ n33n p:m 
rD3-im 7nyn rrn ins vmb -IU/K :vn-p ,py vnw mnu; pwx-in 
•q^n bpvm bv "\T\vr\b ,p-an nm ^rb ,*ua "»n; [I Kings xxii:35] 
]"0331 .[Lev. xvi: 10] Tt "TÔ P: iVviS DU; K1p3 Kb® p m n331 .33\yiQ 
nwj/j Vsi ,[PS. lxxxix:8] ynjo "7K n»K ,-inun ins ianw bv*n 
bv Mrwnb ruci n^n .[Isa. liii:7] ruya Kin wi [Lev. vii:9] nwrnm 

.[Prov. xiii:23] uawn *63 n3t>J vn "jpu/n 

R. Simhah's dependence on this passage is easily recognized from 
the examples brought. The term "arnn" appears frequently in 
the usage of R. Abraham Ibn Ezra to note the impact of a guttural 
letter on the vocalization of the consonant preceding it.239 R. 
Simhah's clarification of this grammatical point and his reliance 
on R. Abraham Ibn Ezra are not insignificant, of course, even if 
we do not presume that R. Simhah composed this note by himself. 
Even if he copied it from some source, its presence in our 
Mahzor nevertheless testifies to R. Simhah's sensitivity to gram
matical matters and his knowledge of R. Abraham Ibn Ezra's 
work.240 

We could not find a source for the continuation of the note, 
neither for the section dealing with the passage ynyn ubMJb JO VK 
nor for the reason adduced for the fact that the acrostic starts only 
from the letter mem. However, what the note says about the 
nature of the passage, that it is "a holy poem" and "a song of the 
angels", is based on the words of R. Ephraim of Bonn in the 
aforementioned MS Hamburg 152, fol. 39v, reading as follows: 
nump bw TU; I^DOP) p m n o W ? *o bs.. The entire note was 
perhaps copied by R. Simhah from some ancient commentary of 
piyyutim. In any event, it is clear that he was at least somewhat 
familiar with the commentaries of the piyyutim produced in the 
circles of the Ashkenazi sages. 

235 Regarding this subject, see L. Fleischer, "R. Avraham ha-Hoze and R. 
Avraham Ibn Ezra" [Heb.], Luah Yerushalayim, XI (1951), pp. 178 ff. 
See also the article by Y. Freimann in the "Eshkol" Encyclopaedia (s.v. 
Avraham ha-Hozeh) [Heb.], and the bibliography there. R. Abraham Ibn 
Ezra is called "Avraham ha-Hoze" by R. El'azar of Worms and R. 
Avraham, the author of 'Arugat ha-Bosem. 

236 Ed. G. Lippmann, Fiorda 1827, p. 68b. 
237 Offenbach 1791, pp. 24b, 49b. 
238 Ed. G. Lippmann, Fiorda 1838, pp. 17b ff. 
239 See L. Prijs, Diegrammatikalische Terminologie des Abraham Ibn Esra, 

Basel 1950, pp. 127 ff. The example from m m nvrJK1? miT (Ex. xxii:19) 
does not appear in the aforementioned works of Ibn Ezra; in his 
commentary to Lev. xvi: 10, as well as in Sefer Moznayim, p. 49b and 
Zahut, p. 68a, he cites luron ^3 Dim (Ez. x:8). Maybe R. Abraham Ibn 
Ezra omitted the verse from Exodus because of its content. Perhaps R. 
Simhah cited it because it is better known. 

F. THE REGULAR PRAYERS IN THE WORMS MAHZOR 

The part of the regular prayers in the Worms Mahzor is 
fragmentary. This Codex is a Mahzor, not a siddur. The scribe did 
not seek to include in this volume the full gamut of the regular 
prayers, but rather the full scope of the piyyutim for the special 
Sabbaths and holidays with which he dealt. However, he did seek 
to enable the hazzan to make convenient use of the book. In other 
words, he sought to enable the hazzan to stand at the lectern and 
lead the prayers without needing any other book, and without 
having to thumb through the volume in front of him in order to 
find what he was looking for. Hence, he copied into the Mahzor 
all the prayers which the hazzan would say, from the moment he 
stood up at the lectern until he finished his part in the prayers, 
and he took pains to repeat these passages in every section, almost 
always in their entirety. Thus, just as the manuscript lacks cer
tain entire sections of the fixed prayers, so too, many fixed word
ings recur in it a number of times. For example, the passages 
surrounding the reading of the shema' in the morning service are 
repeated in this Mahzor no fewer than thirteen times: once for 
Shabbat Sheqalim (fols. 2r f.), once for Shabbat Zakhor (fols. lOr 
f.), once for Shabbat Parah (fols. 21v f.), once for Shabbat ha-
Hodesh (fols. 27r f.), once for Shabbat ha-Gadol (fols. 35r f.), once 
for the first day of Passover (fols. 51r f.), once for the second day of 
Passover (fols. 64r f.), once for the intermediate Sabbath of Pas
sover (fol. 72v), once for the seventh day of Passover (fols. 78r f.), 
once for the last day of Passover (fols. 90v f.),241 once for the first 
day of Shavu'ot (fol. 112r), once for the second day of Shavu'ot 
(fol. 13 lv, only from n^yn nWK), and one more time for the second 
day of Shavu'ot, in the pages added to the end of the Mahzor (fol. 
220v; copied here only in part).242 

The fixed wording of the evening prayer was also copied by the 
scribe in its entirety four times, with each ma'ariv.24i However, in 
two ma'arivim244 the scribe did not copy the prayers in full, but 
rather only hinted at them with some connecting words. 
The scribe was highly inconsistent in copying the regular text of 
the 'amidah. 'Amidot in which piyyutim were not recited were not 
copied at all,245 but, surprisingly enough, the 'amidah for the 
intermediate Sabbath of Passover which is said without piyyutim 
was copied from the qedushah through the end of the fourth 
benediction (fol. 76r). In the 'amidot in which piyyutim were 
recited the scribe consistently copied the texts inserted between 

240 As we have mentioned above, the vocalization of yYij/n itself is nowhere 
discussed explicitly in the works of Ibn Ezra. R. Simhah, or whoever he 
was quoting, extended Ibn Ezra's remarks on the class of V"3 verbs, and 
thereby fashioned the unusual written form and vocalization of the 
word. 

241 Only until the end of the zulat; afterwards he noted •UTVQK mtV and did 
not copy the continuation (fol. 91r). 

242 From yinb T>Knn, or, on the Sabbath, from ^ D^rm raw (see below). 
243 For the first night of Passover (fol. 41r); for the second night of Passover 

(fol. 42v); for the "sixth" night of Passover (fol. 46r); and for the first 
night of Shavu'ot (fol. 144v). 

244 For the seventh night of Passover (fol. 45v) and for the second night of 
Shavu'ot (fol. 144v). 

245 Thus, he did not copy the 'amidah for the morning service of the first day 
of Passover, since it was said without a qedushta, nor those of the musaf 
services in which no piyyutim were included. 
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the passages of poetry. The fixed wordings of the musaf 'amidot in 
which shiv'atot were recited246 also were copied anew each time, 
as well as the weekday 'amidot in which qerovot were recited.247 

Also copied in full were the 'amidot in which, according to the 
tradition of the scribe's time and place, it was customary for the 
priests to recite the priestly blessing. The scribe copied the musaf 
'amidah of the first day of Passover (fol. 60r), and the 'amidot of 
the morning service of the second day (fol. 69r), the seventh day 
(fol. 87v), and the last day of Passover (fol. lOOr). Likewise, for 
Shavu'ot,. the scribe copied tlm^lamidot of the morning service 
(fol. 123#and of ra usa/-( fol, iWi") for the first day, as well as the 
musaf 'dmidah for the second day (fol. 142v).248 

Also the Sabbath 'amidot in which qedushta'ot were recited 
naturally were all copied up to the qedushah. In most instances 
the scribe=cbntinued past the qedushah,249 but only as far as the 
completion of the fourth benediction.250 Only for Parashat ha-
Hodesh (fol. 31r) did he copy the 'amidah to the very end. The 
scrjhe-also copied the wording of the musaf 'amidah for Shabbat 
ha-Hodesh (but only as far as mvm unpn), because of the passage 
OTiinn "n ~PTK, which was customarily recited in the middle of 
the fourth benediction. It is hard to say exactly what criteria 
guided the scribe in copying the 'amidah. We may conjecture that 
he was influenced by considerations of how to lay out the pages 
calligraphically P' 

At the beginning of the Mahzor the scribe began the sections for 
the special Sabbaths with the yozerot, indicating neither the 
opening of the prayer ("ymnn 'n riK I3"il), nor the opening of the 
first benediction preceding the shema' ("|ttnn KTQ1 TIK nam... "p-Q 
etc.). However, on Shabbat ha-Hodesh he departed from this 
practice, and before the yozer he indicated the end of Ti bs nntttt, 
starting from the words IV pitt7. He copied the passage beginning 
with IV pltt/ and the passage D r W ,D2 etc., to the end, adding on 
to this the end of -|»tp mnttP, from niKTinn bK on. The interme
diate passages ("pay main m^npnn and-paw m r w etc., until VK 
niKTinn) he omitted. Then he indicated unpm b^yrv and imme
diately proceeded (without 13-D etc.) with the opening of the first 
benediction, to which, according to the Ashkenazi custom on 
the days that a yozer was said,252 he added the formula D^iy TlK 
Tm "i»K VaiKB nmK n^n -isroa. From here on he followed this 
practice, with minor modifications, for the beginning of each 
section of the Mahzor.25i At the beginning of the yozer for the first 
day of Passover he opened with nyĵ 7 ~nian, as was customary on 
Passover in the communities of western Ashkenaz,254 and copied 
the wording of the qaddish in its entirety. Here he also copied the 
wording of the opening formula "punn "" riK "Oil, and the 
response, "tin nbwb "|TD)an •« Tm. He followed the exact same 
pattern, although less lavishly, at the beginning of the section for 
the second day of Passover (fol. 61 v), the beginning of the section 
for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover (fol. 70r), and the 
beginning of the section for the "Sixth Day of Passover" (fol. 77r). 
Then, again very lavishly, he copied these passages at the 
beginning of the yozer for the last day of Passover (fol. 89r). The 
opening of the prayers for the last day of Passover is also 

246 Thus, in the musaf service of Shabbat Sheqalim (fol. 7v) and Shabbat 
ha-Hodesh (fol. 32r), and of the first day of Passover (fol. 60r). 

247 For Purim (fol. 15v) and for the Ninth of Av (fol. 157r). In the latter, the 
regular wording is copied only until the end of the 'avodah benediction. 

248 The 'amidah of the morning service for this day appears (fols. 141v ff.) 
only up to the end of the fourth benediction, at which point the scribe 
noted nmrn n n and stopped. 

249 However, in the 'amidah of the morning service for Parashat Parah (fol. 
26r), he stopped after the first verse of the qedushah and did not continue. 

250 Thus in Parashat Sheqalim (fol. 7v), in Parashat Zakhor (fol. 15r), and 
on Shabbat ha-Gadol (fol. 38v). Regarding Parashat Parah see the 

repeated, in the exact same words and same form on the page 
which was appended to the end of the Mahzor (fol. 219r), due to 
the replacement of the yozer for this day by another one. 
The opening of the prayers for the first day of Shavu'ot, according 
to the tradition presented in the Mahzor, was especially elaborate. 
At the beginning of this section (fol. 1 lOr), after the heading nvb 
msrow bw ]Wtci the scribe made the following note (now faded): 
l^ratt ]V2K) run una pm TM ">XJ bwn ]mn b">nrvo. Then he copied 
the piyyut Tim TTK "»» in its entirety, following it by the 
continuation of nnttn until iunp DU; riK 'mp VDI. Then, he wrote in 
large letters "|ny m m s w n bun, the words with which the hazzan 
used to begin his prayer on Shavu'ot in the congregations of 
western Ashkenaz. Henceforth he copied as on the rest of the 
festivals vnw> "'an etc., niKTinn "JK until the end of the 
benediction, and the full wording of the qaddish. He had no room 
left for "D"n, and had to make do with indicating the formula by its 
opening word. In similar fashion, although less elaborately, he 
copied out the beginning of the prayer in the section for the 
second day of the festival (fol. 130r). However, here he only had 
enough room for "|ny mmyyra bun until unpnn D'wnp mpai. 
The passage niKTinn 7̂K he did not copy at all, and he copied only 
the first paragraph of the qaddish (up to riMJa 3np ]nm xbw2 
1»K). 

No other fixed texts of prayers appear in the Mahzor. However, 
at the end of the 'amidot the scribe indicated that qaddish is said 
(by the words urnpJT'i ^TUT1), sometimes in large letters and 
sometimes in small ones, depending on how much room he had 
left on the page. Once only, at the end of the 'amidah for the 
seventh day of Passover (fol. 88v), he copied the wording of the 
full qaddish (blpnn Wip) in its entirety. 
The scribe handled in a strange way the subject of saying hallel on 
the festivals, as we have already mentioned above. In the section 
for the first day of Passover he did not copy the 'amidah of the 
morning service, since it had no qedushta; perhaps for the same 
reason, he also failed to indicate the recitation of hallel. Yet on the 
second day of Passover (fol. 70r), immediately following the 
'amidah of the morning service, he copied the following verses of 
the hallel: mu "G "b inn etc., up to •« ^-p KJ nnjo etc., and « K)K 
*o rwttnn up to KJ nm'jyn •» KJK, but no more. He copied these 
same verses on fol. 88v, at the end of the section for the seventh 
day of Passover. At the end of the 'amidah for the last day he in no 
way indicated the recitation of hallel, and he likewise altogether 
ignored the hallel in the sections for both days of Shavu'ot. In 
contrast, he copied all of the hallel in the section for the 
intermediate Sabbath of Passover (fol. 75r), indicating in a 
lengthy remark at the beginning of the text the days on which the 
full hallel is recited, as well as the wording of the benediction said 
when the full hallel is recited, and that said when only the half 
hallel is recited. We discuss the significance of this later on. 
Several points are noteworthy regarding the way of copying the 
fixed prayers in the Worms Mahzor. We already pointed out 
above that when bringing the concluding lines of Ti bs nnttO the 
scribe regularly skipped over the passage "))317 rrnai mVrtpnn and 

preceding note, and regarding Parashat ha-Hodesh, see immediately 
below. 

251 The efforts of the scribe to always start the prayers (which appear many 
times, as we have noted) on the same part of the page is noticeable in the 
Mahzor. 

252 Regarding this, see below. 
253 At the beginning of the section for Shabbat ha-Gadol (fol. 34r), the scribe 

did not have room to copy the passage beginning with niKTinn VK. He 
likewise omitted mention of the qaddish preceding 13~Q afterwards, for 
the same reason. 

254 See below. 
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the beginning of the passage "yaw mnttn up to n w n n n bx. In the 
wording of the qaddish following nntftt and preceding I3~n the 
text of the response, Km maw X7V> etc., is regularly omitted. 
Instead, the continuation of the qaddish always starts with a 
bolder copying of the words x^nby iicbybi D^y^.255 These words 
are always copied separately, sometimes in large red letters, 
centred on a line of their own. In one instance (fol. 48r) a later 
hand listed next to them: [wrbv i]nbvb vbyb [D̂ OTi]* [W]\ and in 
another place (fol. 61v), ">rbyb [XPKn\~\y [W. On fol. 70r the vocal-
izer apparently ignored the vav of iflbyb} and did not vocalize it;256 

on fol. 77r this vav seems to have an erasure line drawn on it. Also 
on fol. 219r, which is the page appended to the Mahzor in order to 
change the yozer for the last day of Passover, the three words 
mentioned above appear with greater emphasis, however here the 
text is explicitly spelled out, ion1?!/ "• M b y b D^y^without a vav. 
Similar to the absence of the two paragraphs at the end of VD nntttt 
Ti, there is a most remarkable omission from the prayer 
surrounding the reading of the shema' in the Sabbath morning 
service. At the end of the yozerot for all the Sabbaths, and for 
festivals which coincide with the Sabbath, the Mahzor always 
alludes to the passage "yen* ^Dn, except that the wording by which 
this is indicated is consistently "pTP b 3 m (with the letter vav).251 

However, the text which is copied immediately thereafter258 is not 
•pir1 bin. Indeed, this prayer is not copied in the Mahzor even 
once. Likewise, the passage following this prayer, bz bv \nx bx 
n^ynn , also is absent from the Mahzor. In all instances the 
prayers for the Sabbath begin at this point with the words row 
I1? •'Uri'U which begin the concluding verse of \\ix bx..259 Only from 
this point on is the fixed prayer copied through to the end. 
Howeyer, the alternative texts for the weekdays are copied in their 
entirety, from pxV -PKKin on. 

The shema' also is never copied in its entirety in the Mahzor. The 
scribe used a variety of means to indicate its recitation. Twice he 
copied the first verse of the shema' preceding it with the words pK 
\nxi "ybia bx, setting off the initial letters of \nxi ~ybn bx (|»K) with 
dots (fols. 3r, 35v). Twice he wrote \nta ~|V)3 bx \ox, without 
continuing any further (fols. 65r, 79r). In other instances he 
indicated that the shema' was to be said by a note: JTHp "Tipl 
j/ntt; (or: i m p ) (fols. lOv, 22r, 73v, 52r, 113r). Twice (fols. 27v, 
91r) he placed the prayer D^yi nnx immediately following the 
ahavah benediction with no reference to the shema' at all. 
The priestly blessing is indicated in the Mahzor in two different 
ways. In the 'amidot in which the priests actually used to bless the 
congregation, the priestly blessing is graphically given great 
prominence. The opening formula 13313 UTTDN T 6 K I "UTTVK 

rt3133 does not appear at all. The summoning word D^rD 
sometimes appears and sometimes is omitted. The words of the 
blessing itself are copied in large letters, and next to them are the 
verses which the congregation was accustomed to recite after the 
enunciation of each word of the blessing by the priests. This is 
how the priestly blessing appears on fol. 61r (for musafoi the first 
day of Passover; without tPJrD),260 on fol. 69v (for the morning 
service of the second day of Passover; with D'OPD),261 on fol. 123v 

255 This phenomenon is found only in the sections for the holidays, because 
the qaddish preceding I3"i3 is not copied even once in the section for the 
four special Sabbaths. 

256 It is even possible that he marked the letter with a small circle to be 
deleted, but there is a clear shuruq in the vav of ""n̂ yVi on fol. 89r. 

257 However, on the aforementioned page added at the end of the Mahzor 
(fol. 220v), -|rrv ^3n is written without a vav. It also appears that way 
sometimes (TiTP bin n3tt/3 without a vav) in a later hand, in the places 
where the scribe omitted to note at the end of the yozerot the alternative 
wording for holidays which coincide with the Sabbath. 

258 The supplemental folio is the same in this regard, as we have mentioned. 
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(for the morning service of the first day of Shavu'ot; without 
D">3rD),262 and on page 144r (for the musaf of the second day of 
Shavu'ot; with a^m) . In the 'amidot in which the priests did not 
actually bless the people, the scribe simply copied the passage of 
the blessing from n m m tD-Q IJTVQK TI^KI "UT6K on. This is the 
case for the musafoi Shabbat Sheqalim (fol. 9r), for the qerovah 
of Purim (fol. 20v), for the morning service of Shabbat ha-
Hodesh (fol. 31v), and for musafoi that Sabbath (fol. 34r). 
Every mediaeval Jew was well versed in the precise wording of the 
prayers, and no one was likely to make significant errors in 
copying them. R. Simhah, the scribe of the Worms Mahzor, 
certainly knew all the prayers by heart. Hence it is all the more 
remarkable that his copying of the fixed prayers which recur in 
this Codex several times, as indicated above, are not always 
identical. While some of the variations may be accounted for as 
accidental omissions or slips of the pen, others^by no means can be 
explained this way. This is most obvious in the prayers 
surrounding the shema', which, as we have said above, are copied 
in the Mahzor no fewer than thirteen times. For example, in the 
passage muz 1WK VKV, in most instances the scribe copied the 
usual wording ""yau/n nv b\P i"QU7 HT, but in the very beginning of 
the Mahzor (fol. 2r) he wrote "> y"»a V D l ^ by; muz, without a he. 
Further on in this prayer, in most instances he copied "> y "> 3 W n DTI 
"iniKi miy» as is usual, but on fol. 27r he wrote 1 V 3 « ; Dm, and on 
fol. lOr he wrote miKi mu/n •'ynwn n v i . 2 6 3 

The continuation of this passage is most confused. In the Sabbath 
prayers the Mahzor generally reads rrwyn raw by "uyunn "yann 
-p"P, as is customary also in our day (fols. lOr, 27r, 35r, 78v); but in 
the beginning of the Mahzor (fol. 2v), perhaps by mistake, we 
find yv nu/yn miy bv i J •» n b x •> •> "pinn. Twice, however, on 
fols. 21v and 90v, instead of w t t n a "pann, the text reads •jinn'' 
Ijyuntt. At the beginning of the next passage the Mahzor 
consistently reads IJ^KU uaVn imy "pnnn (fols. 21v, 27r, 35r, 78v). 
This holds true for this place in all the prayers for weekdays too 
(fols. 31r, 64r, 78v, 90v, 112r). In the Sabbath prayers, however, we 
twice have UVKIJ ttbn imy " p n r p (fol. 2v264 and fol. 72v). On 
fol. 27r, in a passage erroneously copied out of place, we also have 
"pin"1; but when the passage was copied for the second time in the 
correct place, the text reads again "ynnn. 

The confusion in this matter is apparently connected with the 
wording which consistently appears in the weekday prayers of the 
Mahzor at the end of the passage y~\xb "l^nn. There, at the end of 
nyT "ma "p-D bx., where our prayer books read nnaDKJ "nnn 
wnbx. v "pinn ^numpi bx Tina, etc., the Worms Mahzor regularly 
reads wnbx " "p:irp .inumpn bx -ma Q-nsDE "pan etc. Each time, 
the first letters of the words anaon, "niD, inumpa and TDm are 
highlighted with three dots, in order to point out the word "ann (^n 
" Q^Kn rD)33), which they combine to form. Every place where 
this special marking occurs in the Mahzor some later hand 
(apparently that of the vocalizer) marked the letter yod in "1")1JT' to 
be erased, and wrote either below or above it a small tav, in order 
to change the version of "yy^TV to that of "pinn. The variant 
inumpo instead of intt/rtpi is known for this prayer, although it is 

259 The word raw at the beginning of the passage is almost always 
emphasized with larger letters. 

260 A later hand wrote between the lines here the beginning of the passage 
13313 UTraK TT^Kl WTlbK etc. 

261 A later hand added here the wording of the prayer "]bw ^K DVIV bv i m i 
~]bw Tim^m etc. 

262 A later hand added here the beginning of the passage lJ3n3 K"1K, 
emphasizing the word Win2 in it. 

263 A later hand, apparently that of the vocalizer, added a vav in the space 
above the bet in order to correct the text. 

264 This was corrected, maybe by the vocalizer, to read ynriri. 
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not common.265 However, the "pan'' which comes after it has not 
yet been noted by scholars. It is likely that this variant is a vestige 
of Italian influence. According to the Italian siddur in the week
day prayers the alphabetic acrostic " |m 7K is regularly followed 
by UTt̂ K •» -|-Qrp etc.; and in Seder Hibbur Berakhot266 the 
wording is: bvrxn trnun im^K •"-pnm.'iri t tmpi 7K7 nac -ran 
"p-iKD1' un m y IU/K nnixnni "pp mw/n muz 73 7jn nnnn pxn 7in 
imy "i"iinn ,n7D etc. In the later Italian rites the word lnumpi 
replaces "inumpa; yet the version UTI^K •» "|-Drp is attested in 
manuscripts as well as in printed editions; and it is most surpris
ing that Dr. Goldschmidt did not point this out in his description 
of the rite of the Jews of Rome.267 The alternate formulations 
which occur in our Mahzor in this part of the weekday and 
Sabbath prayers are probably due to the fact that the variant "pin1 

was in the scribe's mind. I wonder whether the combination 'D3H 
has been noted previously in the early Ashkenazi prayer rites. I 
have never come across any allusion to it in the manuscripts of 
mahzorim which I have examined. 
The way the benediction rQ~i ranK is copied in our Mahzor is also 
not uniform. In some places (fols. 2v, 52r, 91r) in the beginning of 
the benediction we have the reading innVm tPJnn p . But in all 
the other places (fols. 22r, 27v, 35v, 64v, 73v, 79r, 113r) we find 
only "wnn^m liunn.268 Here, too, the confusion is apparently 
related to different traditions of wording for this passage in the 
regular prayers.269 In the passage which follows, the scribe 
renders the text as b^]vn,b y>2r\b in most instances, but on fols. 27v, 
73v, 91r and 113r he writes V'Ott/rrVi. On fol. 2v and in all the other 
instances of this prayer he wrote unun KTtim 7"mn ~\unp DUO 13, 
but on fols. 27v and 65r he copied mum "11 a 1 n 7iTin.270 

In the passage tPJTQX mry of fol. 3r, the scribe omitted the word 
pn from the phrase arrnrtK Dm:n7 yunni p». This word is present 
in all remaining instances. However, on fols. 36v and 113r we 
have pm.271 The continuation of the passage reads, in general, 
Uirna DHnv rpaai, except on fols. 28r, 36v and 65v, which read 
iron-, without the vav. The treatment of the phrase, nvpn cyio D1! 
m i y n D^TTI nsnu nrvn, is very muddled. It appears thus on fols. 
22v, 28r, 36v, 74v, and 132r. However, on fol. 3r nynu ffTn is 
omitted. On fols. llr, 53v, 80r and 113v mavn D^TI is omit
ted.272 There is also much confusion regarding the phrase bv 
7K7 innni D^inx imu/ riKT.273 That is how it appears on fols. 3r and 
65v. However, on fols. 28r, 36v and 80v the reading is D^iriN imu/ 
7K7 lnnn. In contrast, on fols. 22v, 74v, 113v, and 132r, the 
scribe rendered 7K7 rann D ^ I K l D'O'inK irau/. (The latter two 
instances were corrected to lanm.) Lastly, on fol. 53v the wording 

265 This is how it appears in the Mahzor Vitry, MS Reggio, which is 
described by Goldschmidt, Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 68, and in 
Seder Hibbur Berakhot (see below). It is also the wording of the Persian 
rite as published by S. Tal, The Prayer Rite of the Persian Jews [Heb.], 
Jerusalem 1981, p. 56; however, between the lines there the text is 
corrected to read inttrnpl. 

266 In Schechter's copy, p. 20. 
267 Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 157. It is noteworthy that the Italian rite 

has this wording only on weekdays. On Sabbaths the entire passage is left 
out. Instead, the prayer is closed thus: Ulbn "pan unpin1 lJTlTK " "|»W 
-MX nrnxn by\ -pp rwyn mu/ ^a ^yi nnnn p x n bin bvrm D^nun -man1 

nbv •p-iKQ1 rmn r n r . 
268 On fols. 27v, 35v, 73v, and 79r a later hand added p . 
269 The Hasidim of Ashkenaz strongly opposed the addition of the words p 

lnn^ni UJnn in r m nanx; see Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 93, who 
quotes there an important passage from MS British Library 534. (The 
wording there ought to be corrected to: to the ]Dninn tra^Din DTiSt^n 
[the word is added between the lines] p [nai niriK benediction 
UTFY>V inui nrrryn n^w -nrw ann nrra D^nan mi PK nta m u-inVrii mnn 
'131 Tonn anatt/ rtn niKitt. The other manuscripts mentioned by Urbach 
there (n. 36) say that "some fools addCirjaK im37m andalso skipmnn p 

is 7K7 n i n n n cViio a-airm -imu;,but the word rnnnri has been 
erased by a later hand, and "innm written in the margin. In the 
continuation of the passage, as well, there are minor variations 
between instances. In most cases the text reads Ô -pOK K"»2nm, but 
on fols. l lr , 28r, 36v, 53v and 65v it reads K ^ n . Usually the text 
continues -pinm Kin 1113, but on fols. 22v, 28v, 36v, and 74v -pinn 
appears (sometimes with a vav added above the word). 
The textual variations at the end of the ge'ulah benediction are 
extremely significant. The first time this passage occurs in the 
Mahzor, on fol. 3v, the" scribe wrote [7K]~«yn rmrp "|»K13 mai 
[7KTW ump mKn* ^ rpbtaft (with the word "raw added in the 
margin). The wording in the text proper remained, throughout, 
as it was first rendered. That is how it was copied again on fol. 65v 
(without law) and on fol. 113v (with imp); however, in both these 
places a later hand marked the sentence lr^Kll etc., to be deleted. 
In all the remaining places, this sentence was not included at all 
from the outset. We know that there was a controversy in Ash
kenaz regarding the saying of niioy •» yVjOl etc., which will be 
discussed in some detail further on. The appearance of these two 
variations, alternating with each other, can certainly not be taken 
as an inadvertant slip of the pen. 

There are minor variations also in the rendition of the evening 
prayer, which is copied in full in our Mahzor four times (fols. 
41v, 43r, 46r, 109r). In the first instance (fol. 41v) the scribe wrote 
1J>73/ D^p rmnKi n»K (a later hand corrected: n^pl); yet in the 
remaining places he wrote D^pi.274 In the un'Ott/n benediction on 
fol. 44v, he wrote mm i m rriK; but in two other places (fols. 42r, 
1 lOr) he omitted the word a^K. Further on, on fol. 42r, he wrote 
nriK lJ^ym innitt/ 7K "D; but on fols. 44v and 11 Or he omitted the 
word 7K. 
Naturally there are fewer deviations in the wordings of the 
'amidah and the qedushot, yet even here the texts are not 
altogether uniform. In the wording of Kin1! n7j/">, for example, on 
fols. 69r, 67v and 14 lv the copier wrote ip!m vrw>; but on fols. 
lOOr and 123v he wrote ipQ1 without a vav. In each rendition he 
wrote 7\YV\ rrK"p irtt"1 Kin1! H7V1, save for fol. 87v, where he wrote 
nx-Pi y n and omitted 7\YV\. Also, in the paragraph of "uiowm in 
the 'amidah of the festivals, he copied two different wordings. On 
fols. 69r and lOOv he wrote D17U771 nnnu/7 D"n7,275 but in all the 
other places (fols. 61r, 87v, 123v) he wrote ]W«77i nnntf77 D"n7.276 

Our findings in the wording of the qaddish are even more 
remarkable. In every instance of a qaddish preceding 1313, copied 
in full, the scribe wrote Nri3l2 7D» xb*>vb vb^vb (fols. 48r, 61 v, 70r, 
77r, 89r and fol. 21 Or, the folio appended to the original Mah-

in order that there should be 100 words; they are making a mistake." In 
the printed Mahzor Vitry and in MS Reggio the wording is like the 
regular version: ma^ni lunn p . However, in Seder Hibbur Berakhot 
(Schechter's copy, p. 21) the text is Minr\ p (without Uin^m). In the 
regular versions of the Italian siddur, the wording ismnVni TUnn p as in 
Ashkenaz. iJJrm p without tnn^ril is also the version of the Siddur ofR. 
Se'adyah Gaon, Jerusalem 19622, p. 14. 

270 On fol. 2r the word -na1} is noted in a later hand in the margin. 
271 In the last two instances the letter vav was erased by a later hand. 
272 On fol. 113v the phrase was added by a later hand. 
273 In the continuation of the prayer the text always reads unJ (in place of 

13X131 in the regular versions), but it is generally corrected by the vocalizer. 
274 Regarding the wording of the prayers at this point, compare C. Reif, 

"Liturgical Difficulties and Geniza Manuscripts", Studies in Judaism 
and Islam, Jerusalem 1981, pp. 98 ff. 

275 This is also the wording of the corrector on fol. 143v; see below. On fol. 
69r a later hand corrected thus: he wrote a small bet on nnnw? and a 
small aleph on trrVtt771, and above the word nn)3tt6 he noted pttW71. 

276 On fol. 61r a later hand added the word m^u;7l above. On fol. 143v the 
body of the text was corrected \wwbl in place of wbv^. 
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zor). However, on fol. 1 lOv, before the section for the first day of 
Shavu'ot, there is but one vb^vb. The wording of the full qaddish 
appearing on fol. 88v, as well, reads only KrD"0 ^3» vb^vb. 
We also ought to mention here the strange superfluous ]»K which 
the scribe slipped in at the beginning of the Mahzor (fol. 2v), after 
the me'orot benediction. Above we already remarked on the 
scribe's regular practice of adding |»K after the ahavah benedic
tion. The word ]J3K does not occur after the me'orot benediction 
anywhere else in this Mahzor. 
It is difficult to account for these peculiarities. Even though other 
parts and aspects of the Mahzor seem to indicate that the scribe 
worked somewhat carelessly, when it comes to the fixed wording 
of the prayers what he did is particularly astonishing, especially 
since his deviations, for the most part, are not isolated occurren
ces, but rather patterns which, in some instances, recur in just the 
same form quite a number of times. Sometimes we know the 
variant wordings which occur in the Mahzor to have been 
versions used by some Ashkenazi communities in the Middle 
Ages. If we are not to say that the scribe blindly pieced together 
his complete Mahzor out of a number of partial Vorlagen which 
had different readings, then we must say that the scribe did not 
copy the fixed wordings which he was accustomed to say, but 
rather some slightly different wording which he had been spe
cially commissioned to write. He then deviated from this word
ing several times, unconsciously reverting to the wording famil
iar to him, and alternately returned to the wording which he had 
been commissioned to copy. Of course we cannot say definitely 
which version was his own and which his employer's, but since 
we do not know exactly where he came from, nor where his 
patron was from, the whole matter is not of great significance. 
Nevertheless, the fact itself may help us get closer to solving the 
problem of identifying the liturgical rite of our Codex, as we 
shall see below. 

G. THE RITE OF THE WORMS MAHZOR 

The Worms Mahzor is, as we have said, a typical Ashkenazi 
mahzor, and the liturgical usage presented in it is the familiar 
rite of western Ashkenaz. This needs no proof because it is 
self-evident from every page of the Codex, both in terms of its 
fixed wordings and in terms of its piyyutim. We have already 
remarked above that the Mahzor's faithfulness to the fixed pat
terns of the Ashkenazi liturgy testifies to the antiquity of this rite, 
and to the steadfast manner in which the Jewish communities 
adhered to its fundamental elements from the early Middle Ages 
until modern times. 

277 Regarding this, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 154 ff. 
278 Regarding the basically Babylonian character of the regular wording of 

the European prayers, including those of Central Europe, see Gold-
schmidt, The Mahzor for the High Holy Days, I, Jerusalem 1970, p. 15. 
Regarding the probability that the early Italian rite agreed with the 
contemporaneous Palestinian rite see E. Fleischer, "Hedveta b. R. Avra-
ham —The First Italian Paytan?"[Heb.], Italia, 11(1981), Hebrew section, 
pp. 22 ff. 

279 The ancient version of the line was D"n nyiK without a bet. This line, 
which dates from the period of anonymous piyyut, was improperly 
ascribed to Yosse b. Yosse and was even included in A. Mirsky's edition 
of that poet's piyyutim, Jerusalem 1977, p. 213. 

280 However, in the Italian rite, it is the regular beginning of the me'orot 

Among the typical features of the mahzorim of Ashkenaz, which 
we already see fully established in the Worms Mahzor, we must 
mention first of all the changes which occur in the fixed wording 
of various prayers when recited along with piyyutim. This 
point is important especially because it shows us how the liturgi
cal customs of Central Europe were related, at the time of their 
inception, to the prayer rite of Erez Israel, and how the Jews of 
Central Europe viewed the paytanic material which reached 
them from Ere? Israel.277 As is well known, the wording of the 
Central European prayers is much closer to what we know as the 
Babylonian rite than to the rites of Erez Israel recently revealed to 
us in the Cairo genizah. However, the piyyutim of the Central 
European rite are mostly from Erez Israel. They were transmitted 
from the East to Italy, and from there northwards, probably at the 
stage when the fixed wording of the prayers in these centres was 
Palestinian as well.278 The piyyutim came from Erez Israel 
together with the fixed wording of the prayers surrounding them, 
and were received by these congregations as a single unit. They 
did not change anything, either in the piyyutim themselves or in 
the fixed wording surrounding them, even after having changed 
the wording of their prayers (for the occasions on which piyyu
tim were not recited) according to the Babylonian rite. As a 
result of this development, several passages of prayer appear in 
the mahzorim of Ashkenaz in two different wordings, one of 
them, according to the Babylonian rite, for the weekdays and for 
the Sabbaths and festivals on which piyyutim were not recited, 
and the other one, according to the rite of Erez Israel, for those 
occasions when piyyutim were said. These double passages are 
found even in the Ashkenazi rite of today. The yozer proper in 
Ashkenazi prayers is regularly introduced by the poetic line TIN 
TPI ~I»K ^Qixn rimx D^n -iyuo D^VJ/,279 which was part of the 
fixed wording of the me'orot benediction, according to the rite of 
Erez Israel. This passage is not said in Ashkenaz280 except on 
those days on which a yozer is said. At the end of ofanim, in 
Ashkenazi congregations, instead of the usual nvm DMDlNm 
\p~r\pn etc., the Palestinian passage D^-tun V-IKD1" Q-arDi mw> nrnm 
131T etc., is recited. At the beginning of the zulatot the usual word
ing of n^yi n»N is replaced by another shorter wording which comes 
from Erez Israel;281 and at the end of the ge'ulot, a short transi
tional passage is inserted (the only one which is perhaps not from 
Erez Israel, but rather from Italy): K"orn D^n yunn JTDN bbn 
• n m mb n^lio.282 All these variations are preserved in our 
Mahzor with the utmost precision. And since it does not 
reproduce fixed wordings except for those occasions on which 
piyyutim are said, it does not include, for example, the regular 
wording of rpm n?3K at all.283 

blessing on Sabbaths and festivals, even when no piyyutim are recited in 
the prayers. 

281 As we mentioned, R. Simhah explained this phenomenon in the margin 
of fol. 3r, according to the Ashkenazi traditions. 

282 The passage is regularly recited at this point in the Italian communities, 
even in the absence of piyyutim. However, the passage itself was already 
known in the East in the time of R. Se'adyah Gaon (Siddur RaSaG, p. 
110 [for the Sabbath evening prayer]), and it is already mentioned (and 
rejected) in Seder Rav 'Amram Gaon, ed. Goldschmidt, Jerusalem 1972, 
p. 20. 

283 This fact was already noted by D. Goldschmidt in his article on the 
Worms Mahzor, Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 24. 
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The case is similar for the evening prayers which include 
piyyutim. Here, too, the fixed wordings preceding the verses n̂ 
•» D^Ki n3»3 and -rsn nbMjb yhn"1 ">">, when in the context of a 
piyyut, change from o"7i3 n»*o ran nnnu/3 to nnnua nmi n ^ 3 
0̂ 13 rinKi rrn; and from maxi 1317 •'VK m to na IVQ layer "n* nr 
VU3K1. Both these changes are present in our Mahzor. According 
to the liturgical rite of eastern Ashkenaz, in the context of a 
piyyut, even the wording of the ge'ulah benediction was 
changed from ^ j aw "71Q (as in the Babylonian rite) to IIY C]b)3) 
î KUi ^Kity (as in the rite of Ere? Israel). However, this change 
was not instituted in western Ashkenaz, nor does it appear in our 
Mahzor. 
It was an ancient custom in Ashkenazi congregations, during the 
musaf 'amidah on holidays on which the priests blessed the 
congregation, to insert a special passage, beginning with the 
words p"ip3i n"7lVD uiwriy yitb aiym, into the fixed wording of 
the 'avodah benediction (after "|»y bKVD'' nTDy). This passage, 
also originating from Ere? Israel,284 was concluded with the 
Palestinian wording of the 'avodah benediction ~\~nb "|rHKU7..."yn3 
TQltt nKfo, replacing the usual, Babylonian, ]vxb innaw "PTroan. 
This custom too, is found in our Mahzor in the musaf 'amidot of 
all the festivals, yet the connection between this passage and the 
priestly blessing was not evident in the time and place of our 
scribe. According to the practice of his time, the priests blessed the 
congregation in the morning service as well, but the passage 3"tj;m 
etc. is indicated only in musaf. 

All of these details285 were part of the Ashkenazi rite from time 
immemorial, and there is nothing new about their presence here, 
aside from the fact of the early date of documentation. However, 
our Mahzor does exhibit an additional detail which disappeared 
from later liturgical practice. In all the 'amidot embellished with 
qedushta'ot, instead of the usual (Babylonian) wording of the 
beginning of the first benediction, we regularly have the parallel 
Palestinian formulation rtnp \vbv bx KTtim "roan brtm bxrf... - | ro 
•pKl WT^W rami.286 This change, which occurs also in the 
East,287 and in Spain,288 as well as in Italy,289 is attested in several 
early Ashkenazi manuscripts,290 but apparently sank quite rapidly 
into oblivion.291 Aside from all the places it occurs in the Mah
zor proper, it is also mentioned in the marginal note of the 
copyist, onfol. 3r, where he explains as quoted above, the "short" 

284 However, in the ancient versions the passage only started with the second 
sentence, t r a m TniTO m m WK; regarding this matter, see Fleischer, 
"News", op. cit. (above, n. 109), p. 261. 

285 With the exception of the replacement of the wording bxr\\ir< bm in the 
ge'ulah blessing of the evening prayer by the wording VlCW TIY *|̂ H 
l^Kin, as we mentioned above. 

286 This introduction survived in the Ashkenazi rites only in the "one 
benediction comprising seven" (JTQK pin), which is said on Sabbath eves 
after the silent 'amidah. Regarding the wording of this introduction and 
its dissemination, see N. Wieder, "Studies Concerning the Wording of the 
'Amidah in the Ancient Babylonian Rite" [Heb.], Sinai, LXVIII (1976), 
pp. 93 ff., and especially, pp. 116 ff. His conclusions there differ from 
ours. Regarding the wording v n r m ruip, see Wieder, loc. cit. 

287 In genizah manuscripts this introduction frequently appears at the 
beginning of qerovot (as known, the regular wording of the prayers is 
generally not copied in piyyut manuscripts from the genizah). It is, 
though, usually impossible to ascertain whether a given manuscript 
served in a Babylonian or a Palestinian synagogue. However, see Siddur 
RaSaG, p. 184, where this Ere? Israel introduction appears at the begin
ning of the Gaon's shiv'ata of azharot "7YK mrr^K. Yet this shiv'ata was 
not originally included by the Gaon in his Siddur. Several qerovot of 
some Babylonian poets, such as Shelomoh-Suleiman al-Sangari and 
Yosef Albaradani, open with the word y-iKi. See also the next note. 

288 Many early Spanish qedushta'ot begin with the word yiKl. This word is 
intended to tie the piyyut to the end of the Palestinian opening of the 
'amidah ( y i K l w>nw [T>nrra] mip). Qedushta'ot beginning with this 

(Ere? Israel) wording of 3"»3m n»K: "Likewise they abbreviated the 
magen benediction." There can be no doubt that this usage was 
widespread in early Ashkenazi congregations, for this practice is 
consonant with the liturgical phenomena reviewed above. It was 
apparently abolished by a ruling of R. Ephraim of Bonn, which 
appears in MS Hamburg 152, fol. 44v, as follows:292 

[T>M]n-Q nnp ]vbv bx 'ix ranpn V>rtn» imnuo : casn TIDE 
•>b bin .'iDi [cnnn cttsn mo»=] 'inn "'Bsn nora ,yiKi wnw 
[D">n]iu [anion frnju []v]bv bx :"p ra-arr nx wob [nx]-u 
[amm Vifrb frxju [xraai [njax <-non> n]3in [Vpn [m]ipi 
TU/»u/ ]3i [...] 'i3i [Oman [apMsn -non .ranxn mw []]ynV 
nnttTin iv pn bw m-an bs wxm rpnv 293bmw "p'K •anpn 
abv pp-»y pi '13 [apian [ornsn nnon r-i]mx xin -p -inxi 
nx •pp-'oanu; n n [ I^SK -a ^opaan [iy]auu/ yauan \a nuu/^ 
ĉNi ,r\bvth prama -iwxa nwp ra-in [opuva [cnimxi [n]3-an 
[n]nix rn^pnw a^ i nnx rana^ nan inxi .nnix jnypa -a 
n^an bw ni3-a r r^ niaia -ixu; man inx nnu; ,r6im Vaun 
13i .uvan Vau/a aTinn n^na [np-aa nyp xb nnw Tiyi [...] 
,na~an jnau vrw ua K̂̂ n1' n JIKI DJISH Vxmu; n nx TPK-I 

,K\yn-ii3 JPUM pi a^prn p î â p ]3V 

From this passage we see that in the times of R. Ephraim, whose 
words the manuscript quotes, the custom of "shortening" the 
magen benediction was generally accepted in Ashkenaz, and only 
a few isolated scholars deviated from this practice. R. Samuel ha-
Parnas and R. Yehiel, his son, are known of only from this 
source,294 so perhaps this sentence and what follows it about the 
rite practiced in Worms is an addition which can be ascribed to 
the redactor of the volume in which the remark appears, or to the 
person who copied it.295 If so, the remark here regarding the rite of 
Worms would belong to a later period, when the opinion of R. 
Ephraim of Bonn and Ra'avan had become accepted also in the 
community of Worms and in other Ashkenazi communities. 
Indeed, in our Mahzor, too, the usual Babylonian wording for 
the opening of the benediction has been copied in the margin, in 
every place, by a later hand. We cannot establish exactly how 
much later the work of this annotator was, nor, therefore, when 
the text was brought into accord with the above-mentioned rul
ing in the place where the Mahzor was in use. Still, the correc
tions do not appear to be very early. 

word were written by R. Shelomoh Ibn Gabirol, R. Yizhaq Ibn Giat, and 
R. Abraham Ibn Ezra, as well as by later Provencal paytanim. See 
Davidson, Thesaurus, the letter vav, Nos. 66-73. 

289 The Erez Israel introduction appears before all the qerovot (shiv'atot, 
qedushta'ot, as well as qerovot for weekdays) in the Seder Hibbur 
Berakhot. See A. Schechter, Studies in Jewish Liturgy, Philadelphia 
1930, pp. 97 ff. In the later Italian rite the qedushta'ot were omitted, but 
the Erez Israel introduction does appear at the start of the sole qedushta 
which survives in this rite, the qedushta for the Day of Atonement. 

290 Including, among others, MS Oxford 1042, fols. 23v, 38v, and MS 
British Library 656, fol. 37v. 

291 It is also omitted from the second volume of the Worms Mahzor, this is 
absolute proof that the two volumes are not dependent on one another, 
but rather representatives of two different rites. It is inconceivable that 
two different usages were customary within the same community in this 
matter (as Wieder suggests, op. cit. [above, n. 286]). The "Babylonian" 
introduction appears in the second volume at the beginning of the 
qedushta'ot for Sukkot as well. 

292 The passage was copied by Urbach in 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 41. 
293 Namely, R. Eli'ezer bar Nathan (the Ra'avan). 
294 See Urbach's note on this matter, loc. cit. 
295 This is the reasonable conclusion, for after adducing a proof from the 

Ra'avan, R. Ephraim would not need to pay attention to the practice of 
more obscure individuals. MS Hamburg 152 was copied in 1318 (see 
Urbach, ibid., p. 59), almost fifty years after our Mahzor was written. 
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It is noteworthy that the replacement of the usual wording by the 
wording of Erez Israel only occurs in the 'amidot of the Sabbath 
and festival morning services ornamented by qedushta'ot. The 
musaf 'amidot which are embellished with shiv'atot and the 
weekday 'amidot embellished with qerovot have in our Mahzor 
the usual Babylonian beginning. This indicates that the rite was 
from its inception "frozen", and that the people who established 
it did not understand its underlying logic.296 

Another area in which we may see the impact of the piyyutim on 
the wording of the prayers accompanying them concerns the 
opening word of the first benediction preceding the reading of 
the shema' on Sabbaths. According to the rite of our Mahzor the 
yozerot were intended to lead, on Sabbaths, to "pTP Van; and on 
weekdays, i.e., on holidays which came out during the week, to 
yiK1? "rwan.297 The full text of "p-rv Van never occurs in the 
Mahzor, as we have already noted above. However at the end of 
the yozerot we consistently find"|VTP b D m and not "pTV» Van. This 
wording never appears in the usual Ashkenazi prayers. Yet, in 
early Ashkenazi mahzorim it does appear quite frequently fol
lowing the yozerot, to indicate that that passage is to be recited.298 

This rather strange use may be a result of the tendency of some 
early Ashkenazi congregations to emphasize the fact that the 
fixed wording of the prayer is a sort of direct continuation of the 
piyyut. An allusion to such a liturgical practice may perhaps be 
found in as early a source as the yozer nQJK "»3 "|TiK for Hannukah 
written by R. Yosef b. Shelomoh of Carcassone (c. early eleventh 
century), and whose last line reads "]VTV V s m DTmn vzvm . Over 
the course of time the custom apparently became obscured, and 
the communities reverted to the usual wording of the prayer. 
In western Ashkenaz it was customary for the hazzan to begin the 
morning service on Sabbaths at the end of the prayer Ti b~2 n»tttt, 
with the passage beginning muz \ynpi Dnn iy pup. On festivals 
this practice was changed, in order to point out the special 
character of the various holidays. On Passover it was customary 
to begin with nxib "nun, on Shavu'ot with ~|ny rmaisryrQ VKH, on 
the High Holy Days with aurp(n) "|V»n, and on Sukkot with Vnarr 
-\12VJ "ni33. This early custom is already described in Sefer Tash-
bez of R. Shimshon b. R. Zadok, a student of R. Me'ir of 
Rothenburg.299 In the practice of eastern Ashkenaz, and in the 
later rite, all that remained of this custom was the change in the 
point where the hazzan takes over to Vxn on the festivals and to 
"\bl2T\ on the High Holy Days. However, in early mahzorim, as in 
our Mahzor as well, everything is as described above. This custom 
was maintained in Worms all the time, but it is not a custom 
unique to that community. 

Some of the liturgical practices presented in the Worms Mahzor 
are less well known. In this respect, our Codex exhibits several 

296 The other way is found, for example, in Seder Hibbur Berakhot, where 
the Erez Israel introductions appear regularly at the beginning of all the 
types of qerovah, as we have said. 

297 In this matter there were several variant customs in the early Ashkenazi 
communities, as we can deduce from the concluding words of the Central 
European yozerot. See Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 62 ff. 

298 This is the consistent practice of MS Oxford 1033 (from the year 1258) at 
the end of every yozer for the four special Sabbaths, and of MS Oxford 
1035 (which is the continuation of the aforementioned manuscript), fol. 
145, at the end of the yozer for Sukkot, and of MS Parma 585 at the end 
of nwi "PIK (there, for the Sabbath following Shavu'ot); however, 
afterwards, at the end of the yozer for the intermediate Sabbath of 
Passover: "\rrc "73H. This codex was written by several hands at different 
times. This is also the reading in the second volume of the Worms 
Mahzor, fol. 3r, at the end of the yozer for the New Year: 'aiK raw DN 
Vam "|TTT» ̂ 3m, but the first vav was crossed out later. Likewise in the 
margin there: ,nrtJ3 [here too the first vav is crossed out] tam "p"rv "73m 
'131 iV D^nu row [mala [Di]1 juron ^ n n m . On fol. 74r there: -niK mur DK 

amazing phenomena, which in and of themselves are inexplica
ble. Were it not for the extensive (and much later) minhagim 
literature at our disposal, some of these practices would remain 
unexplained. Fortunately, the prayer rites of the Ashkenazi 
communities, and particularly those of the Rhineland, have been 
recorded, sometimes by way of allusion and sometimes in great 
detail, in the works of the Ashkenazi rabbinical authorities; these 
works help us understand what we see in several parts of the 
Mahzor, and also indicate how widespread and how early the 
customs in question are. Among these sources are several quite 
early works describing the rite of Worms, especially the customs 
which set this rite apart from those of the rest of the communities 
of western Ashkenaz.300 These works are the Minhagim (=Cus-
toms) books of R. Liva (R. Yehudah Liva b. R. Yosef Moshe) 
Kirchheim and R. Yuspa (R. Yiftah Yosef b. R. Naftali Manz-
pach) Shammash. Both of these compositions are extant in 
manuscript form. R. Liva began writing his book (Minhagim 
shel Qahal[=The Customs of the Community]) in 1625, and con
tinued to work on it until his death in 1632. In his work he relied 
on an earlier compilation describing the liturgical practices of 
Worms. R. Liva's work has come down to us, copied and edited 
by R. Sinai son of R. Yizhaq Zeklin Loanz, a resident of Worms 
and the first printer of the Worms siddur, in 1715. He completed 
his copying of R. Liva's Min hagim in 1746. This manuscript was 
owned by the library of the Rabbinical Seminary of Breslau, and 
today is kept at the Institute of Jewish History in Warsaw. A 
photocopy of it may be seen in the Institute of Microfilmed 
Hebrew Manuscripts of the National and University Library in 
Jerusalem (Film No. 11602). R. Yuspa Shammash was born in 
1604 and died in 1678. He wrote his Minhagim in two versions, a 
long one and an abbreviated one.301 In the longer version, written 
in 1648, he recorded the customs of Worms in great detail, includ
ing those practiced both there and in other communities, without 
paying a great deal of attention to proper editing and correct 
order. He made various marginal notes and additions to this 
volume, until 1656. These additions expanded the length of the 
work and confused its structure to such an extent that sometimes 
it is difficult to follow the order of the text. This version has been 
preserved in R. Yuspa's own handwriting, in a manuscript 
which now resides in the Bodleian Library in Oxford, Catalogue 
No. 909. R. Yuspa based the shorter version on the longer one, in 
an attempt to restore order to it and to cut down its unwieldly 
length. This second version also has come down to us in the 
author's own handwriting. The original now resides in Worms 
itself, and a photocopy of it may be found in the Institute for 
Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts in Jerusalem, Film No. 31234. 
Another edition of the longer version has reached us, written by 

y~ivb T>Knn \UTn iniK IN1? QUI -pTP *73m. Also in MS Miinchen 69 at the 
end of the yozerot: -|rTV> ^3m, with three exceptions, which have: bin 
fnv . Also in MS Oxford 1025, fol. 42r, at the end of the yozer for 
Shabbat ha-Gadol, and fol. 64v, at the end of the yozer for the 
intermediate Sabbath of Passover, as well as on fols. 71r and 11 Or: "73m 
-|rrv. This last manuscript is also not entirely consistent, though. The 
great Mahzor of Amsterdam also consistently has "pTP "73m. 

299 Sefer Tashbez, Warsaw 1901, para. 245, p. 55. 
300 A. Epstein has written an exhaustive consideration of the works 

concerning the customs of Worms: "Die Wormser Minhagbiicher", 
Gedenkbuch zur Erinnerung an David Kaufmann, pp. 288 ff., Breslau 
1900. Most of the information below about these works is based on 
material drawn from this article. 

301 For the relationship between the extant versions of R. Yuspa Sham-
mash's work on the customs of Worms see Y. Zimmer, "Marriage Cus
toms in Worms" [Heb.], Sinai, LXXXVI (1980), pp. 14 ff. All the details 
in our text regarding this issue are drawn from this article. 
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one of R. Yuspa's sons. He prepared his edition while his father 
was still alive, and while R. Yuspa himself was still adding 
remarks to the longer version of his work. A photocopy of this 
edition, which for a while was owned by A. Epstein, may be 
found in the Schocken Institute for Jewish Studies, in 
Jerusalem.302 

Aside from these two works , which are of inestimable impor
tance to us in learning about the customs of Worms and in 
understanding our Mahzor, we have one other manuscript of a 
Mahzor, albeit a later one, of the Worms rite. This Mahzor was 
copied by R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim in 1623,303 and today resides in 
the aforementioned Bodleian Library in Oxford, Catalogue No. 
1031. R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim was familiar with our Worms 
Mahzor, and was certainly also influenced by it. 
The special piyyutim of Worms, supplemented by a succinct 
description of the Worms customs, have also been printed twice. 
Once was in 1714, on the initiative of R. Sinai b. R. Yizhaq Zeklin 
Loanz, mentioned above, who also emended R. Liva Kirch-
heim's Minhagim (Ma'aravot Yozerot u-Selihot 'im ha-Pesuqim 
u-Minhagim de-Q.Q. Wormaisa, Frankfort o/M 1714); and once 
in 1737, by R. Aharon ha-Levi of Worms (Seder Selihot 'im 
Pesuqim u-Ma'aravot ve-Y ozerot ve-Zulat Yom Kippur Qatan 
'al-pi Seder u-Minhag Q. Q. Wormaisa). This edition was printed 
in Sulzbach.304 Both these editions only include the piyyutim and 
liturgical uses in which the rite of Worms differed from that of 
other places, in the first edition in short, and in the second one in 
greater length. At the end of both works there is a short list of the 
customs considered by its compilator unique to the community 
of Worms.305 

Now let us analyze the rite of our Mahzor in detail, considering its 
wording of the fixed prayers. 
We have already mentioned the strange practice employed by the 
scribe in all the places where he copied the concluding sections of 
Ti bl nnutt, namely the omission of the two passages m^npnai 
-|»y m33i and tD^n i,vb ~pw m n w , as far as n w n n n bo.. This 
omission, which as we have said is consistent and recurs eight 
times in the Mahzor, illustrates a special custom practiced on the 
festivals in early Ashkenazi communities, and apparently espe
cially in the Rhineland: these two passages were not recited by the 
hazzan, but rather were chanted in choir by the congregation. 

302 Nothing of R. Liva's book of customs has yet been published, except for a 
few historical passages included by Epstein in his article, op. cit. (above, 
n. 300). The majority of this work deals with matters of prayer, so that 
interest in it has been limited. R. Yuspa described in colourful details 
many aspects of the everyday Jewish life in Worms. He had excellent 
literary skills, although his typically Ashkenazi Hebrew was somewhat 
turgid. Several sections of the work by R. Yuspa Shammash have been 
published; see S. Assaf, Sources on the History of Education among Jews 
[Heb.], I, Jerusalem 1925, pp. 217 ff.; idem, "Simhat Torah Customs in 
Worms" [Heb.], Beit ha-Knesset, II, No. 1 (1958), pp. 7 ff.; A.M. 
Habermann, "Customs for the Month of Adar from the Book of the 
Customs of Worms by R. Yosef Yuspa Shammash" [Heb.], Sinai, Jubilee 
Volume (1958), pp. 482 ff.; idem, Bar-Mizva Customs, Jerusalem 1958 
(special print); idem, "Customs of the Worms Community" [Heb.], 
Sinai, LXXIX (1977), pp. 247 ff.; andZimmer, op. cit. (above, n. 301). All 
of these publications, except for the last one mentioned, are from the 
short version of the work. Zimmer published a passage from the long 
version. In none of these aforementioned passages is there much material 
touching upon the order of the prayers. 

303 Regarding this, see Epstein, op. cit. (above, n. 300), p. 291. 
304 See Goldschmidt, Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 9. 
305 In the two editions the customs are virtually identical. They were 

composed by R. Sinai Loanz, who brought to print the first edition of the 
Worms rite. His vast familiarity with the customs of Worms was based on 
his work on R. Liva Kirchheim's book, which he copied, as we have 
mentioned above. 

306 It also appears this way in several early Ashkenazi mahzorim. According 

The hazzan would only sing in niKTinn ba. From that point on 
he would continue reciting the prayer until the end, and then he 
would say qaddish. We do not know the reason for this practice, 
but can suggest that it arose in order to put into actual practice 
what was said in the initial passage ...n 1 b n p » 21 ("and in the 
assembly") wzbn ~jnu/ -iKDn\ Be that as it may, the custom to 
which our Mahzor clearly attests306 is also alluded to in the 
Minhagim book of Maharil (Ya'aqov b. Moshe Moellin) where, 
describing the beginning of the hazzan's prayer on the festivals, 
we regularly find the remark, rrucnnn VK "inm (=returns [to] VK 
niKTinn).307 The custom, as it was practiced in Worms as late as 
the seventeenth century, is described in fine detail in the work of 
R. Liva Kirchheim. In the order of prayer of the morning service 
for regular Sabbaths he notes (p. 42b): "The hazzan begins chant
ing m-|» TV piu/, and says as far as unpnn [D-wnp Tljm] ...The 
congregation says rVrVnpnai.... The hazzan says the half qaddish 
and chants 1313." However, in his description of the morning 
service on Passover he says: "The hazzan begins with nxib 1131H 
etc. ... and says niKTinn bn'\ Likewise for the morning of Sha-
vu'ot: "The hazzan begins with "|ni7 mniYWn bun ... and says 
niKTinn bn", etc.308 

Here we must add what we already mentioned above regarding 
the omission of "pTP bin and of JTIK bx, up to 1*7 Dnrm raw in all 
instances where the Sabbath prayers are copied in our Mahzor. 
This omission, too, results from a practice common in the con
gregations of the Rhineland, namely placing these passages in 
the mouths of the congregation, which would sing them in 
unison, and in certain places in antiphony. This practice was 
customary only on the Sabbaths during the summer, in most 
places beginning only on Shabbat ha-Gadol, but in Mainz and 
Worms beginning from Shabbat Sheqalim on.309 On all the 
Sabbaths on which this was the practice the hazzan would begin 
with "b D ÎTU l"QU7 and continue from there, exactly as our Mahzor 
reflects. This custom is also described by R. Liva Kirchheim, in 
his description of Shabbat Sheqalim (p. 122a): "The hazzan 
begins chanting aloud "im "W [nViV]n r|^]» W'^lK 'n [nn]K rp"Oa' 
until TPnOK ...Then they start saying "|vrT>^3n at length, with a 
drawn out melody, and they do so all through the summer, until 
Shabbat Bereshit, and the hazzan begins "lb O^nu mu;."310 He 
notes the same use in the beginning of his work, in his descrip-

to a still later custom, the hazzan began from the start of the m r w 
benediction: rnKTinn bn mrQttma "7HJ T7>3 *7K •" nriK Tna etc. However, 
even in mahzorim which attest to this use, the phrase mKTinn ^K is 
copied in large letters, a remnant of the earlier stage of the custom (for 
example, in MS Oxford 1042, fols. 219v, 250r). In MS Parma 585, which 
was written, as we noted, by several copyists, the two customs appear 
mixed together. However, in the second volume of the Worms Mahzor, 
both m^npnai and naniy appear in their entirety (at the beginning of 
the volume). This is another matter in which the custom of the second 
volume is different from that of our Mahzor. 

307 Warsaw 1874, p. 19b (Passover): "The leader of the prayers begins Tain 
ny:6 and returns to n i K T i n n btt. Likewise there, p. 22a (Shavu'ot) 
and 33a (Sukkot). However, in the Laws of the New Year (p. 38b) and the 
Day of Atonement (p. 47b) he expressly states: "And he returns to TTO 
nru< of mrupv 

308 It also appears that way in the Worms Mahzor copied by R. Ya'aqov 
Oppenheim, p. 54b. 

309 See Maharil (above, n. 307), p. 58a: "Parashat Sheqalim. In Mainz and in 
Worms they start to recite Tnt1 b'zn at length, with a drawn-out tune, and 
they continue doing so all summer until the intermediate Sabbath of 
Sukkot. Everywhere else they begin to draw out [Tri1 Van] on Shabbat ha-
Gadol and they stop on the first Sabbath of the selihot of the Days of 
Awe." 

310 Regarding Shabbat Bereshit (fol. 104v) he notes: "And one recites Van 
TiTP quickly." Likewise in the short version of R. Yuspa Shammash, p. 
22, for the intermediate Sabbath of Sukkot: "The leader of the prayers 
sings "6 "unu nattf." Also in the morning service for the seventh day of 
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tion of the Sabbath prayers in general (p. 42b): "And he chants 
"CD and they say fiTY1 Van singing, but everything according to its 
season, for there are times when it is not sung, as I shall write, 
God willing. And they say "[VtK VK also with a melody." In the 
gleanings which end the manuscript R. Liva remarks: "When
ever a yozer is said, then the hazzan begins out loud from 
iV D^ma naw. And if the hazzan says "p-m Van, then iV a^rm naw is 
not said twice" (p. 161b). 
We do not know how this custom emerged, nor for what reasons. 
It might be that the early Ashkenazi Jews viewed both passages as 
sorts of piyyutim, in other words as a yozer proper, and rendered 
them as passages of song. Or it might be that what we have here is 
nothing more than the desire to realize in actual practice what 
follows from the beginning of the passage, V 3 m "pTP Van, 
-pnau/'' so that Van should not be represented by the voice of the 
hazzan alone.311 This is somewhat similar to the hypothesis we 
advanced above, to explain the omission of the passage mVnpna'i. 
If we are pedantic about what was said in these sources regarding 
the difference between the rite practiced in the communities of 
Mainz and Worms and that practiced in other communities, the 
former beginning to sing ipnv Van on Shabbat Sheqalim while 
the latter only beginning on Shabbat ha-Gadol, then we must 
perforce conclude that our Mahzor represents the rite of either 
Mainz or Worms, since the passages "]MV Van and p"?K VK are 
omitted in it from Shabbat Sheqalim on. However, it is extremely 
doubtful whether it is appropriate to adopt this view when 
dealing with such an early source. We shall discuss this matter in 
detail below. 

It is worth noting that the two practices just described give us an 
important key to understanding the emergence of two paytanic 
genres innovated in Ashkenaz — the niKTinn VK and the nau;. 
The presence of these two genres in Ashkenazi piyyut has already 
been noted by scholars.312 The first genre presents short poems 
which lead in the end to the passage niKTinn VK in the prayer 
nanty, and the other presents poems with strophes beginning 
with the word nau? and ending with the word \PTlj7. These poems 
serve as an introduction to the passage iV D^ma naitf. The reason 
for the emergence of these two genres has remained obscure. Yet, 
the custom just described provides an obvious explanation for 
the formation of the two types. At niKTinn VK and lV D l̂TU naw 

the hazzan was expected to begin singing again after an interlude, 
and it was considered fitting for him to begin with a brief poetic 
embellishment. The connection between modes of prayer and 
poetical creativity is proven again here, as it is demonstrated time 
and again throughout the history of paytanic poetry. 
Another thing proven again by these findings, is that this Mahzor 
was indeed meant to be used by the hazzan, rather than by an 
individual worshipper. Had the scribe considered the possibility 
that this book would be put into the hands of an individual 
worshipper he would by no means have omitted the aforemen
tioned passages, which are integral parts of the prayers. Only 
because he knew that the goal of writing this Codex was different 
did he permit himself to skip over the passages which the hazzan 
did not customarily recite, according to the use of his time and 
place. 
This may also explain the surprising feature we mentioned 
above, namely, the omission of all the passages of the hallel, save 
for the lines "V m n etc., and KJ nvwin ''•, KJK etc. It is likely that on 
festivals313 the chapters of the hallel were sung by the congrega
tion in unison, while the hazzan would recite by himself only the 
aforementioned verses. The role of the hazzan in saying these 
verses is indeed stressed in the sources, as is well known, but it has 
not yet been proven by external evidence that the hallel was 
actually sung in this fashion.314 

A related matter is the emphasis which the scribe places on the 
words JonVy •'nVi/Vi oVyV in the response Kan n^nw Kn̂  of the 
qaddish. This, as well, is connected to a custom practiced in 
Ashkenaz on the festivals,315 namely, that the hazzan would begin 
reciting the second part of the qaddish with a repetition of the 
end of the response, from wnbv [or: inVvV] n̂VvVi nVj/V on. This 
custom is hinted at by Maharil,316 and is also noted by R. Liva 
Kirchheim. With respect to the Passover morning service he 
remarks concerning the hazzan (p. 130b): "He says niKTinn VK 
and says fOnVl/ •'nVvV DVS/V." Similarly, in the Shavu'ot morning 
service he writes (p. 149b): "He says niKTinn VK and says DVVV 

K n̂Vy •'fcVyV, and one does not say "'ttVj/Vi."317 As we noted above, 
in some places the wording in our Mahzor, which consistently 
read ''nVyV'i, was indeed emended to read •'ttVyV.318 The origin of 
this way of reciting the qaddish must be looked into; perhaps it is 
Italian.319 

Passover there: "On the Sabbath [...] "|VTP b^n; the leader of the prayers 
sings ""MTU mw." In the long version, p. 50a, in the margin of the section 
of the customs for Shabbat Bereshit: "One ceases singingim1 "?3n with a 
tune." Also there, for Shabbat Sheqalim, on p. 52b: "And we begin to 
sing "im1 Vsn responsively, verse by verse." Also in the list of customs 
appended to the 1714 edition of the Worms siddur, in Parashat Sheqalim: 
"One begins to recite i m 1 Van responsively and with a tune, until 
Shabbat Bereshit." 

311 Perhaps this ancient custom has left a remnant in the Ashkenazi 
synagogues of our days, albeit restricted to the piyyut yilK. bn only. That 
passage is in many places sung chorally by the congregation. Even in our 
day the hazzan begins again from iV D'OIYU muz. 

312 See Fleischer, Liturgical Poetry, pp. 460, 462. 
313 Because for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover the entire text of the 

hallel is copied (fol. 75r). 
314 However, the hallel is copied in exactly the same fashion at the beginning 

of the Ntirnberg Mahzor: there as well, of all the hallel only the verses 
•"V m n and " JOK appear. The parallel — and it is certainly not the only 
one to be found in Ashkenazi mahzorim —strengthens the plausibility of 
the explanation suggested in the body of this introduction. 

315 We cannot know whether that was the custom also for regular and special 
Sabbaths, for the qaddish is not copied in these sections of our Mahzor, 
but it is reasonable to assume that the custom was different on those days, 
for otherwise it would not have been emphasized so in the mahzorim and 
Customs books as a custom of the festivals. In any event, on the 
intermediate Sabbath of Passover, our Mahzor emphasizes "irbvb"\ ubvb 
lon^y, as on holidays. See more about this below. 

316 The note is missing from the customs of Passover. However, on Shavu'ot 
(p. 22a), we find: "And he returns to niKTinn bn and also returns to ubvh 
waby [Jpn^y." Likewise on p. 38b for the New Year, p. 47b for the Day of 
Atonement, and p. 53a for Sukkot. 

317 However, in R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim's Mahzor, which like our Mahzor 
also greatly emphasizes the letters under consideration, the wording is 
i^tibv ''n^vVl D ŷV (p. 54b). In the second volume of the Worms Mahzor, 
fol. lv, the version is icn^y 1H17yI7 vbab (here again the custom of the 
second volume differs from that of our Mahzor). See, though, the remark 
there of a later hand on fol. 30r: "The hazzan starts KTÔ y UVtwb D^y1?." 

318 Regarding the distinction between the versions •'n^y^ and •'nVy î see the 
printed version of the Mahzor Vitry, p. 55, and the notes of the editor. See 
also The Siddur of R. Shelomoh b. R. Shimshon of Worms [Heb.], ed. M. 
Hershler, Jerusalem 1972, p. 81; SiddurEzHayim[Heb.]. ed. I. Brodie, I, 
Jerusalem 1962, p. 81. 

319 The wording of the weekday qaddish is copied out twice in the Seder 
Hibbur Berakhot without any comments (Schechter's copy, pp. 19, 77). 
However, in the qaddish which precedes 13*13 on the Sabbath (p. 107), the 
text in the copy is: n^y1? -pan -\"wrr< ]»K [...] rm rrnw unpm Vurr' 
K^yV K^yV Kin -p-a Kttmpi rv^nv f a n 1 Kin K n̂̂ y •'n^y'ri .n^bv •,nl7yI?i 
pK [...]. Schechter underlined the words Kin K^Q ŷ lnl7yVl, and noted in 
the margin of his copy: "Sic. in the MS, twice". There can be no doubt 
that this passage exhibits the same custom. Instead of KUmpT n^nu? "pan'' 
read KWTipT n^nw ['131] ~pan\ 
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An early Ashkenazi custom, which it seems has not yet been noted 
and which occurs consistently in our Mahzor, is that of saying 
[Kfi3in ^D»] vb^vh vb">vb in the qaddish preceding 1313 on the 
three festivals,320 just as, according to the later custom, it is said in 
every qaddish during the Ten Days of Repentance. The custom 
in Yemen, as we know, is to always say a double vb^vb in the 
qaddish, throughout the entire year; and the same holds for 
Italy.321 Yet all the other rites known to us acknowledge only one 
K^V^ throughout the entire year.322 As in the case of all the 
practices we have examined thus far, that of doubling xfr>yb in 
the qaddish preceding 1313 is noted by Maharil on all the holi
days,323 and it occurs quite consistently in the ancient mahzorim 
of western Ashkenaz.324 This practice was still current in Worms 
in the time of R. Liva Kirchheim, and he notes it both for 
Passover (p. 134b: "he doubles H.b">vb"), and for Shavu'ot (p. 
149b). It is surprising that R. Yuspa does not record this custom, 
nor is it recorded in the Worms Mahzor of Ya'aqov Oppenheim. 
It seems that it was practiced only with respect to the one qaddish 
preceding 1313 in the morning service, for we have found no 
indication of it with respect to all the other instances of qaddish. 
In the only full qaddish which appears in our Mahzor, at the end 
of the 'amidah for the seventh day of Passover (fol. 88v), there is 
but one nbiub. However, there certainly must have been differing 
customs with regard to this detail. 

The manner in which R. Simhah copied the two K^j/^s in our 
Mahzor is also very interesting. He always took pains to separate 
the two words in some manner or other, be it by a miniscule line 
suspended between the words, or (as in most instances) by an 
unusually large space between them. It is difficult to say what his 
intention was in so doing. Perhaps he sought nothing more than 
to give prominence to the doubling of the word, so that the 
hazzan would not skip the second one in his chanting; or perhaps 
he perceived of the first K W 7 as drawn towards what preceded it 
and the second towards what followed, thus rendering something 
like H ^ V ? Kin ~p3 Kumpn rrnip and then Kri3"i3 bin K W ? etc. It 
is worth checking whether this practice also occurs in other early 
mahzorim. 
According to our Mahzor's rite the hazzan had to say ])3K and bK 
pKJ ~\bn before reading the first line of shema'. There can be no 
doubt that the pK which is noted several times in our Mahzor 
after the ahavah benediction was to be said by the hazzan after the 
benediction he himself recited, for, besides the fact that we do not 
find |nK written at the end of any other benediction, we have 

320 Only once, on fol. 1 lOv, in the qaddish preceding I3"n on the first day of 
Shavu'ot, is only one nb^nb copied, apparently in error. 

321 That is already the situation in Seder Hibbur Berakhot, Schechter's copy, 
p. 19. It is also alluded to on p. 77; and expressly so there, p. 107. 

322 In the siddur of Maimonides, though, nb^vb appears twice in every 
instance (ed. Goldschmidt, Studies in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 203) This is 
the source of the Yemenite rite. 

323 See Maharil (n. 307), p. 19b (Passover): "And he says K^v1? twice"; p. 22a 
(Shavu'ot): "And he says Kb^vb twice in the qaddish; p. 53a (Sukkot): 
"And he says N^y^ twice". 

324 This is how it appears in MS Parma 585 (in all its sections), MS British 
Library 658, fol. 47v, MS British Library 659 (from the year 1349), and 
others. 

325 Para. 220, s.v. p w -|^n bx pK. 
326 Warsaw 1901, para. 240, p. 54. 
327 See, for example, Sefer ha-Manhig, ed. Y. Raphael, Jerusalem 1978, pp. 

65 ff. There, after a long discussion, the author concludes that "in nrrarr 
and ^JOUJI my aniK he should not answer 'Amen' after his own blessing. 
Nevertheless, the custom in all of Spain is to answer []K)K] after "limn and 
arrw for the reason we have stated, and after ^JOW VKI as well." "Amen" 
also appears following -iman and bx.-\vr> 1»y riN aniK in Siddur RaSaG 
(pp. 14 and 26); see the editors' note there to line 12 on p. 14, citing the 
words of R. Nahshon NrQTin U7T "In three places an individual answers 

already seen beyond any doubt that this Mahzor was intended for 
the hazzan and that it includes (almost) nothing aside from what 
he himself was to say. It is also clear that according to the custom 
of the Mahzor the formula ]MJO ~\bia bn. was added in every case; in 
other words, it was recited aloud by the hazzan before the congre
gation began to recite the first verse of the shema' together with 
him. Actually these, too, are well known customs of the Ashke
nazi communities, and are well documented in early mahzorim. 
Concerning the pK said after the ahavah benediction by the 
person pronouncing it, we have an explicit reference in Sefer 
ha-Rokeah of R. El'azar b. Yehudah of Worms.325 He treats this 
matter at length, explaining why in this benediction the wor
shipper should have to say |MK after his own benediction. R. 
Me'ir of Rothenburg had already ruled that |»K should not be 
said here, as cited in Sefer Tashhez:326 "One should not say |QK 
|nw "]bn bK because \ntu "fin bx is in place of JHK." Other rabbis, 
as well, have ruled the same.327 The custom of having both the 
hazzan and the individual worshipper say |»KJ "|V)3 VK before 
shema' was widespread in Central Europe in the early Middle 
Ages, and has been discussed in detail by I. Ta-Shema.328 The 
custom is documented in many Ashkenazi manuscript mahzorim 
and was without doubt practiced in Worms for a long time.329 

However, R. Liva Kirchheim asserts that one should not say ̂ K 
jaia "|Vn before reading shema', as he writes in his work (p. 20a): 
"One does not say the three words ]»KJ "j^n VK, for all our sages 
have agreed that they should not be said." However, from his very 
remark it is clear that where he lived the matter still required 
special mention. 

One of the unusual liturgical practices which occurs in our 
Mahzor has to do with the priestly blessing. According to the 
established Ashkenazi rite, it is customary for the priests to go up 
to bless the congregation only on the festivals, and then only 
during the musaf service. That is how it appears in Moshe 
Isserles' emendations to the Shulhan 'Arukh, Orah Hayyim, 
128:44. Yet according to the rite of our Mahzor, the priests had to 
deliver the priestly blessing in the morning service of the holidays 
as well. The order of the priestly blessing has been copied in our 
Mahzor in all the 'amidot of the festivals except the morning 
service for the first day of Passover, whose 'amidah is not copied 
in the Mahzor at all, as we have already noted above.330 Still, the 
priestly blessing is copied in detail in the morning service for the 
second day of Passover (fol. 69v),331 the morning service for the 
seventh day (fol. 88r), the morning service for the eighth day (fol. 

'Amen' to his own blessing: in rsbvrrv run, and in mrua bKVir myi -irron 
and in r a n i o birvir> my nniK (!); for thus is the custom of the ancients 
and of early hasidim and thus is the halakhah." See also the references on 
this subject listed there. In Seder Hibbur Berakhot (p. 21a of Schechter's 
copy) too, m r u a btctvn mya -irran is followed by "Amen" and mio "|^n bK 
(in the evening service the shema' prayer is not copied at all; ibid., p. 74). 
However, in the printed Mahzor Vitry, p. 64, there is no "Amen", only 
p w "]bn bx.. 

328 I. Ta-Shema, "]»JG ~\bn bn — The Development of a Custom" [Heb.], 
Tarbiz, XXXIX (1970), pp. 184 ff. 

329 Both customs are represented in MS Oxford 1025, whose rite is very 
similar to that of Worms. On fol. 2r: "^KIW myn "limn Amen". At the 
end of the quire there the shema' prayer begins with jaw "|^n bx. These 
words are copied in large letters. The emphasis on the words \am ~\bn bK 
which precede the shema' prayer is frequent in early Ashkenazi 
mahzorim. In MS Oxford 1042 "Amen" does not appear after "irmn, but 
]a»o *|Va bn. does appear (fols. 249r, 257v). Likewise, in MS Oxford 1054 
(an eastern Ashkenazi mahzor) and MS British Library 656 mjO -\bn ̂ K 
always appears, but without "Amen". 

330 As we mentioned, the scribe generally copies the regular wording of only 
those prayers which contain piyyutim. 

331 The musaf 'amidah is not copied here for the aforementioned reason. 
Similarly below. 



Prayer 

lOOv), and the morning service for the first day of Shavu'ot (fol. 
123v), as well as in the musaf iox that day (fol. 130r)332 and for the 
second day of Shavu'ot (fol. 144r).333 The same was the practice in 
Worms in the seventeenth century, as described by R. Liva Kirch-
heim for the morning service of the first day of Passover (p. 
135a),334 the seventh day of Passover (p. 142a), the first day of 
Shavu'ot (p. 110a) and the second day of this festival (p. 151a). 
The custom is noted with emphasis as being a special practice of 
Worms in the appendix on customs in the printed editions of the 
Worms siddur. However, it is also alluded to obliquely in 
Maharil (p. 63b), in the paragraph discussing the priestly bless
ing, in which the priests are cautioned "to wash their hands after 
they remove their shoes before saying hallel, because of the dirt", 
a law which only applies to the morning service. Evidently, the 
practice was not unique to Worms.335 

Every time the priestly blessing is copied in the Mahzor, save one 
place (fol. 130r), the biblical verses which the public (including 
the hazzan) would say during the priestly blessing are copied 
along with the words of the blessing themselves. The custom of 
saying verses with the words of the priestly blessing is already 
alluded to in the Talmud, and also presented in the Seder Hibbur 
Berakhot.3*6 It was preserved in Ashkenazi communities until a 
very late date, despite protests by many rabbis who were appre
hensive lest the mumbling of these verses deflect the attention of 
the worshippers from the blessing itself.337 In Worms too, the 
custom of saying these verses was abolished, as R. Liva remarks 
(fol. 135r). Yet the custom did not vanish; it steadily appears in 
the printed editions of the Ashkenazi mahzor. 
The rite of our manuscript differs from the generally accepted 
Ashkenazi practice with respect to the wording of the musaf 
'amidot on festivals. In the usual Ashkenazi rite these 'amidot 
include groups of verses listing the sacrifices of the various festi
vals. The same is true of the musaf 'amidot of Sabbaths and 
New Months. In our Mahzor these verses are not included in the 
festival musaf'amidot. In these 'amidot the passage ̂ Kun •'JQB is 

and Piyyut 

concluded with the sentence nwn T> bv "|rmra wbv raraw ins 
"plM -"Qn -|-Q17 (without Tinja) and continues with TrVia irn^K 
•jnm ~|̂ » •UTVDK etc. However, for a holiday which falls on the 
Sabbath, at the end of lJPKUn iysxa our Mahzor adds the word "nnio 
and brings the verses dealing with the Sabbath sacrifices (ovm 
Dittos iyv nnu/n etc.) together with the paragraph "ym^m innttP, 
which is customarily said in the Sabbath 'amidot.339 Regarding 
the recitation of the verses on the festival sacrifices in the musaf 
'amidot, differing practices already existed in the East, and are 
described in as early a source as the siddur of Rav Se'adya 
Gaon.339 Early geonim disagreed in this matter.340 In early France 
it was not customary to say any verses at all in the musaf 'amidot 
save on Sabbath and New Month. Rashi testifies to this explicitly 
in a responsum reproduced in Siddur Rashi.341 However, he 
himself testifies there to a different practice encountered by him 
in the Rhineland, namely that R. Me'ir ben Yizhaq Sheliah 
Zibbur used to say these verses in the musaf 'amidot on festivals. 
Rashi himself ruled that in his locality one should follow the 
practice of R. Me'ir. He also mentions that his teacher, R. Yizhaq 
ha-Levi, ruled that on the New Year one should mention even the 
passages pertaining to the New Month.342 However, the rabbini
cal authorities of Worms in subsequent generations, apparently 
including even R. Shelomoh b. Shimshon (Rashbash),343 chal
lenged his innovation on this latter point. It seems that in the 
course of time the custom of saying verses pertaining to the 
sacrifices in musaf on festivals was abandoned altogether in 
Worms. This is indicated in Sefer ha-Rokeah344 and was also the 
practice of other Ashkenazi rabbis at that time.345 Subsequently, 
all the Ashkenazi communities instituted the practice of saying 
these verses in the musaf service on festivals, leaving Worms, 
which persisted in not saying them, an exception. Yet, on holi
days which fell on the Sabbath, days on which even in ancient 
Worms it had been customary to say the sacrifice verses pertain
ing to the Sabbath,346 the practice of also saying the verses pertain
ing to the festival was instituted, in order to give the list of the 

332 This time, though, the scribe copied the Priestly Blessing in a short form, 
omitting the biblical verses (about which see below). However, there can 
be no doubt that he intended this passage for the priests actually 
performing the blessing, since it appears here without the introduction 
•U3-Q irrTOK Tî JO UTIVK etc., which is customarily recited in the 
'amidah when the priests do not actually bless the congregation. Also, the 
passage anym appears here as usual. 

333 The passage is missing in the morning service for the second day of 
Shavu'ot (fol. 142r), since the scribe only copied the 'amidah up to the 
fourth benediction. 

334 There is no such passage for the intermediate Sabbath of Passover. It 
seems that the priests did not go up to bless the congregation on the 
intermediate Sabbath of Passover in the time of R. Liva. On the festivals 
the priests blessed the congregation even on the Sabbath. 

335 See Sefer Minhagim of the School of Rabbi Me'ir ben Barukh of 
Rothenburg [Heb.], ed. I Elfenbein, New York 1938, p. 26. 

336 Schechter's copy, p. 39. 
337 The author of the Rokeah already ruled (para. 323): "And the 

congregation should not recite verses". Thus also in the Shulhan 'Arukh, 
Orah Hayyim, 128:26. However, the Remah (=R. Moshe Isserles) in his 
note there mentions the Ashkenazi custom and tends toward authorizing 
it ("In any event, now that the priests draw out [their blessing] with 
singing, it became customary to say verses as well [...] but it is better not to 
say them"). 

338 See fols. 60v and 142v (the musaf services for the first day of Passover and 
second day of Shavu'ot). On fol. 60v the word Tinna was enclosed in a 
circle by a later hand. On fol. 142v the scribe forgot to write TiniO, but he 
noted in red ink before the section of the sacrifices: *iniK m u m . 

339 See there, p. 152: "And many of our congregation do not say verses in the 
musaf service, since they are afraid of erring in the verses; instead, 
they say -pay nwn •>TI bv, following which they say ir6y Dm p m ~\bn. 

And this is certainly sufficient. However, if someone learned the verses of 
each festival by heart, without mixing them up, saying them carefully is 
preferable to omitting them". See also Elbogen, op. cit. (above, n. 133), p. 
102. 

340 Regarding this, see L. Ginsburg, Geonica, II, New York 1909, p. 188. The 
responsum of the gaon (apparently Rav Natronai) adduced there fixes 
that the verses should not be said in the musaf service. 

341 See Siddur Rashi, ed. S. Buber, Berlin 1911, sees. 174-176, pp. 80 ff. 
(=Mahzor Vitry, p. 358): "I have not observed in any of our places on any 
of the festivals the custom of saying the verses about the additional 
sacrifices, since they are not known fluently except for [the verses about] 
the additional sacrifices for the Sabbath and the New Month, which are 
frequent and are known fluently." 

342 Regarding this matter, see Grossman, Sages, pp. 293, 330. 
343 See Grossman, ibid., p. 337. 
344 See sec. 325. However, on the New Year they recited in Worms the verses 

for the New Year without adding those for the New Month; see sec. 204 
there. 

345 See the quotation by Urbach in 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, p. 71. from R. 
Asher b. R. Ya'aqov ha-Levi of Osnabriick: "My teacher and relative, R. 
Shemu'el of Bamberg, the son of R. Barukh of Mainz b"l, did not say verses 
on all the festivals, nor on the New Year, nor on the Day of Atonement, 
and he did not even say -ima^na innw when a festival coincided with the 
Sabbath. And it is reported that the faithful messenger (i.e. the hazzan) 
R. Moshe Kohen, the hazzan of Mainz, did likewise." As Urbach notes 
there, R. Moshe Kohen was the brother-in-law of the author of the 
Rokeah. See also 'Arugat ha-Bosem, III, p. 464, n. 53. 

346 Since everyone knew the verses for the Sabbath, and there was no concern 
that they would be confused, as Rashi noted in his aforementioned 
responsum. 
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additional sacrifices in full.347 R. Liva says for the musaf of the 
first day of Passover (p. 136a) as follows: "One says DT> tpl)3 riK 
nwva nrn mvan an etc., as far as "|TO3 ">an, then •'n^Ki wnbK 
p m y>n UTlinK etc., laiOU/m, nan, etc. (and if348 it is a Sabbath one 
says urnnn nnK, and one says n*o mn nnwn nv HK ,nmanV mnau' 
ntn maran an uv etc. [p. 136b], and he says ia->Kun •'asm, and says 
"•aoin HK, and says ,nnmpm ,iiw*an uninsi ,nnwn DVII "ii n K 3 
,]nm "î n lanmaan n n la-miiK ^n^io UTTVK ,in»ttP ,Dnnam etc., 
laiOU/m, and he mentions the Sabbath in every instance)." Sim
ilarly, R. Yuspa Shammash writes in the shorter version of his 
work (Minhagei Yom Tov): "And he recites the prayer, finishing 
with "|Tn3 ^12; and in Worms the word ~nnK3 is not said here, 
rather, as soon as he has said "11133 "'3)3 he starts in with UTÎ K 
etc., |)am "\bn etc., because the sacrifices are not said here in 
Worms on the festivals, unless the festival falls on the Sabbath, in 
which case "I1MK3 is said, because then the sacrifices are recited; 
first nn\yn DV31 etc. is said, then the sacrifice pertaining to that 
festival, as is customary in all the other communities." The long 
version of his Customs, p. 16a, reads likewise. This later custom 
is a "correction" of the earlier custom found in our Mahzor. 
In the 'amtdah for the morning of the Ninth of Av our Mahzor 
includes the 'anenu benediction between bxrtoJi ^Kia andiaKQ"), as 
on other fast days. In early Ashkenaz there were differences of 
opinion regarding this practice. In Worms itself R. Yizhaq ha-
Levi, one of Rashi's teachers, instructed that 'anenu should not be 
said in the morning service of the Ninth of Av, and he taught 
likewise in Mainz, too.349 However, after he passed away the 
practice of saying iaay was reinstituted throughout Ashkenaz; R. 
El'azar, author of the Rokeah, already ruled this way,350 as did the 
later rabbinic authorities as well.351 

The question of reading the Book of Job as part of the public 
worship on the morning of the Ninth of Av is mentioned in our 
Mahzor in a note by the scribe, on fol. 159v, as follows: "He 
concludes the 'amidah up to Di^un frxrw my riK "p3»n, 
qaddish, and D">QK "yiK bx. [with a correction above it reading that 
one does not say D̂QK "pK ^K];352 then the Torah is read from 
Parashat va-Ethanan, D^n T^in ra, and the haftarah from 
Jeremiah, DQ̂OK t|OK, and ashrei, and the seder qedushah is not 
said353 until all the qinot are finished, then Job is said, and 
Jeremiah, and 'alenu leshabeah." This custom is attested in our 
Mahzor also in the section of biblical readings now bound at the 
end of our volume, from fol. 189v on. Here, as we have mentioned 
already, the entire Book of Job is copied (taking us to fol. 203r); 
followed by the Book of Jeremiah (fols. 204r ff.), from the 
beginning of the book until Chapter xxiii:6 (fol. 217r); and by 
Chapters xxxiv-xxxv of Isaiah (from y\n\ub D"na I3"lp to ]\X> loai 
nnaKl). The Book of Job and the "words of calamity" in Jeremiah 
are explicitly mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud among the 
things which one may study on the Ninth of Av (Ta'anit 30a). In 

347 This claim, that it is impossible to say the verses of some additional 
sacrifices without saying the verses of all of them, appears in the ancient 
controversy regarding whether one ought to say the verses about the 
additional sacrifices for the New Month in the 'amidah of the New Year. 
In the second volume of the Worms Mahzor, though, the verses appear in 
the 'amidot of the musaf services (also on Sukkot), one more proof 
that this volume reflects a rite different from and unrelated to that of the 
first volume. 

348 The section relating to the Sabbath is enclosed in parentheses in the 
manuscript; this indicates that it was written in the margin of the original 
manuscript, and that R. Sinai Loan? added it into the body of the text. 

349 Regarding this matter, see Grossman, Sages, p. 284, and the references 
there. 

350 Sec. 312: "And he prays the 'amidah and 'anenu". Also in sec. 311 there: 
"One should not say D'TUnn on the Ninth of Av, neither in the yozer nor in 
the ma'ariv [=nmn] since it is called a festival, but 'anenu is said." 

cher 
the early Ashkenazi communities it was customary to read the 
Book of Job (apparently in its entirety), at the end of the morning 
service on the Ninth of Av, either before 'aleinu or immediately 
after it, but either way, certainly in public. This was already 
mentioned in passing by the Rokeah, in connection with per
forming a circumcision on the Ninth of Av.354 The same appears 
in the Customs of R. Hayyim Paltiel355 and in all the other 
sources.356 In Maharil the subject is presented exactly as in our 
Mahzor, although as optional (p. 35a): "And whoever of the 
congregants wishes to volunteer reads all of Job, and some of 
Jeremiah from the part which deals with calamity, from the 
beginning up to lapiaf 'n [Jer. xxiii:6]; and then he reads D̂ ia I3"ip, 
from the middle of the Book of Isaiah until nnaKl pa1" ioai; then 
one says 'aleinu leshabeah and the mourners' qaddish." How
ever, from what follows in this passage it is clear that this was 
actually the practice in the Maharil's locale: "The Maharil used 
to perform circumcision falling on the Ninth of Av after the 
qinot were finished, before beginning the reading of Job and 
Jeremiah", etc. A long discussion of the matter then follows. 
However, by the seventeenth century, in Worms, it was already 
no longer the practice to read Job. R. Liva Kirchheim concludes 
his description of the morning service on the Ninth of Av (p. 
157b) as follows: "Qaddish is recited without ^3pnn, then Jere
miah is read, with the reader reciting one verse, then the congre
gation one verse, starting from Chapter ix, DIG ta^ l wry> nan 
nV-il/3 Din "73 bv •'mpQi 'n,357 up to Chapter xxiii, 'n imp"" "HPK 
lapnSf. Then they start reading Isaiah, beginning from Chapter 
xxxiv, D'nan imp [!], up to nnaxi pâ  ioai ia">ttr» nmaun pure/, which is 
all read by the entire congregation, then mourners' qaddish and 
'aleinu." Also with respect to circumcisions he says (p. 158b): "If 
there is a circumcision to be performed on the Ninth of Av, then 
when the qinot are done, before reading Jeremiah, the father of 
the child, the sandaq, and the mohel go home", etc. The same is 
said by R. Yuspa Shammash in the shorter version of his work (p. 
37): "Then the rabbi goes before the ark and begins reading 
Jeremiah, Chapter ix, D^Kl D̂ W nan, and concludes with Chapter 
xxiii, laplif 'n imp"1 ~WH. Then the rabbi begins Isaiah, Chapter 
xxxiv, D'na imp, until nnaxi \w ioai." The fact that the two 
chapters of Isaiah are not mentioned in our Mahzor is, of course, 
not significant, since they do appear in the section of biblical 
texts. 

Now let us return for a moment to the question of saying *yiK ^K 
D">3K on the Ninth of Av. This passage is recited on Mondays and 
Thursdays the year round, prior to taking out the Torah to be 
read. The Ashkenazi rabbis differed greatly in the matter of 
whether it should be said on the Ninth of Av. The Rokeah35* had 
ruled not to say D̂ SK "pK [VK], as did the Ra'avyah (R. Eliezer b. 
Yoel ha-Levi of Bonn) as quoted in the Haggahot Maimo-

351 See The Customs ofR. Hayyim Paltiel [Heb.], ed. Goldschmidt, Studies 
in Prayer and Piyyut, p. 59; The Customs of R. Avraham Klausner, op. 
cit. (above, n. 98), p. 129; The Customs of R. Isaac Tyrnau, op. cit. 
(above, n. 87), p. 82; and Maharil, op. cit. (above, n. 307), p. 35a. 

352 Regarding this, see immediately below. 
353 This refers to the qedushah de-sidra, i.e. bK\i TPV̂  Wl, as mentioned 

above. 
354 Sec. 110. 
355 P. 59 in Goldschmidt's edition. 
356 Cf. The Customs of R. Avraham Klausner, p. 110, and The Customs of 

R. Isaac Tyrnau, p. 83, The Customs of the School of R. Me'ir of 
Rothenburg (above, n. 335), p. 35. 

357 A later hand noted this also in our Mahzor alongside Jer. ix:24 (fol. 
209v), as we have already noted above. 

358 The end of sec. 312. 
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niyyot,359 and most of the minhagim books.360 However, Or 
Zarua' and the Mordekhai ruled that D'SK "px bit, should be said, 
and so did the Maharil Customs (p. 35a): "D̂ QK "pK bn. is said even 
if it is not a Thursday, as on any public fast day." In the same 
place we read: "Likewise, in Frankfort they say a,£3K pK bK even 
if it falls on any other day of the week."361 That is also the custom 
of our Mahzor, and it is clear from the wording that in the 
opinion of the scribe, R. Simhah, one ought to say D̂QK "pN VK on 
the Ninth of Av in any event, and not necessarily only on a 
Thursday. But the later custom in Worms was not to say "pK bK 
n̂ QK, as indicated in R. Liva's book (fol. 157v): 'tPQK pK bx. is not 
said if it should fall on a Thursday, all the more so m m Kim is not 
said." Likewise, in the shorter version of R. Yuspa Shammash, p. 
36: "Neither tahanun nor •"'UK *pK bK. is said, if it falls on a 
Monday [!] or Thursday." A similar emendation was made 
between the lines of our Mahzor, by a later hand: "D̂ QK pK ^K is 
not said". 

Here we ought to mention the non-uniform wording which 
occurs in our Mahzor at the conclusion of the ge'ulah benedic
tion in the morning services. We have already mentioned this 
fact, and have noted that three times the scribe wrote shortly 
preceding the benediction, btnvn vmp 362[i)3tt7] miaar •» ubnx\ 
(fols. 3v, 65v, 113v), but that in the rest of the instances he did not 
include this sentence at all. Whether to include this sentence, in 
these words or in others, at the end of the passage ^K"W TiY, was a 
subject of controversy in the communities of western Europe.363 

According to an early French tradition, this sentence was appar
ently recited at the end of the paragraph, a practice which became 
established in the communities of the Rhineland, as well. We 
know for certain that R. Me'ir ben Yizhaq Sheliah Zibbur, the 
paytan of Worms, used to add this sentence at the end of the 
passage. But the Hasidim of Ashkenaz were vehemently opposed 
to this practice because the computation of the number of words 
and letters in the passage bxiw "I1Y (without the added verse) 
worked out well with their mystical teachings. They protested 
strongly against the "French", and were skeptical about the 
reliability of the tradition which placed R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur 
among those siding with the extended wording. Through their 
influence, apparently, the phrase was removed from the closing 
of the benediction, and care was taken by the congregations not to 
recite it. 

The tradition which attributes the incorporation of this sentence 
at this point to R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur indicates that the early 

359 The end of the Laws of Fast Days. 
360 Such as The Customs ofR. Hayyim Paltiel, ed. Goldschmidt, p. 59, and 

The Customs of Avraham Klausner, p. 130. 
361 This is how it appears in The Customs ofR. Zalman Yent also; see The 

Customs ofR. Isaac Tyrnau, p. 180. The statement there that one says bn 
W5K pK "even when it is not Monday or Thursday" (also in the note 
there) is a slip of the pen, for the Ninth of Av never falls on a Monday. 

362 As we mentioned above, the copyist twice omitted the word int; from the 
sentence. It is problematic to assume that this was (twice!) a slip of the 
pen, for the sentence is a quote of a biblical verse, so that it is 
inconceivable that a learned man would omit a word from it. Perhaps in 
the liturgical context the word was omitted in some places, so that a verse 
would not be used as a blessing (cf. TJ Berakhot i:8,3d: "One does not 
use a verse as a benediction"). Perhaps this is also the reason that the 
wording was changed to u^jai. 

363 See the detailed discussion of this matter in Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, 
IV, pp. 84 ff. See also Hershler, The Siddur ofRabbenu Shelomoh b. R. 
Shimshon of Worms (above, n. 318), pp. 94 ff. 

364 Urbach correctly noted that there is no reason to assume that the verse 
was added by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur. The opponents of the custom 
ascribe it to "the French". The verse miOJr « vbtto etc. is strongly fixed in 
this place in the ancient customs of Erez Israel, always ending the early 
n^bn « piyyutim (=the ge'ulot); see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 181 ff., 357 ff., 
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Worms practice, possibly influenced by the French, had been to 
recite it here.364 It seems, however, that the wording was changed 
after a while, in the spirit of the Hasidim of Ashkenaz, perhaps 
due to the influence of R. El'azar, author of the Rokeah.365 The 
later Worms custom was not to say this verse, as follows from its 
absence in the version of the Worms Mahzor copied by R. Ya'a-
qov Oppenheim. This may be deduced indirectly, as well, from a 
passage in R. Liva Kirchheim's Customs (p. 22b), in which he 
describes the closing of the ge'ulah benediction in accordance 
with early Ashkenazi mystics' calculation of the words: "One says 
as far as bKW buy, and there are 14 letters in btnvn "nsr — a 
mystical allusion to the fact that the redemption began on the 
14th of Nisan. It has 60 letters altogether for 60 times 10 thousand 
were redeemed on the 14th of Nisan." This is the interpretation of 
the Hasidim of Ashkenaz for their version of the wording Tiar 
V*OU7\ which does not include the sentence "UVKII, etc. 
The wording of two more prayers deserves some attention. The 
passage wv?W2Tt bl by JYTK ^K, which as we have said never occurs 
in our Mahzor except from the letter shin of its acrostic, always 
concludes in our Mahzor with the shorter formula: rrVnil mKQn ... 
vrnp "'JQIKI D'IQ"Hy. The customary wording according to the 
later practice is unipn nvm D^fllKi D^Q-UP.366 That is also the 
wording in the manuscript and printed editions of the Italian 
prayer rite. However, in the ancient Seder Hibbur Berakhot*67 

the wording is almost exactly as in our Mahzor:36* D17 •"'Q1U7 
ttnipn "'JSIK. The same appears in Seder Rav 'Amram Gaon}69 

In the seventeenth century the shorter wording 'JEnKI D'flltP 
tt/Tip was considered to be unique to the community of Worms. 
It is explicitly mentioned by R. Liva Kirchheim, on page 42b of 
his work: "He concludes with vnp "UQlKl D"»Q-HP, and one does 
not say WRpn nvm." It is also among the customs listed in the 
appendices of the two printed editions of the prayer rite of 
Worms. However, this wording actually occurs also in other 
early Ashkenazi manuscripts not connected with the commun
ity of Worms.370 

The second phrase of note is the one which, in the Sabbath 
'amidot, concludes the passage "unrrann n n wrrnK T 6 K I UTI^K 

and runs as follows: -pv •»nmK biCW1 "p lnnum.... This wording is 
common to most of the early sources, in the East and West 
alike.371 Here, too, the Ashkenazi communities appear to have 
maintained the ancient Italian custom. The wording in Seder 

361. See also J. Mann, "Genizah Fragments of the Palestinain Order of 
Service", Hebrew Union College Annual, II, pp. 294 (top), 305,324. It is 
also found in the main text of the Siddur RaSaG, p. 16, although it does 
not appear in the extant versions of Seder Rav 'Amram Gaon. See also 
Urbach, ibid., n. 87. Perhaps R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur changed the 
wording of the verse, as noted above, saying U^KJl, in the imperative 
form, i.e. as a supplication; this seems to be suggested also by the 
vocalization in our Mahzor. Regarding the wording bKHVn ~\Mi, see also Y. 
Heinemann, Studies in Jewish Liturgy [Heb.], Jerusalem 1981, pp. 129 
ff. 

365 See 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, loc. cit. The tradition is reported by R. El'azar 
of Worms in the name of R. Shemu'el Hasid. 

366 In the printed edition of the Mahzor Vitry, p. 154: 'Mix Dy nvm WS1VJ 

367 Schechter's copy, p. 109. 
368 This passage does not appear at all in the Siddur RaSaG. 
369 Ed. Goldschmidt, p. 71. 
370 That is how it appears, for example, in MS Miinchen 381, and also in the 

second volume of the Worms Mahzor, fol. 3r. 
371 This is the wording of the complete version of Se'adya's Siddur (MS 

ENA 4036; see the variae lectiones on p. 112 of the Siddur RaSaG) and in 
the Seder Rav 'A mram Gaon, ed. Goldschmidt, p. 63 (the version there is: 
K̂"W> ^3 "p innwi etc.). Also in Siddur ha-Rambam (=Maimonides' 
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Hibbur Berakhot372 is indeed yaw -amx btcmn "p innwi ("parrm 
mistakenly copied), exactly as in our volume. However, in later 
Italian siddurim, both manuscripts and printed editions alike, 
we have: "yaw iwipn bmw b"2 "p innttm. The Ashkenazi practice 
was apparently modified in accordance with a note appearing 
in the Customs of R. Isaac Tyrnau: "It is usual to conclude with 
"1»U7 (J1K) "amK btn\w> "|3 lnnum etc., which is what is written in 
most siddurim. This is very surprising for it is not like the 
closing of the benediction, nor like the opening of the benedic
tion, and furthermore, 'rejoicing' is only appropriate for the 
pilgrimage festivals. I have found in an ancient commentary 
[most editions read: in an ancient sidduf], and also heard from 
experts in the matter, that one should say "wnpn bK"W 12 inwn 
"J)3U7 etc., which suits both the beginning and the closing of the 
benediction. And this seems to be correct."373 

The Rite of the Mahzor in Its Piyyutim 

We have already noted that when R. Simhah set about writing 
his Mahzor, the piyyutim of the Ashkenazi communities were 
already fixed and even uniform in their general outlines. There 
were, however, still differences between the various communi
ties and districts, some of which remained differing until mod
ern times. Significant were the differences between the western 
Ashkenazi and the eastern Ashkenazi communities; but even 
within each of these sub-groupings there were piyyutim uni
que to certain specific congregations, piyyutim which also 
survived in their respective places for hundreds of years. Most of 
these differences in the poetical embellishment of the prayers 
naturally focused around the less important liturgical occa
sions, yet even the liturgy of the major holidays sometimes 
manifested slight variations. Such unique piyyutim sometimes 
arise quite unexpectedly in early Ashkenazi mahzorim, and are 
also found described in the extensive Ashkenazi literature on 
prayer rites. Our Mahzor, too, is not completely devoid of such 
characteristics. 

We may point out, for example, the absence of the ofanim in the 
piyyutim for the four special Sabbaths before Passover. The 
yozerot for these special Sabbaths have, in the Ashkenazi rites, 
three piyyutim: the yozer proper, the ofan and the zulat. The 
ofanim for these occasions are very short, containing but four 
lines.374 But this entire complex of piyyutim, with its three 
components, was already present in the Seder Hibbur Bera-
khot,315 although the later siddurim of Italy dropped the ofanim 
and the zulatot. The yozerot proper and the zulatot are appar
ently present in all the Ashkenazi siddurim, earlier and later 
ones alike, while the ofanim are lacking in several of the early 
mahzorim. In the seventeenth century, the absence of the ofa
nim in the piyyutim of the four special Sabbaths was consi
dered unique to the practice in Worms, and was stressed separ
ately for each of the special Sabbaths by both R. Liva and by R. 
Yuspa Shammash.376 

Prayer Book), ed. Goldschmidt, p. 205: ~|KHP ,omK VKIW Va Da irru'n, 
from which the Yemenite wording certainly derives. Also in the Persian 
Siddur, op. cit. (above, n. 265), p. 122: "|Ott/ •'arm un â birfan na lntm. 
See also Elbogen, op. cit. (above, n. 133), p. 110. 

372 Schechter's copy, p. 122. 
373 Spitzer's edition, op. cit. (above, n. 87), p. 19. However, also R. Ya'aqov 

Oppenheim's copy of the Worms Mahzor, fol. 52v, reads: bxrwn "|a innwi 

374 Regarding these ofanim and what they and their structure teach us about 
the history of the yozer, see Fleischer, The Yozer, pp. 178 ff. 

375 Schechter's copy, pp. 163, 164, 168, 169. 
376 In R. Liva's Customs, this matter appears on pp. 122b ff. In the short 

In the section of the piyyutim embellishing the prayers on 
Shabbat ha-Hodesh, on fol. 27r, the scribe copied the ofan 
DnniV vmwn of R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur. This ofan, and the 
DDT6K brought in the musaf 'amidah (wn\u nnr» DDTr̂ K; fol. 
32v),377 are not for Shabbat ha-Hodesh, as we have already 
pointed out above, but rather for any Sabbath which coincides 
with the New Month. They were intended to be said here only 
when Shabbat ha-Hodesh happened to coincide with the New 
Month of Nisan. R. Me'ir's ofan is copied numerous times in 
manuscript Ashkenazi mahzorim, always among the piyyutim 
of the Sabbath which coincides with a New Month, generally 
together with the ofan wsba isbx. W>bK "jV (810 ."7), which is 
ascribed to R. Benjamin ben Zerah. In later Ashkenazi mahzo
rim, n^K "1̂7 prevailed over t n n w w r o n . The Maharil (p. 58b) 
mentions the former as a regular ofan for the Sabbath which 
coincides with the New Month. In Worms, when Shabbat ha-
Hodesh coincided with the New Month, it was customary to 
incorporate umn uwi bw DDTI^K ,umn wtn bw |QIK in the body 
of piyyutim for Shabbat ha-Hodesh, as presented in our Mah
zor. This is noted by R. Liva for Parashat ha-Hodesh (fol. 130v), 
and even before that, for Parashat Sheqalim (fol. 124r). How
ever, in his time they used to say in Worms on a Sabbath which 
coincided with a New Month, the ofan W>bn ~|̂  (p. 44a), perhaps 
following Maharil's instruction. R. Yuspa Shammash pre
serves an interesting remark on the subject, presented as fol
lows, in the longer version of his work (p. 16a): 

Note: In 1646 Sabbath Parashat ha-Hodesh and the New 
Month coincided, and some members of the community378 

wished to recite the ofan of the Sabbath and the New 
Month and Parashat ha-Hodesh which was written in the 
Mahzor of the congregation, and whose author was R. 
Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur. It was decided not to recite it, 
because the custom here was to say that of the Sabbath and 
the New Month, and thus was it done. 

In this context, the "Mahzor of the congregation" refers, of 
course, to our Worms Mahzor, and the ofan for the Sabbath, the 
New Month, and Parashat ha-Hodesh written in it is R. Me'ir 
Sheliah Zibbur's nnniy vmwn. Some of the worshippers were 
of the opinion that it was a special ofan for the Sabbath, the 
New Month and Parashat ha-Hodesh, and were in favour of 
saying it. The regular ofan for the Sabbath which coincides 
with the New Month in the time of R. Yuspa was D*6K ~\b; he 
says this explicitly in the longer version of his work.379 Be that 
as it may, one need not assume that wbx. "]b was customary in 
Worms as early as the thirteenth century; it seems more likely 
that the rite accepted this piyyut at a later period. 
The order of piyyutim for Shabbat ha-Gadol (fols. 34v ff.), as 
presented in our Mahzor, matches the western Ashkenazi litur
gical rite. However, the yozer pJnV)3 TlK, which is copied most 
elaborately in our Mahzor, was not customary in Worms unless 
Shabbat ha-Gadol also happened to be the Sabbath following a 

version of R. Yuspa Shammash's work, on pp. 103, 106, 113. This 
passage was also published by A.M. Habermann, Sinai Jubilee Volume 
(1978), pp. 483, 489. Of course, the ofanim are also missing from R. 
Ya'aqov Oppenheim's Worms Mahzor, pp. 18b, 22b, 37b, 42b. 

377 See regarding this above. The custom of saying DOTl̂ K on the Sabbath 
which coincides with the New Month is mentioned several times, by R. 
Liva and R. Yuspa and in the printed Customs of Worms. However, the 
beginning of the piyyut is not noted. 

378 In the original text: rra =D'Tia ^IQ, i.e. members of the congregation. 
379 Fol. 20r: [D]^K ~\b Winn n m naw bv ]S\R. In R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim's 

Mahzor also, D^K "]b appears as ofan for this occasion (p. 5b). 
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wedding. This is indicated in the Mahzor next to the beginning 
of the piyyut, as we have mentioned above. This special custom 
of Worms is noted with some emphasis by R. Liva Kirchheim 
(p. 132b): "The yozer yuab» TiK is not said unless there is a 
wedding on that Sabbath." R. Yuspa Shammash notes simply 
(p. 16 of the shorter version): "On Shabbat ha-Gadol there is no 
yozer, but zulot [!] of Shabbat ha-Gadol beginning mniK."'80 

The departure in Worms from the common usage is also noted 
in the customs printed at the end of the Worms siddurim. Here, 
too, it is hard to imagine that we are dealing with a very ancient 
practice; the Maharil mentions the yozer for Shabbat ha-Gadol 
without making any special remark,381 and had he been aware 
of a practice of omitting the yozer, he certainly would have 
mentioned it. The fact that the congregation continued reciting 
the yozer on Sabbaths honouring a bridegroom also indicates 
that it had originally been customary to say this piyyut on all 
occasions. The deletion may have had to do with the wish of the 
people there to differentiate between Shabbat ha-Gadol and the 
four special Sabbaths preceding Passover, namely to give 
greater weight to the four special Sabbaths than to Shabbat 
ha-Gadol. They may also have wished to shorten the morning 
service, since they had lengthened musaf, as we shall discuss 
shortly. 

The qedushta of Yannai, DTinm "HUB "OIK, which was custom
arily recited on Shabbat ha-Gadol in the rite of western Ash-
kenaz, was expanded in most places by the piyyut Vt THK 
DTnnn (fol. 39v in our Codex), which is a long, poetic passage 
containing laws pertaining to Passover, a sort of special azharot 
on the halakhot of this holiday. This piyyut is anonymous, but 
appears to be very ancient, and is cited as early as the twelfth 
century.382 However, it is inconceivable that it was written in 
the East. Its presence in the piyyut noa "OIK possibly inspired R. 
Yosef Bonfils to include a long halakhic piyyut in his qerovah 
for Shabbat ha-Gadol, y u ^ l DTTVK;383 R. Yosef lived in the 
middle of the eleventh century. Almost everywhere *n THK 
DTnnn was placed before the short silluq of Yannai yitb y>K pa l 
Tib"b (fol. 38v).384 However, the custom in Worms was to say this 
piyyut in the musaf 'amidah, following"imD^ni innur>, perhaps 
because that was the established place for azharot on Shavu'ot. 
This is explicitly stated by R. Liva Kirchheim (p. 132b), and by 
R. Yuspa Shammash in the longer edition of his work (fol. 20b) 
and this is how it appears in the printed Worms siddurim, as 

380 The same note appears on p. 20a of the long version. 
381 Fol. 8v: "Yozer r6a fuaVn TIN and of an and zulat". However, there is no 

ofan in our Mahzor. 
382 See Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 89. Regarding this piyyut, see also I. 

Davidson, Machzor Yannai, New York 1919, p. xxxvii. 
383 The passage intended is r m T i r 6 ^Tta K1DK, which is also sort of an 

azharot of the laws of Passover. In the regular editions it appears after the 
rahit riN^an troa a n IN and before the silluq, i.e. its placement parallels 
that of DTnnn "n THN in Yannai's qerovah in the majority of the 
manuscripts and customs of western Ashkenaz. In the classical qedush-
ta'ot which were used as models by the paytanim of Western Europe, 
there are no such halakhic "sedarim". 

384 In Mainz it was customary to recite DTnnn IT THN at this point, as the 
Maharil (p. 8b) explicitly notes. See also Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 89. 

385 It is amazing that this is not clear in the Worms Mahzor of R. Ya'aqov 
Oppenheim. There (p. 52b), DTnnn Tt THN appears after the silluq of ^lN 
DTinm "HUS and the note to say the qedushah, but without any remark at 
all, in order, as it were, to be said in the middle of the fourth benediction 
of the 'amidah of the morning service! Following the piyyut is a note to 
say r m N"1N. 

386 See ibid., p. 8b: "There are regions where it is customary to recite IT THN 
DTnnn in the musaf service, when the leader of the prayers finishes 
nmn ruvrb Tar." 
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well as in our Mahzor.395 However, it is unlikely that this 
custom was completely unique to the Worms community. The 
Maharil notes its practice in "some regions".386 

The ma'arivim for the first and second nights of Passover 
which appear in our Mahzor are common to the rites of all the 
communities of western Ashkenaz —the anonymous DniKPU? W? 
nsm ba miK for the first night, and bxw TIK Dmn-'U/ b"b by 
R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur, for the second night.387 However, the 
ma'arivim for the last two nights of the festival —^V^db "UK by 
the Ra'avan for the seventh night and " W i niK by R. Menahem 
b. Ya'aqov of Worms for the last night — do not correspond to 
any Ashkenazi rite ever recorded. The piyyut "WWl niK is gener
ally recorded for the seventh night, whereas for the eighth 
night, in most instances, the piyyut |»1K n:n)3K (5636 .K), by 
El'azar of Worms, author of the Rokeah, appears.388 The ma'a-
riv ''Vau/V TW, which appears in our Mahzor for the seventh 
night, was customarily said in some of the western communi
ties on the last night, and is cited as such in the Maharil (p. 19b) 
and in the Minhagim of R. Zalman Yent.389 The later practice 
in Worms was identical with the rite of the rest of the western 
Ashkenazi communities, i.e., they recited " W i mK on the sev
enth night and piK nJiMK on the last night. It is presented thus 
by R. Liva (pp. 141b and 143a). Thus, the practice in our 
Mahzor is unusual in two ways: in changing the day on which 
iswn niK is prescribed and in recording WlVJb TIK for the last 
night instead of \a\K rm»K. Regarding the displacement of 
W l mK we must call to mind the puzzling heading which 
appears in our Mahzor above this piyyut on fol. 46r. There T I K 
iyw\ is copied (after 'ya is^ "IIK above which [fol. 45v] is written 
jru -n "ITV^K -in noa bv -watt; b-bb anvn) under the heading 
apv i a nran a in noQ bw •'WW bbb anyn.390 This strange 
heading, which by no means can be understood literally, may 
perhaps indicate that the scribe erred in ordering the two ma'ari
vim. In other words, maybe it implies that ''l/wi n ix should 
have come before ->y>yvb "11K (even though it is copied after it). If 
so, then it is for the seventh night, while Wivb "HK is for the 
night following, i.e., the eighth night, as recorded by the 
Maharil and R. Zalman Yent.391 In any event, •'Vatf/V TIN; as placed 
in our Mahzor does not correspond to the later custom of Worms, 
nor does it accord with most rites of western Ashkenaz. How
ever, we should not exaggerate the significance of this detail, 
for during the Middle Ages there were considerable fluctua-

387 Regarding this piyyut, R. Liva Kirchheim says in his Customs (p. 137b): 
"On the second night one recites the ma'ariv buivr TIN an in ip b~h, 
which was composed by Rabbenu Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur Kttmp na of 
Worms." This order is also recorded in the Maharil, p. 19b. 

388 However, some communities recited at this point m^att/N ]mN vun1! 
ttmp, by R. Yequtiel b. R. Yosef (238.1). Regarding this pay tan, see Zunz, 
Literaturgeschichte, p. 177. 

389 See the Customs of R. Zalman Yent, op. cit. (above, n. 87), p. 178. R. 
Zalman Yent was active in northern Italy, in Trevise, but he originated 
from the Rhineland, and the customs he records are those of his native 
land. The order of the ma'arivim is there as follows: "Ma'ariv for the 
seventh night of Passover: lyttPi nix, bikkur[...] KQN Tin; ma'ariv for the 
last night of Passover: •<ir>att6 TIN, without a bikkur. Some places, 
though, say WV\ [=|mN swrn ; this is the rite of eastern Ashkenaz], also 
without a bikkur." 

390 The two titles are faded now. 
391 It ought to be noted that the scribe erred in a similar fashion on fol. 77r, 

where he wrote "Yozer for the sixth day" etc., instead of "for the seventh 
day": yet the error was corrected there in the margin, while at the 
beginning of the ma'ariv (fol. 46r), no correction was made. I cannot 
explain the error at the beginning of the yozer. 
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tions in the ma'arivim with congregations changing their own 
prayer rites quite frequently.392 

The yozerot for the first two days of Passover accord with the rite 
of all the Ashkenazi communities: Dnurwa VW 11K, by R. 
Shelomoh ha-Bavli, for the first day, and p i j7>SK, by R. 
Meshullam b. Kalonymos, for the second day. In Mainz, 
however, it was customary to reverse the order, and say p i p̂ QK 
on the first day, and VW UK on the second. This is explicitly stated 
by R. Avraham Klausner,393 and is the same in the Maharil, as 
well.394 Thus, our Mahzor does not follow the rite of Mainz. 
According to the two sources just mentioned, in Mainz it was 
customary also to say a qerovah in the morning service of the first 
day of Passover,395 but in our Mahzor (as in all the Ashkenazi 
mahzorim) there is no qedushta for the first day of Passover. 
Hence, in this respect, too, our Mahzor differs from the rite of 
Mainz. 
The yozerot which appear in our Mahzor for the intermediate 
Sabbath of the festival and for the last two days of Passover 
("pnrtK "pmnK, niB ">ww j/un-n and nniKn nriK) are the yozerot 
for these days in most of the mahzorim of western Ashkenaz.396 

But the ofanim which were customarily recited in these 
communities, uw "Wrr (335 /») and n ^ r r a n^7in» (921.»), do not 
appear in our volume. These two piyyutim are late ones, and 
probably came into use in these communities at a later period. 
Even in the later prayer rite of Worms ofanim were not said on 
these days, as R. Liva notes explicitly on pp. 141b and 143b of his 
compilation. However, this was also the practice in Mainz.397 

Yet in the liturgy for these days, the rite of Worms differed from 
that of other communities. On the last day of Passover, in Worms, 
the usual rmiKn nriK was replaced by the yozer ^Kny UK yum 
in»T'K by R. Me'ir Sheliah Zibbur. As we recall, this piyyut is 
copied on a separate sheet which was added to the Mahzor near 
the time it was written. The practice of saying this piyyut on the 
last day of Passover appears to have been unique to Worms.398 In 
the rest of the Ashkenazi communities it was customary to say it 
on the first Sabbath after Passover. The fact that the contents of 
our Mahzor were adapted to suit the custom of Worms in this 
respect near the time it was written may perhaps be evidence that 
it was used in Worms at a very early period. 
Now let us move on to the subject of the qedushta 'ot. The three 
qedushta 'ot which appear in our Mahzor to embellish the services 
on Passover, 1U71D1 IU;K tTT'DK for the second day (fol. 66r), na^K 
"pniKTU for the seventh day (fol. 80r) andl^Kl TK "pmniK for the 
last day (fol. 92r), accord with the prayer rite in most of the 

392 The tremendous variability of the ma'arivim in the rites of the mediaeval 
Ashkenazi communities is well illustrated in D. Goldschmidt's post
humous Mqzor for Sukkot (ed. Y. Fraenkel, Jerusalem 1981): as noted 
in the introduction there, p. 27, on the four nights of the festival no less 
then twenty different ma'arivim were customary in the Ashkenazi 
communities! 

393 See The Customs ofR. Avraham Klausner, op. cit. (above, n. 98), p. 116: 
"In Mainz the yozer for the first day is [...] | n p̂ BK and on the second day 
W> TIK." 

394 P. 19b: "[In Mainz] the yozer ]71 p̂ SK is said on the first day." 
395 "D^'lfn "VIP ynnp." Apparently this refers to the qedushta D^wn 11 / 

nay rm»K; cf. Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 688, and idem, Ritus, op. cit. 
(above, n. 3), p. 96. This qedushta was customarily recited on the second 
day of Passover in the early Italian rite (on the first day they recited 
"IUTD2 "IU/N DT'DK, which was said on the second day in the Ashkenazi 
rites). It appears in its entirety in Seder Hibbur Berakhot, Schechter's 
copy, pp. 224 ff., and it was published by E. Fleischer, Hanokh Yellin 
Memorial Volume [Heb.], Jerusalem 1974, pp. 454 ff. 

396 R. Avraham Klausner, though, reverses the order of the yozerot for the 
final two days. 

397 According to R. Avraham Klausner, p. 120: "In Mainz no of an is recited, 

communities of western Ashkenaz.399 This was also the rite in 
Worms in the seventeenth century. In the qedushta'ot of the last 
two days of the festival the western Ashkenazi congregations 
omitted the passage ynyn xfrwb KJ VK which appears in all the 
qedushta'ot after their fifth piyyut. This practice is already 
mentioned in MS Hamburg 152, fol. 39v, at the end of the 
commentary on the fifth piyyut of "pniKllJ nwx, in the name of 
R. Ephraim of Bonn, as follows: 

Here is where yiyin xb\)h W ^K should be said, and there are 
some who say it; however in older mahzorim I have not 
found it in the qerovot for the last two days of Passover. I 
have heard the reason for this given as follows: this seder, 
[Djiyn'1 pl^n "'̂ 'K, which is to be said now based on the 
section j/UTTn,400 tells of the drowning of the Egyptians in the 
Red Sea. Now it is said in the Tanhuma, on the passage TK 
[VKltt/]"' piDl nwn Ttn , and in the first chapter of tractate 
Megillah [fol. 10b] regarding the verse, "and the one came 
not near the other all the night", that the Holy One did not let 
the ministering angels say a qedushah on that day, for He 
said to them: The works of My hands are drowning in the sea, 
and you dare sing? Therefore, one does not say nbMjb KJ VK 
yiyin, which is in its entirety a song of qedushah. 

Also the Maharil notes plainly (p. 20a): "On the last two days of 
Passover one does not say yiyin D îy1? KJ bn."m Indeed, this 
passage is missing from the two qedushta'ot in our Mahzor too. 
However, in the later Worms rite vbiyh KJ VK was said on these 
two days, as R. Liva Kirchheim states explicitly for the seventh 
day of Passover (fol. 142v) and also for the eighth day (fol. 
143v).402 In our Mahzor the later practice is noted in both places: 
in "pniKTU nn^K (fol. 82v) a later hand wrote in the margin KJ "7K 
and in tPKl TK "pniniK (fol. 94v) the entire passage has been 
copied into the margin. 
In this very place, in the two qedushta'ot, the early Ashkenazim 
used to say the liturgical formula 1171 t6 i l6 -p^B1" y^n "» "|b)3 ", 
before beginning the recitation of the rehitim.403 This practice also 
is noted by R. Ephraim of Bonn in MS Hamburg 152, fol. 40v: "I 
have found n"^^4 0 4 in ancient mahzorim that one says here, 
before the silluq, 1371 vb*\vb ybw 'n -|bn "n -\bn '7T, then "|Vi p l l 
n\yilp nbyn etc. is said, and that's right." No doubt this refers to 
the very same practice, even though R. Ephraim notes it as 
relating to the silluq. Here the later rite in Worms was the same as 
the earlier one: the recitation of this formula is mentioned in both 
the qedushta'ot, before the order of the rehitim, by R. Liva 

neither on the seventh day nor on the eighth." 
398 However, according to MS British Library 659, this was also the rite of 

Cologne. Zunz, Literaturgeschichte, p. 146, notes the custom for Worms 
and some French communities ("in Worms und in einigen franzosischen 
Orten"). 

399 In eastern Ashkenaz the order of the qerovot for the last two days is 
reversed. 

400 The seder is indeed based on the verses of the Song at the Red Sea, 
starting from Ex. xiv:30 (yum). 

401 R. Avraham Klausner, on p. 121 of his Customs, reports the same thing. 
402 R. Yuspa Shammash also notes this for the seventh day of Passover (p. 22 

in the short version), but for the eighth day of the festival (p. 23) there is 
no such note. The opposite is true of the Worms Mahzor of R. Ya'aqov 
Oppenheim: on the seventh day M bn is not found, but it does appear for 
the eighth day! 

403 The introduction to the rehitim of the two qedushta'ot is "" yum pai 
Kinn DYO. 

404 R. Ephraim of Bonn refers to himself thus many times. The term has not 
yet been adequately explained: see Urbach, 'Arugat ha-Bosem, IV, pp. 39 
ff.; Habermann, Studies, VII, p. 218; idem, History of Piyyut and 
Poetry, II, p. 192. 



Prayer 

Kirchheim,405 as well as by R. Yuspa Shammash.406 However, in 
the body of our Mahzor there is no indication of this custom; it 
appears only in a later marginal note in both places (fols. 82v and 
94v).407 

Considerable space in our Mahzor is occupied by the Aramaic 
piyyutim for Passover and Shavu'ot. The custom of including 
these texts in the liturgy on these days was certainly known in 
ancient Worms. Proof of this may be found in the large number of 
piyyutim of this type written by R. Me'ir b. R. Yizhaq Sheliah 
Zibbur, the paytan of Worms. However, the space allotted to 
these piyyutim in Ashkenazi communities gradually decreased 
over the years, until they disappeared almost completely in most 
regions.408 The congregations altogether did away with the 
custom of translating the Torah reading, and of all the piyyutim 
which once surrounded and extended the targumim, they 
maintained only the magnificent reshut of R. Me'ir Sheliah 
Zibbur, •pV'W mmpK, the expansion, ~wvb lonw"" imK, and the 
reshut for hajtarah targum, Dana n^y by R. Ya'aqov b. Me'ir 
(Tam). R. Avraham Klausner409 still knew the passage Knavn KJIK 

(in our Mahzor, fol. lOlv) as an alternative to mna n1*1. But by 
his time it was no longer customary in Mainz to "say anything 
other than ]"b->n mmpK", as the Maharil also notes (fol. 22r). Later 
on in Worms even the custom of saying mmpK was abolished, 
although it was written by a paytan from that very place, as 
related by R. Liva (p. 150a): 

One does not say mmpK (here in Worms). The reason for not 
saying mmpK is, as I heard, because once there was a hazzan 
here in the congregation of Worms who said niWTpK in a 
pleasing voice and with great devotion, and when he had 
finished, the Lord took him. Therefore it is not said. 

R. Liva did not like this reason, and added: "But this reason does 
not satisfy me. For, on the contrary, after this incident happened 
with the hazzan, we see that this prayer is a very excellent one, and 
it should be said every year with devotion. Surely there is 
another unstated reason for this, which has been forgotten."410 

R. Liva gives absolutely no indication that any other Aramaic 
passage was read, and the same holds for R. Yuspa Shammash. 
The custom is not even mentioned in the Worms Mahzor of R. 
Ya'aqov Oppenheim. In any event, the appearance of these 
passages in our Mahzor does not prove anything, for it is an 
ancient Mahzor. The Aramaic portion is still present in its 
entirety, for example, in the Niirnberg Mahzor, which was 
written in 1331, some fifty years after the Mahzor of Worms. 
It should be noted, though, that the beginning of the process, 
which eventually led to the Aramaic texts being altogether 
eliminated from use in Ashkenaz, is already evident in our 
Mahzor. To be sure, introductory and elaborative piyyutim are 

405 P. 142a: "And he says: lyi nViyV ybw 'n "]bn 'n ~\bn 'n, and 'n iwvn p m 
Kinn DTD". The exact same note in precisely the same wording also 
appears on p. 143b, for the last day of the festival. 

406 In the short version, pp. 22 and 23; in the long version, pp. 22b and 23a. 
Also in R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim's Worms Mahzor, pp. 86a ff. 

407 However, in the qerovah for the last day of Passover (fol. 98r) the 
formula appears once again in the margin, before the silluq, exactly as it 
appears in the words of P.. Ephraim of Bonn. It seems that this note was 
written earlier than the other two notes, perhaps by the same hand as that 
which added the words D^u6 ja ^K in the margin of fol. 94v. In any event, 
no such note appears before the silluq for the seventh day of Passover. 

408 Only in Italy was the custom of translating the hajtarot into Aramaic on 
all the festive days of Passover and Shavu'ot preserved until modern 
times. The targumim still appear in their entirety in the Rome Mahzor 
of S.D. Luzatto, Livorno 1856. However, the recital of the passages of 
expansion and the reshuyot ceased even in Italy. 

409 Ed. Dissen, op. cit. (above, n. 98), p. 124. 

Piyyut 

relatively plentiful here, yet several important components are 
already missing. The translations of the hajtarot for Passover, 
save for the one for the seventh day, do not appear at all,411 and, 
of the translations of the hajtarot for the seventh day of Passover 
and both days of Shavu'ot, only a few verses appear. Passages 
are also missing from the translation of the Torah reading for 
the seventh day of Passover and the first day of Shavu'ot. The 
poetic concluding passages of the translations of the hajtarot, 
the like of which are present in abundance in the printed 
Mahzor Vitry, are altogether missing in our work. An interme
diate state of affairs, such as the one presented by our Mahzor, 
has not been described in outside sources, but it doubtless has 
parallels in other manuscript mahzorim. In any event, both the 
direct and the indirect evidence of later sources which are hard
ly aware of the liturgical reality still reflected quite strongly in 
our Mahzor makes our findings not very surprising. 
Let us move on to the piyyutim for Shavu'ot. The ma'ariv for the 
first night, i p v TDK TT>1 by Yosef Bonfils (fol. 109r), is common 
to all the Ashkenazi mahzorim, and contains nothing new. 
However, the piyyut for the second night, rrMPTO itrpn DVt̂ K 
D'HTP, is somewhat exceptional, for in almost all the provinces of 
western Ashkenaz, the ma'ariv said on the second night was bv> 
13H •»"» D T 6 K by the Ra'avan. Actually the Maharil does mention 
ruTO DTtVK as the custom in "some places" on the second night of 
Shavu'ot, but the rite of these places never became the established 
practice. However, in Worms this piyyut was constantly recited 
on the second night of Shavu'ot; it is even printed in the special 
siddur of the rite of Worms. R. Liva also makes special note of 
this piyyut being said (p. 150b). 

The prayer imtttt on the first day of Shavu'ot, is embellished in our 
Mahzor by the piyyut Tim T"FK '•n (fol. 1 lOr). This passage was 
meant to be inserted in the service between i^mn p"OKi "OVl and 1» 
1^ 7XW ">m "]b n m \ as the scribe indicates. In the seventeenth 
century the practice of saying this piyyut was considered a special 
custom of the Worms community. It is specifically noted by R. 
Liva in his description of the order of the morning prayers on the 
first day of the holiday (p. 149b). Yet in the time of R. Liva this 
piyyut was already no longer recited in its entirety, rather, most of 
the middle of it was left out. The piyyut, with the middle passages 
omitted, was printed in both editions of the Worms siddur.*12 This 
practice is also cited by R. Yuspa Shammash (p. 29). One 
should not think, however, that from the very beginning this 
practice was unique to Worms. From the circle of R. Me'ir of 
Rothenburg413 we hear simply that "in Ti bs nnu/J, on the first 
day of Shavu'ot, it is customary to say Tim TtK ""M, because it has 
in it the words ny Twnn ">n, and ny is nothing other than 
Torah." In the Customs of R. Avraham Klausner414 it is pres
ented as the custom of Mainz on Shabbat Bereshit, and likewise 

410 This matter is also mentioned, without explanation, in the customs listed 
at the end of the printed Worms Rite: "And mmpK is not said". 

411 As we have mentioned, only reshuyot for these targumim appear here. It 
is problematic to suggest that the targumim themselves were recited from 
an other volume, since the targum of the hajtarot for the seventh day of 
Passover and the two days of Shavu'ot do appear in the Mahzor, albeit in 
an abridged form. 

412 In our Mahzor, a late hand noted alongside the line TV inn Tim DTD TIM, 
where it became customary in Worms to interrupt the reading of the 
piyyut: "Un[til] h[ere]". At this point they continued with DTOlVia 12^ ln 
trttron, but the upper part of the page is damaged at this point. The point 
at which they returned to reading the piyyut certainly must also have been 
noted in the margin. 

413 See Sefer ha-Minhagim etc., op. cit. (above, n. 335), p. 30. The editor 
noted there that this custom is also mentioned in the Rokeah, but I could 
not find it there. 

414 Ed. Dissen, op. cit. (above, n. 98), p. 61. 
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in the Maharil (p. 66b). In Worms, too, this piyyut was also 
recited on Shabbat Bereshit. 
The yozerot which appear in our Mahzor for both days of 
Shavu'ot, •'UnK piN for the first day, and D'OnK n^K for the 
second day, are the usual yozerot for these two days, according 
to all the Ashkenazi prayer rites.415 Also the ofanim Tfi\u •"'Jl nnm 
"|VnV for the first day, and D"6K"»K mrniK for the second day, and 
the zulatot nvnw -OJK for the first day, and nnviaa bm ''DJK for 
the second day, are typical in the western Ashkenazi rites, and 
are mentioned by the Maharil (p. 22a). However the practice in 
Worms, or at least their later custom, was to replace the yozer 
proper and the of an for the second day with the yozer rtK3l THK 
and the ofan niK VTQD. This is explicitly stated by R. Liva (p. 
150b) and by R. Yuspa Shammash (p. 29). Both piyyutim are 
copied in the Worms Mahzor of R. Ya'aqov Oppenheim and 
appear in both printed editions of the Worms siddur as well as 
in the lists of customs appended to them. As we have men
tioned, the alternate piyyutim, nwi THK and niK TTQ3, were 
copied on separate sheets of parchment in a later hand and were 
added to our Mahzor, they now appear at the end of the Codex, 
from fol. 221 on. No doubt this was done in order to adapt the 
contents of the Mahzor to the accepted practice in Worms. We 
do not know of other communities where the two aforemen
tioned piyyutim were recited on Shavu'ot.416 What we do not 
know is whether this had always been the practice in Worms, or 
whether at some point in the history of this rite a change had 
taken place. In any event, adding on the pages containing the 
two alternate piyyutim testifies to the presence of our Mahzor in 
Worms at the time this was done. If our appraisal regarding the 
early date of these pages is correct, then we must conclude that 
our Mahzor was in use in Worms as early as the fifteenth 
century. 

In Worms on the second day of Shavu'ot, it was not customary 
to say a zulat, and hence y>W\ nnK was also said according to the 
usual wording ("of weekdays"). This is specifically mentioned 
by R. Liva, p. 140b, and a similar remark was made by R. Yuspa 
(p. 29). Indeed, there is no zulat in the pages appended to the 
Mahzor.*11 

The qedushta'ot n m i n "iDin D"n imK (in our Codex, for the 
first day; fol. 114r) and n w i l nun p K (for the second day; fol. 
132v) are both known in the Ashkenazi rite. However, the order 
in which they are presented in our Mahzor is unusual. It espe
cially differs from what is reported as the rite of Mainz. Accord
ing to R. Avraham Klausner (p. 124), and the Maharil (p. 22a), 
in Mainz it was customary to say nurim nun y~)N on both days of 
Shavu'ot; but on the first day the seder 1311 rPBNO "»Jjp 'n in this 
qedushta was replaced by the passage D^nun yiK now m u m, 
taken from the qerovah DTK Winn Kp"iK of R. Yohanan ha-
Kohen.418 In eastern Ashkenaz the qedushta'ot were said in 
reverse order, nun yiK in the first day and D^n miK in the 

415 However, R. Avraham Klausner, p. 124, notes the opposite order for 
Mainz. 

416 In the other Ashkenazi communities these piyyutim were recited, as we 
mentioned above, on the Sabbath following Shavu'ot. 

417 However, in the body of the Mahzor there is a zulat, so it is preceded by 
the l^yn nJ3K for the festivals, i.e. the short version of Ere? Israel. 

418 See the dissertation of N. Weisenstern, The Piyyutim of Yohanan b. R. 
Yehoshua' [Heb.], Jerusalem 1984, p. 93, and in the notes there. 

419 In fact, the piyyutim appear in the Niirnberg Mahzor as they appear 
before us: D^n ITYIK first, followed by nun yiK. They also appear that 
way in the Customs of R. Zalman Yent, op. cit. (above, n. 87), p. 179. 

420 It appears that way in the Customs of R. Liva Kirchheim, pp. 149b and 
150b. 

second, as recommended by R. Isaac Tyrnau (p. 62). However, 
the way R. Isaac handles the issue proves that in many places 
the custom was to do it the other way around.419 Be that as it 
may, the rite of our Mahzor is once again seen to be different 
from the Mainz rite. The practice in Worms, though, was as it 
appears in out Mahzor.420 

The azharot appearing in our work in the musaf services of the 
first and second days of Shavu'ot are the same as in all the 
Ashkenazi rites. The works of R. Liva Kirchheim (pp. 149a, 
150b) and of R. Yuspa Shammash (pp. 29, 30) accord with our 
Mahzor. 
For the night of the Ninth of Av, after Lamentations, our Codex 
has three piyyutim: (1) D'wunn ubnb "inon... n 'on "UK n^K bv, 
(2) \viii nr b*bx and (3) unprs m n tPKunn w. In the margin of 
nr ^ l a later hand copied the stanza ID nr b'bl, meant to be 
added to this piyyut on the night of the Ninth of Av when it 
coincided with the end of the Sabbath. These qinot are also the 
ones which appear in the Maharil (p. 34b), except that they are 
preceded by the rhymed paraphrase of Lamentations v, •»•> TDT 
•MK Mb n^n nn (99 .T).421 In the Worms of R. Liva and of R. Yuspa 
the arrangement of this part of the service also began with " TOT 
"HK Mb n^n nn (which does not appear in our Codex), and 
continued like what we have here, but with the omission of 
ITOn1 nr W o . Only when the Ninth of Av began after the 
Sabbath did they say the stanza "ID nr V^n by itself.422 We do not 
know the reason yPH"1 nr V^a was omitted in Worms, nor 
whether that had been the practice there from the outset. The 
Maharil informs us that such was the practice in Frankfort.423 

However, from the fact that R. El'azar, author of the Rokeah (a 
resident of Worms) added a stanza of his own on to p'aa1' nt b'hl, 
namely ID nr b*bl, we learn that in his time and place it was 
customary to say ]TOn"' nt ^Vn. The scribe's omission of the 
passage ID nt W?3 from our Codex perhaps should not be 
viewed as very significant, for he may not have taken into 
account the case of the Ninth of Av falling after the Sabbath. 
In the passage of consolation which concludes the qinot (nmn 
m a x "ltt/io |T>y), R. Liva notes that in Worms the custom was to 
say D^nma D ^ t m ^ mumi, without adding on the word n^-i; 
but in the Mahzor the words D^l D^nma appear (fol. 157r), and 
at the end of the order for the morning service we have (fol. 
184r): Q'nrn D^-in n ^ t t m n ywrw (!). Deletion of the adjective 
may have been influenced by the words of Zach. i:16, which 
appear after ninrJD.424 In any case, in all these details our Mahzor 
differs from what we are told about the later rite of Worms. 
The elegies for the Ninth of Av, on the other hand, are exactly 
the same as the Worms rite described by R. Liva (p. 157b) and R. 
Yuspa (p. 36). In Worms it was customary to begin the order of 
the qinot with the recital of fifteen Qiliri qinot by the hazzan. 
These qinot are recorded in the two sources mentioned, and 
completely parallel to what we have in our Mahzor from fol. 

421 Goldschmidt, Qinot, p. 24. 
422 R. Liva's Customs, p. 156b; R. Yuspa Shammash's Customs, p. 35 in the 

short version; p. 28a in the long version. 
423 P. 34b: "In Frankfort, they only recite P6K by, then irNum, even [when 

the Ninth of Av falls] on the night following the Sabbath" (i.e. they do not 
recite ID nt ^Va; this passage is also missing, as we mentioned, in our 
Mahzor, but it was added in the margin). 

424 r rnma n^un-f^ VDW •" "l»K m . However, on fol. 157r the scribe got 
mixed up even in the biblical verse and wrote D^m D'arm D^ttrrvV VQW. 
He also copied n w 1J> after that, in place of n w lpi. In the Italian 
mahzorim the wording of the conclusion of the piyyut is D^tfrrvV "innri 
D'nma ?T6K TOW. However, according to our wording, the omission of 
the word t r m impairs the four-part metre of the line. 
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160r to 170v. In most of the Ashkenazi communit ies, it was 
customary at this point to say seventeen Qiliri qinot at one pass, 
and in a different order.425 In Worms the order of the service 
after these qinot, according to R. Liva (p. 158), was as follows: 
" T h e n the most eminent man in the congregation recites a 
qinah, and after him, whoever in the congregation wishes to 
recite qinot ... and when the congregation finishes saying 
qinot, then the most notable member of the congregation be
gins the ziyyonim (Odes to Zion), and after h im whoever in the 
congregation wishes to, recites ziyyonim, but in any event the 
impor tan t and elder members take precedence; and after all the 
ziyyonim they say rmj/l ]Vii ^K, and after that the hazzan starts 
in with nvb r\n i V ^ n u p to rpnyn l a w n , then the congregation 
says ]VX21DDM [!] KJKiy, after which the hazzan also says it. T h e 
hazzan then says, as on the previous day, [iJPKUna TK], unti l TIKE 
"pnu . T h e congregation says ]VX n m n out loud, then it is 
repeated by the hazzan. T h e n the hazzan and the congregation 
recite together ["IK^U ["l]1 [V]V mn33 etc., in an undertone, and 
then a few verses of consolation, in order to conclude with 
consolat ion." In our Mahzor the passage TTn Tb^Tt comes 
immediately after the fifteen Qiliri qinot. R. S imhah follows 
his practice here, namely, pu t t ing into the Mahzor only the 
sections recited by the hazzan. In this respect nn l ^ T r was 
similar to Qiliri 's fifteen qinot. He copied all the rest after
wards, as an addition, so that the hazzan would be able to follow 
the reading of the individuals from the congregation, or even to 
read an elegy himself, together with the rest of the readers. T h e 
concluding portions of the service, which were identical with 
what he presented for the n ight of the Nin th of Av, he did not 
copy again in their entirety, only a l luding to them by again 
copying the verse m » K -IWK3 ]VX D m n . 

T h e section of qinot in later times in Worms was far richer than 
that which is presented in our Mahzor. T h e number of ziyyo
nim increased, and the metered qinah r m m ]VX ̂ K , which does 
not appear in our Mahzor, was added. In our Mahzor no special 
section was allotted to ziyyonim, and the piyyut of R. Yehudah 
ha-Levi, ^KWn KVH ]W, which is the prototype for the ziyyo
nim, is presented here as a regular qinah (fol. 179v). T h e order 
of qinot doubtless assumed its final form after the time our 
Mahzor was written. 

H. THE WORMS MAHZOR AND THE PRAYER RITE OF WORMS 

The quest ion posed frequently by scholars regarding the rela
t ionship of our Mahzor to the prayer rite of Worms cannot be 
answered definitively even after investigating the contents of 
this Codex and the rite which emerges from it. As we have seen 
above, in many seemingly qui te significant details the Mahzor 
represents what the works of later authorit ies have presented as 
the prayer rite of Worms, yet in not a few other details, also 
significant, it deviates from that rite. What prevents us from 
reaching a definitive conclusion is our inability to date devel
opments in the local prayer rites of the early Ashkenazi com
munit ies . T h e early source material extant on this subject is 
scanty, and for the most part it does not provide explicit intima

tion of differences in rite between communit ies , save for a few 
marginal instances. Moreover, we also have no way of knowing 
how to interpret the statements of rabbinical sources, early or 
late, that a given practice constitutes the prayer rite of one or 
another communi ty . Did they necessarily intend to say that a 
given practice was customary only in that communi ty , and not 
in any other place? Or did they mean to say that the custom first 
became established in a certain place, and from there spread to a 
few, or to many, neighbour ing communities? 
Even in the later records of the Worms customs, which date 
from the seventeenth century on, we do not know which are 
ancient practices and which more recent ones, which were 
un ique to the Worms communi ty from the outset and which 
became particular to Worms after initially having been com
mon to Worms and other communit ies . A further quest ion is 
whether, and to what extent, our Mahzor had an impact on 
establishing the prayer rite of Worms; and if so, to what extent 
points of correlation which emerge by compar ing our Codex 
with the documented prayer rite of Worms are significant. All 
of these questions, for which we do not have sufficient answers, 
prevent us from firmly stating the rite of which communi ty is 
authentically represented in our Mahzor. 

One must bear in mind, of course, that the communi ty of 
Worms was a large and flourishing communi ty , which pro
duced many great rabbis and decisors, including some of the 
great men who shaped the Ashkenazi prayer rites. It is hard to 
imagine that the customs of Worms were actually specific to 
that communi ty alone, and were not adopted by other com
munities as well. Indeed, the opposite assumption seems reason
able, namely, that in early times the practices of most of the 
Ashkenazi communi t ies were very similar to one another, and 
that they were established by the authoritative rul ings of the 
rabbis of Worms, Mainz, Speyer and the rest of the large Rhine-
land communit ies . Differences, initially simply in determining 
which piyyutim would be recited, and over the years perhaps 
also in the arrangement of the service or in one or another detail 
of the fixed wording of the prayers, might have resulted from 
later developments, by virtue of various decisions by local rab
bis or various local occurrences. T h e prayer rite of Worms, 
almost the only one which was recorded in full detail, may have 
developed as a special rite, not due to its being special from the 
outset, but due to its being preserved with greater fastidiousness 
than the rites of other Rhineland communit ies . 
In any event, we may say, that the prayer rite of our Mahzor is 
qui te close to what in the course of time became established as 
the rite of the Worms community , with the differences fewer 
and less significant than the similarities. Some of the points 
where the rite of the Mahzor differs from that of Worms may 
result from later development of the Worms rite. Other points 
of divergence may be due to the fact, proven above in a number 
of places, that the scribe R. S imhah did not write his own rite in 
this Codex, but rather worked according to guidelines based on 
another rite, which may have been the rite of Worms. These 
guidelines may have been incomplete, and he may have erred in 
following them, either according to the rite of his own locality, 
or according to his mistaken understanding of what he had 

425 Cf. Maharil, p. 32b. 
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been commissioned to do. In this respect, switching the yozer 
nmKH nnx which was the established yozer for the last day of 
Passover in all the communities of western Ashkenaz, to j/um 
VK-W "TlK, which became established as a peculiar practice of 
Worms, seems to me to be quite significant. As we have said 
above, the text proper of our Mahzor presents the usual piyyut, 
but it was replaced very early by the special piyyut of Worms, in 
separate parchment sheets appended to the Mahzor. This 
switch, if indeed it is as ancient as palaeographers claim, testi
fies that the Mahzor came into the jurisdiction of Worms at a 
very early date, and perhaps also to its having been written 
according to the rite of this community from the outset, except 
that the scribe erred in this spot, substituting the rite of his own 
locality. 
It is true that we must still wonder about the rest of the differen
ces between the Mahzor and the Worms rite which were not 
"corrected" until a very later date, something which seems to 
indicate that the Mahzor matched the prayer rite of its locality 
for a long time, or that it was not in active use possibly for 
centuries. Yet in this respect one must bear in mind that early 
hazzanim did not blithely correct the wording or the rite in the 
written mahzorim at their disposal at will, preferring to "cor
rect" whenever necessary orally, without committing anything 

to writing. A moving passage encouraging this approach 
appears in the Maharil (p. 48a). One should also bear in mind 
the fact that we do not know when our Mahzor became "the 
Mahzor of the congregation" of Worms. Maybe it was owned by 
private individuals for several generations, and given to the 
congregation only in the sixteenth century. 
In any event, one ought not to consider that what we call the 
"rite of Worms" in defining the original wording of our Mah
zor was a special and exceptional rite of this community. Above 
we have repeatedly stressed the fact that details of a rite or 
wording which at first glance appeared unique to our Mahzor, 
were actually common in the early Middle Ages to the Worms 
community and many of the large communities of the Rhine-
land. At that time all these communities were apparently 
forged from a single mould, with but a few exceptions, and the 
rabbis of Worms undoubtedly played a decisive role in estab
lishing the uniformity of this mould. 
In any case, what we have in our Mahzor is a faithful reflection, 
even if not altogether precise, of the central rite of the commun
ities of western Ashkenaz towards the end of the thirteenth 
century. In this respect it may serve as a corner-stone in evaluat
ing the wordings, arrangements, and rites of prayer which 
emerge from the rest of the ancient Ashkenazi mahzorim. 
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